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ABSTRACT 
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Suction anchors are commonly used as soft soil anchoring systems in deep-water for 

floating oil and gas facilities. Recently, they have been considered as potential 

alternatives to piles for fixed and floating offshore renewable energy devices (either 

wind turbines or wave energy converters) in shallow water comprised by layered soils 

with granular materials. For a successful development of marine renewable 

applications, additional cost savings should be achieved by developing sophisticated 

anchoring systems technology through sharing the anchoring points between several 

energy capturing devices. This presents, however, several challenges associated with 

cyclic loading of suction anchors in sand, which is poorly understood, hampering a 

widespread exploitation of the technology. 

This projects aims at contributing to close this knowledge gap by focusing first on the 

performance of suction anchors in sand under unidirectional cyclic loading with 

variation of the principal cyclic parameters. Centrifuge modelling has been performed 

to investigate the mechanisms governing the cyclic degradation of suction anchors 

under different mooring conditions, and to establish the anchor capacity and stiffness as 

a function of the applied load sequence. The tests were performed in dense dry 

superfine silica sand in order to replicate a fully drained case, simulating simplified 

drained offshore soil conditions. Several cyclic loading sequences have been compared 

with a base single line monotonic capacity testing in three different aspect ratio anchor 

models. Unidirectional cyclic loading regimes have included diverse cyclic mean loads, 

each one with a corresponding cyclic peak load and amplitude in a purely one-way 

regimen. Various numbers of cycles have been applied with a wide range between 500 
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and 36,600 cycles to simulate long-term cyclic loading with a constant frequency of 0.5 

Hz. Anchor displacements and rotations are calculated through the use of image-based 

deformation code geoPIV-RG according to the work developed by Stanier et al. (2016a) 

and an in-plane rigid-body kinematic implementation. The measurements are obtained 

based on the 2D displacements of four texture targets attached on top of the model 

anchors, which are captured in a digital image sequence by a high definition camera 

during each test. Linear displacements of the targets provide anchor padeye horizontal 

and vertical displacements, and also rotation angles with respect to the anchor axis.  

The results for soil cyclic behaviour and soil-anchor interaction were subsequently 

interpreted by a macro-element theoretical model based on expandable memory and 

bounding surfaces consistent with the work of Chow et al. (2015). The centrifuge 

testing results showed substantial increases in the post–cyclic soil strength and stiffness 

due to particle fabric effects and interaction, which developed densification of the soil 

depending on the initial soil relative density conditions. 
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CHAPTER I: ANCHORING SYSTEMS FOR OFFSHORE 

RENEWABLE DEVICES 

1.1 Introduction 

The investigation presented in this thesis is focused on the analysis of suction anchors 

(also known as suction caissons, suction piles or suction buckets) as an offshore 

foundation system applied to novel arrays of floating renewable energy platforms. In the 

past decades, suction anchors have been employed to safely connect deep-water floating 

oil and gas facilities to the sea floor through the transfer of structural forces by mooring 

systems to surrounding soft soil at more than 3000 metres deep. In recent years, this 

offshore foundation technology has been successfully proposed and developed for 

shallow fixed wind turbines and other marine renewables. However, for floating 

renewable arrays, further technological advances are required that would permit radical 

resource savings in the foundation system through adequate cyclic design 

methodologies and anchor sharing among several single devices. To fulfil this, it is 

critical to develop a clear understanding of the mechanisms associated with cyclic and 

alternate multi-directional loading on the suction anchor, which will be subjected to 

offshore cyclic environmental forces by several mooring lines. 

Substantial research has been performed into the cyclic mechanical behaviour of suction 

anchors in fine soils (Randolph et al., 1998; Aubeny et al., 2001; 2003), which has led 

to the establishment of trustworthy methodologies and design codes (DNV, 2005), 

however, very few investigations have analysed the cyclic behaviour of suction anchors 

in granular soils, which is the type of soil material predominant in shallow waters near-

shore where floating renewables farms are expected to be sited. This thesis aims to 

contribute with findings that will allow this knowledge gap to close. A first crucial step 

is to focus on experimental analyses through centrifuge modelling techniques that 

would provide insight into suction anchor performance, and hence would allow to 

define and analyse critical mechanisms for unidirectional cyclic loading. The main 

focus of the experimental analyses of this research is concerned with the variation of the 

loading configuration patterns used in several cyclic load sequences applied on suction 

anchors in sand, including the cyclic peak, amplitude and average loads. These analyses 

are based on relevant past cyclic loading experiments undertaken on suction anchors in 

clay, and their corresponding mechanical frameworks. 
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The analysis and discussion of the results aims to provide insights into the different 

mechanisms governing the cyclic capacity and stiffness degradation or enhancement of 

suction anchors, and to contribute for a future geotechnical design framework, which 

will be able to establish the anchor peak capacity as a function of its lifecycle. 

The first chapter focuses on the development and characteristics of the main floating 

renewable energy devices, and the current state-of-the-art use and design of anchoring 

systems to moor the renewables to the seabed. A special emphasis is put on arrays of 

floating renewables. 

1.2 Floating renewable devices 

Exploitation of natural energy resources of the Earth has been progressively rising since 

past centuries due to ever higher demands. In the last decades, the vast quantities of 

fossil fuel emissions, climate change phenomena and depletion of oil reserves in 

traditional places have driven the need to guarantee the supply of low-emission energy 

in the near future and on a long-term scale. These factors have encouraged and 

promoted the use of cleaner resources such as renewable energy practices, both onshore 

and offshore, where the last possesses a considerable potential for energy solutions.      

The wind, wave and tidal energy solutions have the potential to source a significant part 

of the energy demand, in fact, only oceans energy resources could supply energy 

requirements worldwide according to research performed by Bhuyan (2008). However, 

the industries are at different levels or stages of maturity in terms of effectively exploit 

them, and each industry is facing different challenges to compete in the market.  

Nowadays, the offshore wind technology is the main concept in offshore renewable 

energy and also constitutes the most rapid development in recent years (IEA, 2014). The 

majority of these turbines are currently located in shallow waters (<30 m), which 

creates good conditions for monopile, buckets, jacket structures and gravity-based 

foundations. However, as future developments will be located in deeper waters (> 60 

m), it will also be required to employ floating devices moored to the seabed with 

anchors. The main advantages of deep offshore wind energy are related to stronger and 

more consistent winds which imply greater energy extraction productivity, and also 

lesser environmental impact due to null visual and noise impact (Breton & Moe, 2009).  

The wave energy represents a huge potential as a source of renewable power, but its 

technology for exploitation is still in an early phase to be commercially viable. Several 
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wave energy converters (WECs) have been suggested and tested under real 

environmental conditions, however to achieve an effective technology 

commercialisation it is required to go through the transition from single trial devices to 

integrated arrays of large, high capacity devices designed to be located further out from 

near shore waters where water depth (~100 m) is adequate for the right performance of 

the devices. 

Several single full-scale floating renewable devices have demonstrated concept 

feasibility, such as the Hywind spar floating wind turbine in Norway since 2009, the 

WindFloat semi-submersible floating wind turbine in Portugal since 2011, the CETO 

device in Australia since 2011 and the Fukushima FORWARD wind project in Japan 

since 2013. However, today there is a focus towards an effective commercial use of 

offshore renewable energy in deeper waters, which will require a large number of 

integrated devices with a significant reduction in the installation costs. This could be 

achieved by connecting the devices in farms or arrays and mooring multiple devices to a 

single anchor. 

For conventional oil and gas floating facilities, each mooring line is attached to a single 

anchor, which experiences loading in a single direction. Conversely, the development of 

floating renewable energy arrays requires several mooring lines to be connected to a 

single anchor, which will reduce drastically the quantity of anchors needed to moor all 

the devices and then generates substantial costs reductions for the installation and site 

investigation. However, employing this novel configuration, the suction anchor will be 

subjected to multi-directional alternate cyclic loading, which is a case that has not been 

covered before in offshore geotechnics. 

1.2.1 Floating offshore wind turbines 

Offshore wind power developments started with shallow water fixed installations in the 

20th century striving towards greater energy capture capacity due to stronger wind speed 

at sea compared to onshore turbines, and lesser environmental impacts. The first 

offshore wind turbines utilised traditional fixed-bottom foundations including gravity-

based, monopiles and bucket foundations (Figure 1: A, B and C), such as Vindeby, 

which was the world’s first offshore wind farm off the coast of Denmark in 1991. 

Deeper wind turbines developments (~40 m) have employed foundations such as tripod 

structures with piles or suction buckets on their bases (Figure 1: D and E), and 

conventional steel jacket structures (~60 m) as employed in the oil and gas industry. 

Beyond approximately 60 meters deep offshore wind turbines on structures resting 
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directly on the seabed become economically or technologically unfeasible, and it is 

required to support the turbine structure on a floating platform anchored to the seabed 

through mooring lines. 

 
Figure 1: Offshore wind turbines with fixed-bottom foundations: a) Gravity based, b) Monopile, c) 

Suction caisson-monopod, d) Multiple piles, e) Multiple suction caissons-tripod (After 

Breton & Moe, 2009). 

 

Several floating wind turbine concepts have been proposed, in which the buoyancy 

force would carry the turbine structure loads. The first option is the ballast stabilised 

concept, which utilises ballast to get the centre of gravity well below the centre of 

buoyancy, and therefore, provides stability. 

Another option is the mooring line stabilised floating platform, better known as the 

tension leg platform (TLP), in which several pre-tensioned mooring lines or tethers are 

connected to the corners of the platform, securing it to the seabed by an anchor system 

such as suction anchors. 

The last option considered is the concept of buoyancy stabilised turbine, in which the 

superstructure is supported by a platform or barge floating near the surface, and kept in 

a station by mooring lines and anchors. Passive control systems are needed to diminish 

excessive pitching motions during extreme storm conditions. Figure 2 shows 

schematically the different floating wind turbine concepts that would allow the harvest 

of massive amounts of energy from offshore winds. 
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Figure 2: Different floating wind turbines concepts. (After Breton & Moe, 2009) 

1.2.2 Wave energy converters 

The concept of harnessing the energy from the sea goes back as early as 1799 with 

techniques first designed and patented in France and later in Japan and Great Britain 

until 1973 (Clement et al., 2002). Some configurations of wave energy converters have 

been tested at a model scale and a few have been operated at a prototype scale at sea. 

Two main contributors to wave energy technology were the Japanese wave-power 

pioneer Yoshio Masuda, who invented the concept of the oscillating water column 

device (OWC) in 1940, and Stephen Salter in Scotland whose research highlighted the 

importance of large-scale energy production from the waves in times of critical oil crisis 

in 1973 (Falcao, 2010). Interest in wave power among the renewable energy community 

has raised due to its high energy density or power intensity, which is the highest of all 

the green energy sources. Since then different European Governments, predominantly 

the British and the Norwegian, have started intensive research and development 

programmes in ocean-wave energy technology. More recently, following serious global 

environmental concerns and depletion of oil reserves, several countries across the globe 

are striving for a successful development of wave power technology to a prosperous 

mature level, which would allow untying its enormous market potential. 

Substantial advances in hydrodynamics and fundamentals principles for absorption of 

wave energy in the last decades has allowed the effective development of several 

concept technologies for wave energy systems. The principal concepts may be classified 
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according to location (offshore, near-shore or shoreline), water depth (floating, 

submerged or bottom-standing), working principle (point absorber or line absorber) and 

the type of energy conversion machinery (Falnes, 2007). The key classification 

corresponds to the working or operating principle, and it is divided between oscillating 

water column (OWC), oscillating or wave activated bodies (WAB), and overtopping 

devices (OTD) as displayed in Figure 3 (Falcao, 2010). The oscillating water columns 

devices - OWC comprise a partly submerged structure open below the water surface, in 

which waves cause the water column to rise and fall, compressing and depressurising an 

air column that flows through a turbine and drives an electrical generator. Fixed and 

floating structures could be developed with this concept. The wave activated or 

oscillating bodies - WAB correspond to devices that extract energy from the oscillatory 

movement induced by the waves on the different parts of a device relative to each other. 

Only one body part can be oscillating relative to a fixed reference. WAB devices can 

only be floating or submerged, and are further sub-divided according to the principal 

motion or oscillating mode of the body for energy extraction, of which most 

advantageous are heave, pitch and roll. Hydraulic power take-off machinery is usually 

utilised to compress oil and afterwards, drive a generator. 

The overtopping devices (OTD) capture the water coming from the ocean waves (close 

to the wave crest) into elevated reservoirs above the sea level, and then the potential 

energy of the collected water is converted into useful energy through low-head 

hydraulic turbines. The hydrodynamics analysis of these devices is highly non-linear, 

unlike the other two groups of devices. 
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Figure 3: Principal wave energy converter devices according to the operating principle: Oscillating 

water column – OWC, Overtopping device – OTD, and Water activated bodies WAB (After 

Harris et al., 2004) 

1.2.3 Relevant soil characteristics for floating renewables 

A key preliminary step to develop a new technology and optimise the current designs in 

offshore floating renewables (which would allow to reduce the cost of energy to a 

competitive level) is to gain insights into site conditions and soil properties 

characterisation. 

The soil characteristics at targeted installation places for floating renewable devices 

differ considerably with respect to the typical places for floating oil and gas platforms in 

deep water conditions, where the seabed is typically fine-grained normally consolidated 

soils, such as clay or silt. Thus, the current technology and advances for offshore 
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anchors focus on this design scenario. Conversely, as stated before, offshore floating 

renewables are expected to be deployed in much shallower waters (~ 60 - 200 m), where 

the seabed is more likely to be varied with an important increase of sandy and silty soils 

in layered soils. Few studies have considered representative soil geotechnical properties 

for marine renewable energy applications (Knappett et al., 2015; Le et al., 2014). These 

studies encountered different soil profiles in several sites, which were considered 

potentially suitable for effective developments of offshore renewable projects, including 

materials like sand, clay and chalk. Coarse–grained soil types under analysis comprised 

dense to very dense gravelly silty fine to medium sands with total unit weights in-

between 17 to 21 kN/m3. Furthermore, laboratory tests on the targeted soils estimated 

high relative densities with high effective peak friction angles of about 30 - 44, and 

high permeability with a high rate of consolidation. 

Given the fact that there is a lack of understanding on the cyclic design and mechanical 

response of suction anchors in sand under different mooring conditions, current research 

is focused on sandy soil samples with a medium dense to very dense relative density 

conditions. 

1.3 Anchoring systems technology for floating renewables 

Free-floating bodies are subjected to drifting forces due to environmental loading such 

as waves, currents and the wind. Consequently, any class of offshore floating 

infrastructure have to be kept in station through the implementation of anchor mooring 

systems. These systems are required for a broad range of floating wave energy 

converters and wind turbines for deployment offshore within specified maximum 

tolerances under normal operational and extreme storm loading conditions (Harris et al., 

2004; Ming & Aggidis, 2008). 

Unlike oil and gas floating platforms, which design guidelines are fully established, the 

failure consequences of an anchor-mooring system in the case of a floating renewable 

device would not be catastrophic in terms of loss of life or critical environmental 

damage (Moura Paredes et al., 2013). Also, if a simple anchor mooring technology were 

employed, it could potentially adversely affect the energy absorption efficiency of wave 

energy converters by interacting with its dynamic behaviour (Harris et al., 2004).  

Another critical factor to consider is the cost of the anchor mooring system for floating 

renewable devices. Cost-efficiency is a key driver for floating renewables, as it is 
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required to reach a low competitive cost of electricity in comparison with other energy 

sources. Currently, following conventional design guidelines, the mooring/anchoring 

system for floating renewables represents roughly a third of the total installed costs, 

which is a significant relative cost equivalent to almost ten times more than its 

counterpart floating oil and gas industry (Knappett et al., 2015). Thus, to diminish this 

relative cost, there is a need to adapt and update anchor-mooring design guidelines for 

floating renewables so that anchors can perform with an optimal cost efficiency and at a 

certain minimal level of safety (Moura Paredes et al., 2013). 

1.3.1 Current engineering technology 

At this stage of development, there is no specific standard for anchoring systems 

employed for marine renewable energy applications. Current anchor designs and 

technology for marine renewables is delimited by previous experience and technical 

knowledge gained from mature offshore structures such as marine vessels and floating 

oil and gas platforms. Thus, several scale models and prototypes of renewable devices 

demonstrators have been deployed by using traditional techniques such as gravity and 

drag embedment anchors, which are experienced anchoring solutions for vessels and 

platforms. However, these traditional anchoring systems have been selected based on 

their simplicity and not based on their efficiency from an objective technical and 

economic assessment (Knappett et al., 2015). Among the main advantages of these 

traditional technologies are the significant amount of experience with them, their well-

established design, their low to average unit cost and the low level of risk associated 

with their use in sandy soils. Likewise, more sophisticated technologies are emerging 

and have been proposed as new and outstanding options for floating renewables. This is 

the case of anchor piles and vertically loaded anchors (VLA), also called drag-in plate 

anchors, which are able to withstand both horizontal and vertical loading in most seabed 

conditions but requiring a more complex installation at higher costs (Ming & Aggidis, 

2008). 

Other recently emerging foundation technologies for marine renewable energy 

applications are related to suction anchors and dynamically penetrating anchors (DPA). 

The DPA are embedded into the seabed by their kinetic energy when released to free-

fall from vessels. These options, also adopted from the oil and gas offshore industry, 

could potentially be a more efficient solution for a widespread deployment of large 

arrays of renewables devices due to their simplicity and reduced costs for installation in 

soft materials, plus the ability to offer holding capacity in a horizontal and vertical 
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direction. However, these emerging anchor technologies present challenges associated 

with their use in sandy soils, as they have not been considerably used in practice in such 

granular materials, and up to date drop anchors designs are commonly inappropriate for 

embedding into frictional sediments (Richardson, 2008). A particular emerging anchor 

case that is analysed by Knappett et al. (2015) is concerned with a combination of a 

DPA and a vertical plate anchor, in which a plate anchor is embedded in the soil using 

the same kinematic installation principle of the drop anchors. This anchor is recognised 

as the dynamically embedded plate anchor (O’Loughlin et al., 2014) and comprises a 

torpedo shaped shaft or follower that is removed from a fluke plate anchor after 

installation. Figure 4 presents schematically the leading traditional and emerging anchor 

technologies potentially useful for marine renewable applications. 

 
Figure 4: Principal anchor technologies for marine renewable applications (After Knappett et al., 2015) 

 

Knappett et al. (2015) performed an objective assessment of the geotechnical-cost 

efficiency of traditional and new anchors technologies for floating marine renewables in 

sand when subjected to a single-line catenary mooring arrangement. The efficiency was 

defined as the ratio between anchor holding capacity and anchor mass, which assesses 

the anchor performance per unit weight of the foundation. The analysis was done in 

terms of analytical, empirical or non-linear finite element modelling to find the curves 

of maximum line tension capacity (Tmax) of each anchor option as a function of their dry 

weight. The results showed that according to a comparative performance of the analysed 
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anchoring options, the emerging plate anchor technology is considerably more efficient 

than all the others alternatives, especially for high normalised embedments. The suction 

anchor efficiency yielded a relatively similar behaviour than the drag embedment 

option, only surpassing it when supporting larger loads. The gravity anchors results 

showed a substantially lower performance than all the other options with a highly 

inefficient use of the anchor mass. Overall, the vertical-installed plate anchor resulted as 

the most geotechnically efficient anchor technology for marine renewable applications 

in terms of the maximum tension capacity per unit weight (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: Geotechnical efficient of anchor technologies for marine renewables. (After Knappett et al., 

2015) 

 

Another crucial geotechnical challenge for the emerging anchor technologies for 

floating renewable energy farm facilities is concerned with the number of anchors 

required for deployment. In comparison with a floating oil and gas facility, which 

typically requires between 12 to 16 point moorings for a single platform to be 

positioned; each single renewable device is likely to be positioned using from 1 to 4 

point moorings in a farm of possibly hundreds of devices. This fact results in an 

unreasonably high number of anchors installations required for a floating renewable 

farm compared to an oil and gas platform, thus creating the necessity to develop a more 

efficient anchor technology, potentially by sharing an anchor between several devices 

(Cassidy et al., 2014). An improvement in anchor sharing efficiency would generate 
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radical costs savings by limiting the number of anchors and reducing the requirements 

in soil characterisation. 

The concept of anchor sharing for floating energy devices has been considered before, 

including offshore wind turbines (Burns et al., 2014; Breton & Moe, 2009) and wave 

energy converters (Ming & Aggidis, 2008). Breton & Moe (2009) described a farm of 

floating wind turbines stabilised by ballast and following a specific geometrical pattern, 

in which the anchors are shared between different turbines, as illustrated in Figure 6, 

where the dashed lines correspond to the mooring chains and the continuous lines are 

direct connections between the turbines, constraining their individual movement. 

 
Figure 6: Possible geometrical configuration for floating wind turbines (concentric circles) sharing four 

anchors (trapezoids). (After Breton & Moe, 2009) 

 

From the two main emerging anchor technologies for floating renewables, suction 

anchors are considered the most suitable technology for anchor sharing as they possess 

an axisymmetric geometry that allows them to withstand loading in different directions, 

even opposite, with several padeye locations. Besides, suction anchors are considered an 

optimal foundation due to their ease of installation at accurate locations and extensive 

industry experience, which has allowed mature design and installation procedures 

mainly in deep waters and for a single mooring line (Burns et al., 2014). Even though 

vertically-installed plate anchors are considered the most efficient anchor foundation 

option in terms of maximum capacity per unit mass, suction anchors offer exceptional 

advantages for multi-directional loading, which would allow for an essential anchor 

sharing capability. Thus, this research is focused on suction anchors as an anchoring 

system option for floating renewable energy devices, which are expected to be deployed 
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in dense sandy soils and be subjected to cyclic loading due to the nature of the marine 

environment. 

Current mooring technology for the floating renewable energy industry has also adopted 

the experienced technology used by the oil and gas offshore industry. The main mooring 

lines types used are chains, wire ropes and synthetic fibre ropes, depending on the 

mooring type and configuration. The most widely used mooring configurations for 

floating renewables are spread moorings and single point mooring, which includes 

catenary moorings, taut moorings and multi-catenary moorings. The catenary mooring 

systems use a chain or wire rope, and an anchor usually in deep applications of less than 

1000 m depth. Its working principle is based on the gravitational effect of the chain-

wire catenary geometry on the floating structure, which produces the restoring force to 

achieve stationary positioning. The suitability of the mooring type and its configuration 

is mainly dictated by the type of offshore device. The catenary and multi-catenary 

moorings are more appropriate for floating wave energy converters due to their 

flexibility and a low potential risk of affecting the hydrodynamic behaviour, and then 

energy extraction capacity, of the devices. However, taut mooring systems could be 

useful for fully submerged wave energy devices and tension-leg platforms of wind 

turbines, whose stability rely on high anchor mooring system stiffness.  

A key advantage of the catenary mooring arrangement is that it applies only horizontal 

loading to the anchor. Also, the mooring line weight is the principal restoring force to 

return the system to equilibrium, which drastically reduces the loads applied to the 

anchor, and enables its size and cost to be reduced (Harris et al., 2004). 

1.3.2 Suction anchors 

Suction anchors technology encompasses a type of offshore foundation for floating 

applications. As the offshore industry moved into deeper waters at the end of the 20th 

century, the suction anchors as an anchoring system evolved as an alternative to piles 

foundations, and currently, they are the most utilised offshore foundation system for 

deep-water oil and gas production facilities worldwide (Randolph et al., 2011). A 

suction anchor is, simply put, a large diameter cylinder, closed at the top and open-

ended at the bottom (Figure 7), with length to diameter (L/D) ratios, defined as aspect 

ratio, typically between three and six for applications in clayey soils, and less than one 

in granular materials due to installation restrictions (Houlsby & Byrne, 2005). The 

mooring loads are applied to the anchor by a chain or cable attached to a padeye located 

on the side or top of the anchor. After the installation, the inside of the anchor is sealed 
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off and vertical loading generates an internal underpressure in low hydraulic 

conductivity soils, which in turn mobilises the reverse-end bearing resistance of the soil 

at the suction anchor tip. A properly installed anchor behaves such as a short rigid pile 

and is capable of withstanding axial and lateral loads due to the frictional and bearing 

resistance of the soil-anchor system. The maximum holding capacity is reached when 

the mooring line is attached laterally at a depth where the anchor failure mode is 

principally translational displacement with minimal rotation, which is called the 

optimum load attachment point (Andersen et al., 2005). 

  
Figure 7: Typical suction anchor employed in the oil & gas offshore industry. (After Andersen et al., 

2005) 

 

Suction anchor success in deep-water applications has mainly been a result of its design 

and positioning reliability, and an effective installation without heavy equipment. The 

procedure for suction anchor installation is performed in a similar way as for skirted 

foundations. Initially, the anchor is partially embedded on the seabed by self-weight 

with the top cap vented, and then the penetration is completed by applying 

underpressure or suction (relative to the seabed water pressure) within the anchor in 

saturated soils. Figure 8 displays a scheme of the mechanism in granular materials. The 

underpressure generates a net downward differential pressure that performs as a 

penetration load in addition to the weight, and forces the rest of the anchor to embed 

itself until the top touches down the sea bottom. The pressure differential (P) also 

induces a seepage flow from around the anchor tip into the anchor interior. The 

downward and upward seepage gradients have different effects on the soil, the first is 

the increase of the effective stress and external skin friction on the external anchor wall, 

and the second is the decrease of the soil effective stress at the anchor tip and inner wall. 
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These soil strength reductions, mainly at the anchor tip, help to significantly diminish 

the total driving force (weight plus P) required to install the anchor to an intended 

depth (Tran, 2005). The installation must be monitored with different measurements 

such as the penetration rate and depth, applied underpressure, plug heave, tilt and 

orientation, to ensure that the installation proceeds as expected and that the anchor is 

installed as designed. The holding capacity of a suction anchor is obtained from the 

frictional resistance along the anchor shaft and from bearing resistance between the soil 

and the projected area of the anchor on a vertical plane for horizontal resistance, and the 

cross section area for reverse-end bearing resistance. However, reverse-end bearing 

relies on internal negative excess pore pressures or suction (undrained capacity) 

developed within the soil plug after the anchor is installed and sealed off. These 

negative pore pressures may dissipate depending on how fast water flows into the soil 

plug and then only shaft friction will constitute the uplift capacity of the suction anchor 

(drained capacity). Therefore, the uplift capacity of suction anchors is dependent on the 

hydraulic conductivity of the soil material inside the anchor, with respect to the rate of 

loading, which affects the type of loading: drained or undrained (Randolph & 

Gourvenec, 2011; Acosta-Martinez, 2010). 

 

Figure 8. Seepage flow during suction anchor (caisson) installation. (After Tran, 2005) 

1.3.3 Design methodologies of suction anchors under general loading 

The practical design methodologies of suction anchors as an anchoring system have 

mainly been developed for undrained loading conditions of soft clays sediments as this 

is the soil material encountered at the seabed for floating oil and gas deep-water 
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applications. The majority of prediction methodologies used to calculate the holding 

capacity of suction anchors utilise limit equilibrium and plastic limit analysis methods. 

Andersen & Jostad (1999) proposed a failure mechanism that is described in terms of 

one or more geometric parameters for the limit equilibrium method. After estimating the 

stress boundary conditions and the stress distribution on the failure surface, a study was 

performed to find the geometry that is closest to an equilibrium state.  

Plastic limit analysis methods are based on upper and lower bound flow mechanism 

proposed by Randolph & Houlsby (1984), and Murff & Hamilton (1993) for laterally 

loaded piles. The plasticity formulations (Randolph & House, 2002; Aubeny et al., 

2001; 2003) use a tridimensional assumed failure mechanism that must satisfy different 

kinematic constraints, and the unknown load driving collapse is estimated by equating 

the energy dissipated during plastic deformation of the soil mass to the work done by 

external loads, such as boundary and body forces. 

Substantial efforts have been invested by the offshore industry and academia to refine 

the analysis tools and calculation procedures to predict holding capacity and installation 

performance of suction anchors in clay. These studies have aimed at eliminating the bias 

and minimise uncertainty of the different general methods, which often are associated 

with conservative safety factors. Andersen et al. (2005) performed an exhaustive 

industry-sponsored study on the design and analyses of suction anchors in soft clay for 

deep-water applications. More than 200 references and several prediction methods for 

holding capacity and installation performance were identified and overall assessed 

through comparison of predictions with ‘ground truth’ data from 3D FEM analysis or 

prototype data. The study results showed agreement of simplified methods and 

highlighted potential research areas for improvement.  

Even though most of the previous research has focused on the design technology of 

suction anchors in clay, a number of investigations on the holding capacity of suction 

anchors in sand have been performed by Bang & Cho (2002), Cho & Bang (2002), 

Bang et al. (2006) and Jones et al. (2007). These studies have developed analytical 

solution procedures to estimate the ultimate horizontal and vertical pull-out capacities as 

individual components of the inclined monotonic pull-out capacity of suction anchors in 

sand. The analysis was based on the method of limit equilibrium with a suction anchor 

under a horizontal load and an accurate definition of its tri-dimensional (r, , z) 

behaviour in terms of normal (r) and shear stresses (r, rz) along the anchor 

circumference, and an assumed passive soil failure wedge (defined by the failure wedge 
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inclination angle at the anchor tip - , and the horizontal inclination angle to the 

direction of loading - , as depicted in Figure 9). Centrifuge model tests were 

conducted, analysed and compared to the predictions to successfully validate the 

proposed analytical methodologies. 

 
Figure 9: Tri-Dimensional behaviour of a suction anchor with an assumed passive soil failure wedge 

(After Bang et al., 2006) 

 

With the assumed soil failure wedge considered in Figure 9, the developed passive 

thrust – P (or ultimate lateral resistance) along the anchor due to the weight and the 

friction of the soil, corresponds to: 

  (1) 

where,  = soil internal friction angle, ’ = submerged unit weight of the soil, ’ = 

mobilised interface friction angle between the anchor and the soil, D = suction anchor 

diameter and Ko = at-rest lateral earth pressure coefficient. Further details of this 

analysis can be found in Bang et al. (2006). 

Bang et al. (2011) summarised and complemented the analytical solution for the 

inclined loading capacity of suction anchors in sand. The study refined the individual 

solution for the vertical pull-out loading capacity based on available analytical 

developments for the vertical pull-out capacity of horizontally embedded plate anchors 

proposed by Frydman & Shaham (1989). The modifications were adopted on the anchor 

projection area with the assumed failure wedge due to suction anchor rotation when 

loaded on the side, and on the anchor loading geometry due to non-centric suction 

anchor loading. The limit equilibrium analytical solution for the horizontal pull-out 

capacity employs the passive lateral earth pressure on the anchor exerted by the soil 
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failure wedge considered in Figure 9. However, variations in the soil failure wedge 

inclination angle (ξ) under different modes of anchor movement prevent the soil internal 

friction to fully develop all along the anchor shaft. Thus, modifications on the internal 

soil friction angle () were undertaken by introducing the concept of “mobilised friction 

angle - ψm” (Bang et al., 2006). Further evaluation of forces on the anchor, together 

with force equilibrium along the loading direction and moment equilibrium about the 

pile tip allowed the assessment of the ultimate horizontal resistance. 

Finally, the analytical solution of the inclined pull-out capacity was developed based on 

the ultimate vertical and horizontal pull-out capacities (Vmax, Hmax) employing the 

concept of failure envelope proposed by Bransby & Randolph (1999). 

1.4 Research objectives and thesis outline 

This research project was undertaken to contribute to the physical modelling database of 

unidirectional monotonic and cyclic loading behaviour of suction anchors in granular 

materials with different types of mooring systems. 

This experimental investigation aimed to: 

 Study the cyclic behaviour (capacity and stiffness) of suction anchors in sand 

through a parametric study with reduced scale model testing in a geotechnical 

centrifuge. 

 Quantify and investigate the effects of changing the cyclic loading configuration 

(i.e. peak cyclic loading, cyclic amplitude, number of cycles and cyclic loading 

history) and the anchor-mooring geometry (i.e. aspect ratio and loading 

inclination angle) on the suction anchor response, based on the comparison with 

the monotonic behaviour of the equivalent anchor testing case. 

 Develop a non-contact model displacement measurement system for centrifuge 

applications based on PIV image analysis to track the in-plane displacement of 

the model suction anchor in the loading direction. 

The structure of the thesis is presented as follows: 

Chapter II presents a broad overview of relevant previous research conducted on 

cyclic loading of suction anchors. The chapter focuses on experimental investigations 

and analytical frameworks. 

Chapter III presents the general centrifuge modelling programme of suction 

anchors, detailing the testing programme and experimental set-up and procedure. 
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Chapter IV details the two-dimensional motion recognition system for suction 

anchors based on PIV analysis.  

Chapter V presents the entire centrifuge modelling cyclic test results along with 

benchmark monotonic testing. 

Chapter VI encloses data analysis of the results and further discussions of a 

conceptual interpretation based on an existing cyclic loading framework. 

Chapter VII summarises the results and main findings of the research, and 

suggestions for further investigation are provided.  
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CHAPTER II: MODELLING CYCLIC LOADING ON SUCTION 

ANCHORS 

2.1 Introduction 

Cyclic loading has a practical importance for the geotechnical design of several 

structures, especially offshore, as the extreme environmental loading is more significant 

compared to the permanent loading. The cyclic and irregular nature of the offshore 

environmental loading can lead to significant soil property changes due to disturbance, 

remoulding and reconsolidation (Randolph et al., 2011); thereby potentially affecting 

the foundation response. There are different causes for cyclic loading (e.g. wind, waves, 

currents), which generate storm loading sequences with varying cyclic loading 

characteristics or parameters. Amongst these are the cyclic amplitude, the average 

loading, the period and the duration. For offshore engineering design and modelling, 

several idealisations are performed to simplify the irregular cyclic load history from a 

storm loading sequence into a uniform harmonic cyclic loading, which introduces a 

constant cyclic shear stress cy (amplitude) around a single average stress a on the soil, 

as detailed in Figure 10 (Randolph, 2011).  

 
Figure 10: Comparison between a storm loading sequence and an idealised cyclic shear stress sequence 

(After Randolph, 2011) 

 

Different combinations of cyclic loading following a uniform harmonic pattern are 

utilised in physical modelling testing programmes to investigate the foundation 

performance under cyclic and sustained loading. Also, model testing is crucial in the 

design process of geotechnical structures as it validates the numerical or analytical 
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approaches simulating the soil response (Randolph, 2011). Thus, this chapter presents 

an overview of the previous experimental programmes of cyclic loading on suction 

caissons for bottom-fixed applications, and suction anchors for floating offshore 

applications. The experimental investigations are divided depending on the type of soil 

conditions, and then, their corresponding analytical frameworks and outcomes regarding 

cyclic response are analysed. Finally, a macro-element framework proposed by Chow et 

al. (2015) is presented and used to conceptually explain some of the current testing 

results.  

2.2 Experimental studies of cyclic loading on suction anchors 

The outcomes of the experimental studies of the cyclic response of suction anchors have 

been separated for clay and sand materials. 

2.2.1 Outcomes of cyclic loading tests on clay 

The mechanical response of suction anchors, when subjected to cyclic loading, has been 

investigated since the introduction of this type of foundation for offshore tension-leg 

platforms (TLP), which applies a quasi-vertical loading on the anchor. Andersen et al. 

(1993) performed one of the first field model tests of suction anchors in soft silty clay 

(natural water content = 60 – 80%, plasticity index = 28%, unit weight = 16 kN/m3, clay 

content = 30 – 50%) under static and cyclic load histories to check procedures proposed 

for the foundation design of offshore TLP. The model corresponded to four 

interconnected anchors with a total base area of 2.8 m2, a diameter of 0.914 m and a 

length of 0.97 m. The findings included that the predicted failure loads and modes for 

cyclic loading tests were in good agreement with the measured failure patterns for the 

models. The study concluded that calculation procedures developed for foundation 

design of offshore gravity platforms may successfully approximate the cyclic and static 

responses of suction anchors in soft clay, despite the evident differences in geometries 

and load conditions. Further model-based testing on suction anchors for TLP was 

performed by Fuglsang & Steensen-Bach (1991) and Clukey et al. (1995). A cyclic 

loading analysis was conducted by Clukey et al. (1995) to test the performance of 

suction anchors in kaolinite clay (Speswhite), with a soil profile reflecting typical 

normally consolidated shear strengths from the Gulf of Mexico and under typical TLP 

loading conditions. The anchors (D = 50 ft and L = 117 ft in prototype scale) were 
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subjected to several combinations of static and cyclic loads that properly simulated the 

loading characteristics on a TLP during a design storm, which included different 

loading angles from vertical (adding a lateral load with the corresponding moment), low 

and high-frequency cyclic loads and permanent loads. The results concluded that the 

combined loading generated a reduction in the number of cycles required to cause 

failure for a certain cyclic load level. The experimental data allowed to determine the 

failure interaction between the static offset and cyclic load ratio. Figure 11 shows the 

results of the failure interaction analysis, where centrifuge data exhibits a unique 

relationship between the combination of the cyclic load ratio and the equivalent number 

of cycles to failure. Also, the testing results showed an increased post-cyclic static uplift 

capacity, compared with the predicted capacity based on monotonically loaded pull-out 

tests. Consolidation effects due to generation and dissipation of pore pressure during 

cyclic loading are the probable cause for the increased pull-out anchor capacities. 

 
Figure 11: Failure interaction diagram for an equivalent number of cycles to failure. Qcyc = cyclic load; 

Qus = static uplift resistance (After Clukey et al., 1995) 

 

Another relevant centrifuge testing of cyclic loading on suction anchors in clay and sand 

was performed by Allersma et al. (2000a). The tested clay was normally consolidated 

Kaolin clay with a consolidation process carried out in the centrifuge to simulate a 

realistic gradient. The parameters were as follows: unit weight  = 16.5 kN/m3, Young’s 

modulus E = 1000 kPa, friction angle  = 27° and cohesion c = 0.1 kPa. The primary 

focus of the study was the vertical pull-out capacity in function of several parameters as 

the anchor geometry (D = 60 and 50 mm; L = 70 and 50 mm in model scale), the long-

term loading, the load velocity ratio and the cyclic regimes. The anchor testing also 

differentiated individual contributions from the inside and outside soil friction to gain a 
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better understanding of the bearing mechanism. Different cyclic regimes were applied 

with variable amplitudes and peak cyclic values up to a maximum of 5000 load cycles. 

Maximum cyclic loading level ranged between 80% and 95% of the ultimate static 

uplift capacity. Three cyclic amplitudes were employed, corresponding to 5%, 20% and 

23% of the static pull-out capacity. Figure 12 shows a diagram with cyclic loading 

results at failure according to cyclic load ratios S1 and S2 and the equivalent number of 

cycles. The study results yielded that long-term cyclic loading below 80% of the 

monotonic pull-out capacity did not lead to failure. 

 
Figure 12: Diagram illustrating failure induced by cyclic loading. Fstat = static pull-out capacity; Fmax = 

maximum cyclic load; Fmin = minimum cyclic load (After Allersma et al., 2000a) 

 

One of the pioneering field trials focused on the quasi-horizontal loading capacity of 

catenary mooring suction anchors was performed by Keaveny et al. (1994). The field 

test comprised large-scale model tests in clay (undrained shear strength su = 5 – 10 kPa, 

natural water content w = 60 – 80%, plasticity index = 25% and unit weight  = 16 

kN/m3) to evaluate the behaviour of the anchor under mainly horizontal loads including 

static and cyclic conditions. The model consisted of two cylindrical skirt compartments 

(D = 0.7 m and L = 1.5 m) tangentially connected. The padeye location was another 

variable in the pull-out resistance investigation. The results showed the existence of an 

optimal padeye location along the anchor skirt and registered a decrease in the anchor 

capacity when cyclically loaded (Keaveny et al., 1994). 

Randolph et al. (1998) performed one of the first centrifuge studies for suction anchors 

with a quasi-horizontal loading configuration. A proposed upper boundary analytical 

approach for a single cylindrical anchor was compared to the centrifuge tests results in a 

fine-grained calcareous soil, providing a good agreement with the measured capacities. 
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The testing comprised monotonic and cyclic loading in different soil strength profiles, 

evaluating the vertical pull-out capacity prior to the main semi-horizontal testing. Two 

different failure modes were recognised, a one-sided and a two-sided. The former mode 

includes a gap opening up behind the anchor, producing a loss in suction, or negative 

excess pore pressure, below the failure wedge and reducing its holding capacity due to a 

null reverse-end bearing resistance. The two-sided mode related to a symmetric failure 

mechanism with a full suction between the back face of the anchor and the soil.  

Figure 13 shows the anchor response in an overconsolidated soil when subjected to 

monotonic and cyclic loading. The cyclic sequence increased the maximum loading 

each 100 cycles in three stages, with peak loads approximately equal to 60%, 80%, and 

finally 100% of the monotonic failure load (i.e. 5.5 MN, 7.1 MN and 9.2 MN). The 

anchor displacement was very small (less than 0.1 m in prototype scale) under the first 

two stages of cyclic loading in the test, but then the anchor started to fail with a few 

load cycles at the final loading stage. 

 
Figure 13: Anchor response in overconsolidated soil under monotonic and cyclic loading (After 

Randolph et al., 1998) 

 

Similar centrifuge studies on the lateral resistance of suction anchors have been 

performed by Kirstein et al. (1999) and Allersma et al. (2000b). The test programmes 

investigated the horizontal bearing capacity of the anchor in clay, analysing the 

influence of parameters such as aspect ratio, attachment point and loading angle. The 

test results yielded fairly good agreement with 3D FEM calculations and indicated that 

API (API, 1993) recommendations provide rather conservative values for horizontal 

loading capacity. The increase in horizontal bearing capacity with a smaller attachment 
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angle and a higher attachment embedment is also highlighted in the study results. Figure 

14 shows three anchor failure mechanisms at different attachment embedments.  

 
Figure 14: Failure mechanisms observed at different attachment embedments. (After Allersma et al., 

2000b) 

 

A key analysis of suction anchors in clay was also performed by Randolph & House 

(2002) to investigate the main analysis techniques and design parameters used for 

combined loading conditions, ranging from vertical to horizontal. The investigation was 

mainly focused on a catenary mooring line, which arrives horizontally at the seabed and 

develops an inverse catenary shape in the soil between the soil surface and the padeye 

anchor position. This generated a loading angle at the padeye in-between 30 to 50 

from the horizontal for sandy soils, and induced an anchor failure mode involving both 

horizontal translation and rotation (Randolph & House, 2002). 

A comparison of the physical model tests with semi-analytical FEM analyses performed 

by McCarron & Sukumaran (2000) proved a relative accuracy of a proposed 3D upper 

bound approach. Centrifuge model tests on suction anchors subjected to incremental 

vertical cyclic loading reported a ratio of cyclic capacity relative to the monotonic 

capacity of 84%. The cyclic loading was applied in individual packets of 200 cycles 

with peak loads equal to 47%, 65% and 84% of the monotonic resistance. 

Subsequently, the uplift capacity of suction anchors was also investigated by Jeanjean et 

al. (2006) and Chen & Randolph (2007). The former study mainly gave insights into the 

failure mechanism of vertically and laterally loaded anchors, and assisted to 

successfully calibrate and validate the existing design method of a specific offshore 

project anchoring system. Besides, double-wall anchor testing suggested that high end-

bearing capacity could be generated in high aspect ratio anchors regardless of open top 

anchor conditions when pulling. The centrifuge testing carried out by Chen & Randolph 
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(2007) focused on sustained and cyclic loading of sealed anchors in clay material. The 

external shaft friction ratio was analysed from the radial stress measured at failure, and 

the reverse end-bearing capacity factor (due to suctions that were allowed to develop 

beneath the anchor lid) was obtained from the pull-out capacity. The cyclic loading 

regimes comprised an incremental uplift pressure varying between a peak value and 

zero in several packets of 50 cycles with different frequencies representative of the 

relatively low-frequency offshore environmental loading (0.5 – 0.25 Hz). These 

pressure values corresponded to 44%, 58% and 75% of the monotonic capacity 

mobilised at a displacement of ~10% of the anchor diameter. Figure 15 shows the 

variation in axial pressure and embedment of an anchor during cyclic loading in 

normally consolidated clay. The general results indicated that the resistance of suction 

anchors in clay under sustained and cyclic loading is significantly less than the short-

term monotonic undrained loading capacity. The cyclic capacity ratios were in the order 

of 72% - 86%. The possible reasons are related to reductions in the anchor external shaft 

friction and end-bearing resistance, due to a degraded strength of the soil and loss of 

passive suction below the anchor, respectively. 

 
Figure 15: Uplift cyclic loading result for an anchor in normally consolidated clay. (After Randolph & 

Chen, 2007) 

 

All the past studies have contributed to develop a confident overall understanding of the 

mechanical behaviour of suction anchors for deep-water applications in soft clay related 

to the offshore oil and gas industry. This research knowledge has permitted to establish 

various reliable design frameworks based as well on industry experience. Among the 

most important standards covering the design and installation of suction anchors are the 

DNV RP-E303 (DNV, 2005) and the API RP-2SK (API, 2005), which provide general 

guidance on suction anchor design attached to a mooring line loading in a single 
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direction. However, crucial design elements related to the emerging offshore renewable 

energy industry remain uncovered, such as cycling loading of suction anchors in sand. 

A comprehensive research programme regarding the ability of suction anchors to 

withstand multi-directional mooring loads subjected to the cyclic nature of the offshore 

loading environment was performed by Chung (2012) and Burns et al. (2014). In these 

centrifuge experiments, a suction anchor model (D = 25 mm and L = 50 mm) was tested 

in clay material (normally consolidated speswhite Kaolin clay with a depth gradient of 

the undrained shear strength between 0.88 kPa/m to 0.92 kPa/m), with the application of 

a share anchoring system as an efficient foundation solution for a network of floating 

renewable devices. Two orthogonal taut mooring lines, L1 and L2 (defined as double 

line anchor testing), were attached to the anchor skirt (L/D = 2) at an inclination angle 

of 45º with the horizontal and at a depth of 30 mm based on recommended practice 

(DNV, 2005). The testing programme mainly comprised the comparison between a 

baseline single line and a double line anchor loading, involving different combinations 

of loads, which included monotonic, sustained and cyclic regimes. The experiments 

focused on understanding the anchor capacity in terms of post-cyclic ultimate 

monotonic resistance; and behaviour in terms of lateral and rotational stiffness 

degradation, and accumulation of anchor displacement and rotation. The cyclic loading 

regimes focused on the effects of varied cyclic mean loads and amplitudes in the anchor 

behaviour. The low and high mean loads were selected as 35% and 55% of the 

monotonic ultimate failure load (Pult), respectively. Consistently, the low and high 

cyclic amplitudes comprised 15% and 25% of Pult. All cyclic loading regimes were 

followed by a monotonic loading to failure, to determine the effect of cyclic pre-loading 

on the peak monotonic resistance. The cyclic load parameters were selected on the basis 

of cyclic loading failure analysis performed by Andersen (2009), and past testing 

produced by Chen & Randolph (2007). Andersen (2009) proposed a framework in 

which cyclic soil behaviour fully depended on the stress path and the estimated cyclic 

shear strength under relevant loading conditions. Following this methodology, 

conservative cyclic parameters (equivalent to average and cyclic shear stresses) were 

selected not to reach the soil cyclic shear strength at a certain number of cycles 

determined by a designated test duration (~1h). Figure 16 illustrates four anchor loading 

sequences corresponding to low mean – low amplitude (LMLA) and low mean – high 

amplitude (LMHA) cyclic loads with sustained or cyclic combined loading. Line 1 (L1) 

represents the preloading in the first mooring direction, and line 2 (L2) is the orthogonal 
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loading line, which applied the post-cyclic monotonic load. The applied loads (P) were 

normalised by the undrained shear strength (su) multiplied by the anchor diameter (D) 

and the length (L), and the line displacements () by the anchor diameter (D). 

 

 
Figure 16: LMLA and LMHA cyclic testing results: Normalised line load vs. displacement. (After 

Burns et al., 2014) 
 

Overall, the main study results suggested that the cyclic response of a suction anchor is 

determined by a critical threshold, which if not surpassed by the peak cyclic loading, 

yields an increase in post-cyclic monotonic ultimate anchor capacity. This observation 

agrees with suction embedded plate anchors (SEPLA) cyclic behaviour, which 

according to Wong et al. (2012) is a direct function of the peak cyclic load with respect 

to the ultimate monotonic resistance. Also, all double line tests comprising cyclic 

sequences registered an increase in capacity for the post-cyclic monotonic loading when 

compared to the reference anchor monotonic resistance, possibly due to cyclic induced 

overconsolidated conditions in clay material (Matsui et al., 1980). Regarding the 

resultant load capacity from all double line testing, a rise in ultimate resistance was 

found in the range of 31% to 71% with a top capacity gain due to high amplitude cyclic 

loading. The changing direction of the resultant load on the double line tests generated a 

soil zone of influence defined by a “swept” angle (sweep, and peak when the post cyclic 

peak monotonic load was applied) due to the phase offset in the two line loads (L1 and 

L2), which seems to be related in a direct proportion to the post cyclic monotonic 

capacity. Figure 17 shows a conceptual and test result zone of influence (hatched area) 

generated during the double line testing (arrow lines representing the orthogonal and 
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resultant loads). As suggested by Cassidy et al. (2014), the size of the mobilised soil 

zone of influence is dependent not only on the anchor geometry and the soil properties 

but also on the cyclic loading configuration or the used parameters. In relation to the 

anchor deformation response, generally, a higher accumulated permanent displacement 

and rotation was correlated with higher cyclic load amplitudes, inducing plastic stresses 

on the soil. 

 
Figure 17: Conceptual and experimental results of the zone of influence under double line loading. L1 

and L2: Orthogonal loads, PLM: Low Mean Load, PLA: Low Amplitude Load, Pre: Resultant 

Load (After Burns et al., 2014) 

2.2.2 Outcomes of cyclic loading tests on sand 

Regarding cyclic loading tests on sand, the first experimental investigations were 

performed on shallow offshore foundations, such as the suction bucket or caisson for 

offshore wind turbines in fixed-bottom foundations (Figure 18). These investigations 

responded to the urge for innovating classical foundations, such as gravity bases or large 

diameter monopiles for shallow offshore wind turbines. High priority was given to this 

issue because it represents a significant fraction related to the overall investment for a 

single offshore turbine. 

One of the first proposals to use suction buckets as a foundation system for offshore 

wind energy developments was presented by Houlsby & Byrne (2000) and Byrne 

(2000). These proposals evaluated different approaches from the oil and gas industry 

applications and aimed to explore the foundation responses in terms of failure by 

conducting laboratory experiments and large-scale field trials. Novel designs procedures 

for suction bucket technology applied to fixed offshore wind turbines (rigid connection 

between foundation and structure) emerged in the following years with the work 

performed on installation and in-service performance. The designs included monotonic 

and cyclic capacity, and more important: stiffness and fatigue (Houlsby et al., 2005; 

Byrne & Houlsby, 2006). The investigations were performed for monopods, tripods and 

tetrapods layouts both in sand and clay. The resulting designs were dominated mainly 
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by moment loading and considerations of tensile loads depending on the employed 

layout structure.  

Numerical modelling of suction buckets was also developed through finite element 

studies. Different plasticity models allowed to analyse the behaviour of these 

foundations in full three-dimensional combined loading conditions, commonly using a 

frame based on work-hardening plasticity theory (Houlsby, 2003; Cassidy et al., 2004). 

            a)                         b) 

 
Figure 18: Options of suction bucket foundations for wind turbines: a) Monopod, b) Multipod (After 

Houlsby et al., 2005) 

 

To account for the cyclic accumulated loading response and its associated angular 

rotation on suction buckets for offshore wind turbines (monopod foundation) several 

series of physical models were performed at 1g-level (Kelly et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 

2011, 2013; and Foglia et al., 2012, 2014). Monotonic and long-term cyclic loading 

sequences were applied on different buckets in terms of combined vertical, horizontal 

and moment loading components under the same frequency. Commonly, the results 

were normalised and presented in a non-dimensional form for ease of comparison and 

interpretation. Zhu et al. (2013) presented an analytical framework for cyclic loading, 

which related main experimental variables and provided understanding into cyclic 

accumulated angular rotation. The framework used concepts from previous cyclic 

testing in stiff piles, such as specific cyclic loading parameters for magnitude and 

orientation (LeBlanc et al. 2010a; 2010b), and proposed an empirical equation to predict 

long-term accumulated rotation of the suction bucket during the lifetime of the turbine. 

Other important testing outcomes, such as the long-term settlement and the cyclic 

stiffness response, were also explored, finding to be dependent on the number of cycles 

and the loading characteristics. 

A relevant centrifuge study that references the majority of previous 1g cyclic testing of 

monopod buckets or caissons in sand was developed by Cox et al. (2014). The study 
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included a set of centrifuge tests on two monopod bucket geometries (D = 80 mm and L 

= 80 and 40 mm, in model scale) subjected to several cyclic loading sequences in a dry 

and very dense sample of super-fine silica sand (with emax = 0.747, emin = 0.449, D50 = 

0.15 mm, Dr = 85% and  = 31º). The tests adopted similar cyclic loading regimes as 

previous laboratory testing and focused on changes in bucket rotational stiffness, 

accumulation of rotation and foundation settlement. The testing results indicated an 

increase in the rotational stiffness due to the applied cyclic loading and proposed a 

relationship to estimate the change in rotational stiffness with the increasing number of 

loading cycles (Figure 19). Other remarks included the accumulation of bucket rotation 

with an increasing number of cycles, depending on the loading magnitude and direction. 

The greatest rotation corresponded to a cyclic regime between one-way loading, without 

reversing its direction, and two-way loading, defined as loading on both positive and 

negative sides, similar to previous 1g testing. Regarding the bucket geometry, the 

buckets with high aspect ratio showed a ductile behaviour, probably due to a change in 

the failure mechanism induced by its increased skirt embedment. 

 
Figure 19: Non-dimensional foundation stiffness (k) with a number of loading cycles and estimated 

relationship. b = regime loading level; c = regime loading directionality; K0 = 

characteristic foundation stiffness (After Cox et al., 2014) 

 

Although the field-testing and centrifuge modelling of the cyclic response of suction 

buckets or caissons in sand for fixed applications have been comprehensively addressed, 

there is limited cyclic model testing for anchoring applications (suction anchors) in 

granular materials. However, there are relevant investigations in the cyclic response of 

several types of anchors in sandy soils. That is the case in a recent experimental and 

theoretical study of plate anchors developed by Chow et al. (2015). This investigation is 

relevant to the current problematic because it provides evidence that the drained cyclic 

capacity of a plate anchor in dense sand could be higher than the equivalent monotonic 
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capacity, in function of several parameters that could be structured on an analytical 

framework. The experimental results were obtained through centrifuge testing at 50g in 

dry silica sand (D50 = 0.19 mm and Gs = 2.65) at a relative density of 72%, and a 

minimum and maximum dry density of 1461 kg/m3 and 1774 kg/m3, respectively. One 

monotonic reference test (M1) and three cyclic tests (CLR1, CRL1.25 and CRL1.5) 

under loading control were performed on a single catenary mooring line attached to a 

model plate anchor of length 40 mm and breadth 20 mm. The cyclic sequences were 

based on 1 hour-storm irregular cyclic loads established by several wave tank tests. The 

sequences were scaled according to a peak cyclic load ratio (CLRpeak = 1; 1.25; 1.5), 

which was defined by the demand cyclic peak load (Ppeak_c) over the monotonic ultimate 

anchor capacity (Pult). The results suggested that the anchor drained cyclic capacity is 

affected by the magnitude of the cyclic peak load, obtaining a rise or “overshooting 

effect” in the post-cyclic ultimate capacity of approximately 13% when low cyclic loads 

were applied relative to the monotonic capacity (Figure 20). Figure 20 shows the load-

displacement response for the monotonic and cyclic tests in 4 stages depending on the 

anchor rotation. A slight decrease in resistance was found when the anchor was 

subjected to higher peak cyclic loads closer to the monotonic capacity. These 

experimental results suggested that the cyclic loading capacity is a direct function of the 

cyclic peak load in comparison to the reference monotonic ultimate capacity. 

 
Figure 20: Load-Displacement response for monotonic and cyclic tests. Fc = cyclic load; Fm = monotonic 

load; Fu(m) = reference monotonic ultimate capacity (After Chow et al., 2015) 

 

This mechanical response can be interpreted and explained by means of diverse 

elastoplastic constitutive models for granular materials, which are mainly based on 

different plastic mechanisms (Di Benedetto et al., 2014; Yu, 2006). These models could 

include, to name a few, modified critical state models and plasticity approaches like 

kinematic-hardening, and bounding-surface techniques (Gajo & Muir Wood, 1999; 
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Manzari & Dafalias, 1997). A numerical modelling of these plastic analyses would have 

been fairly strict and time-consuming, however, a less demanding and more efficient 

solving process could be obtained through a macro-element modelling, as proposed by 

the experimental study developed by Chow et al. (2015). This model provided insight 

into the mechanical response of plate anchors in sand subjected to different cyclic 

loading conditions by means of a memory surface that recalled previously experienced 

force states (tracking the stress history of the soil), and thus bounded an area of 

increased stiffness (Corti et al., 2016; Corti, 2016). As previous studies suggested 

(Wichtmann, 2005), cyclic loading in granular soils introduces density and soil fabric 

changes, which usually generate a more stable particle arrangement configuration, 

translated in an increased soil plastic stiffness and decreases in accumulated strain rate. 

It should be noted that the soil fabric represents the “physical constitution of a soil 

material as expressed by the spatial arrangement of the solid particles and associated 

voids” (Brewer & Sleeman, 1960). Generally, a more stable soil configuration leads to 

overshooting effects during monotonic reloading subsequent to a cyclic loading 

sequence (Wichtmann et al., 2010). The memory surface captures the mentioned effects 

by imposing a progressive hardening or expansion of its boundary associated with the 

cyclic loading deformation. Conversely, a contraction in the memory surface, associated 

with a loss of memory or track of already experienced stress states, has been suitable to 

explain experimental results related with a decrease in plastic soil stiffness due to large 

shearing and large-amplitude cycling loading (Tatsuoka et al., 1997; Chow et al., 2015). 

The same model approach proposed by Chow et al. (2015) can be employed to 

conceptually interpret and analyse the soil-suction anchor mechanical interaction 

evidenced in the cyclic loading tests results of the current experimental research, 

presented in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER III: CENTRIFUGE MODELLING OF SUCTION 

ANCHORS 

3.1 Overview 

This project involved an extensive programme of centrifuge physical modelling to 

investigate the effects of cyclic loading on suction anchors as an offshore foundation 

system for renewable devices. This chapter describes all the experimental developments 

performed for the current research. As an introduction, a basic description of the 

centrifuge modelling technology is provided, including a review of the UWA centrifuge 

installations. This is followed by a detailed description of the model suction anchors 

used for the centrifuge modelling and the testing programme development, which 

included two different phases. Then, the model instrumentation and general testing 

equipment are detailed along with the testing set-up. The last section of the chapter 

comprises general experimental procedure including soil model, sample preparation and 

final testing configurations.  

3.2 Centrifuge testing technology  

Physical modelling through the utilisation of centrifuge testing is a well-known and 

mature methodology that effectively allows scientist and engineers to simulate large 

scale problems in geotechnical engineering at reduced scale with a proper similitude of 

soil stresses between models and prototypes. The physical modelling technique is 

widely employed to support geotechnical research through empirical evidence with an 

appropriate simplification of an inherent complex problem, and its proposed designs or 

predictions employed in the industry keeps constantly rising (Muir Wood, 2004).  

The inherent and extreme complexity of understanding the fundamental cyclic 

mechanical response and interaction of a system such as a mooring suction anchor-

granular soil represents a boundary value problem involving soil fabric interactions and 

intricate granular material stress-strain behaviour, which concurrently has not analytical 

or numerical framework able to describe its operation. Nevertheless, a feasible 

experimental approach or reduced scale modelling comprising proper scaling of the 
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stress conditions within the model through the use of a geotechnical centrifuge is an 

adequate and convenient alternative to study and analyse the geotechnical problem. 

To date, a considerable number of centrifuge studies (as detailed in Chapter II with the 

overview of former cyclic testing in suction anchors) have been developed on the 

behaviour of suction anchors, mainly in clay material for deep-water applications, for 

static and cyclic loading conditions. These enhanced-gravity researches have allowed 

the effective establishment of recommended practices and global industry design 

guidelines for suction anchors in clay under different loading characteristics (DNV, 

2005). 

The cyclic response of suction anchors-mooring systems in sand still needs to be 

investigated, and it is projected to be tackled with the execution of state-of-the-art 

centrifuge modelling testing at the 3.6 m diameter Centre for Offshore Foundation 

Systems fixed Beam Centrifuge facility at UWA (Randolph et al., 1991). The body of 

experimental work described in the following chapters is expected to considerably 

contribute to the development of a simplified macro-element understanding of the 

suction anchor cyclic response in sand. Also, these insights may join further research for 

a future geotechnical design framework of shared anchoring systems for marine 

renewable energy applications. The following subsections present the scaling approach 

employed for the current centrifuge modelling and the scale effects potentially affecting 

the testing outcomes. 

3.2.1 Scaling approach 

The current experimental research follows an effective stress scaling approach designed 

to perform reduced-scale model tests in dry soil conditions and be able to interpret the 

results as if they were performed in saturated offshore soil conditions (Zhu et al., 2013; 

Klinkvort, 2012; Li et al., 2010). This simplification can be performed only considering 

a fully drained cyclic response of the anchor with the basic assumption that for quasi 

static monotonic and cyclic loading (low frequency) tests in sand no excess pore 

pressure will be developed. Moreover, a series of triaxial tests were performed by 

Klinkvort (2012) in a similar sand (Fontainebleau sand) under dry and fully saturated 

conditions, all with a relative density of 90%. The test results showed that the maximum 

mobilised angles of friction were almost the same on saturated and dry sand samples, 

which concludes that the sand drained behaviour is identical in saturated and dry 

conditions. Thus, the global anchor responses and patterns of failure seen in dry soil 

conditions during the tests are expected to be equal in drained saturated conditions. 
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3.2.2 Scale effects 

There are important scaling issues to consider, which are included within the limitations 

of this work. Centrifuge physical modelling utilises small-scale models, in which it is 

not possible to correctly scale all the prototype details due to inherent restrictions, and 

therefore some approximations have to be performed. The main scale effects under 

analysis in the current research are related to the approximations made regarding 

particle size and anchor installation in the models. 

The particle size effect corresponds to the influence of using the same sand in the model 

as in the prototype, and therefore not having a similarity in the modelling of the soil 

grain sizes. In centrifuge modelling it is not possible to scale the sand grain diameter 

correctly, as this will produce different shear strength parameters in the model soil. 

Thus, usually the same sand is used in the model as in the prototype. This causes the 

sand grains to be scaled by a factor of n in the model, with potential significant particle 

size effects. This effect has been investigated in former studies with the technique 

“modelling of models” (Klinkvort et al., 2013; Hoadley et al., 1981; Ovesen, 1975), 

which utilises various models, with different length scales 1/n and corresponding 

accelerations ng, to simulate the same prototype structure. Thus, all the models should 

reproduce the same prototype or non-dimensional response. Nunez et al. (1988) and 

Remaud (1999) suggested that grain-size effects are negligible in the modelling of 

models tests of laterally loaded piles with a foundation diameter to average particle size 

ratio (D/D50) greater than 45 and 60, respectively. Recent studies performed by 

Klinkvort et al. (2013) concluded that D/D50 should be greater than 88 for laterally 

loaded short stiff piles. Assuming a similar response of the current anchor configuration 

and a rigid pile configuration, a minimum ratio of 88 can be applied in this research. 

Thus, as all tests were performed with a model anchor diameter equal to 40 mm and an 

average effective particle size of 0.18 mm, the ratio D/D50 = 222.2 fulfilled the 

requirement. This result validates the use of the same sand in the model and the 

prototype, as the particle-size effects are deemed as negligible. Additionally, the 

catalogue of scaling laws developed by Garnier et al. (2007) suggested that regarding 

grain size effects on frictional interfaces, there are limited effects on the peak shear 

strength in pull-out loading tests of piles if the ratio D/D50 is greater than 100. Assuming 

a similitude between the frictional interfaces of a pile and a suction anchor, this 

requirement is also met in the current centrifuge testing. 
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Another important aspect when performing centrifuge tests in this investigation is the 

installation effect. Numerous studies have shown that in-flight installation is crucial to 

simulate the vertical response (Ko et al., 1984) and lateral response (Klinkvort et al., 

(2013; Dyson & Randolph, 2001) of model piles foundations. Also, Tran et al. (2005) 

demonstrated that installing a model pile in dense sand at 1g generates a high degree of 

dilatancy due to a low stress state, which increases the soil plug heave in comparison to 

the prototype pile. The very low mean stress during 1g-installation and the sand 

dilatancy has the effect of reducing the measured model suction anchor capacity. 

However, the current testing was only focused on the anchor transient behaviour, and 

therefore the installation was not modelled in these experiments, such that all suction 

anchor installations were performed by jacking at 1g. 

3.3 Testing programme 

All the centrifuge tests were developed and performed in the described beam centrifuge 

facility at the Centre for Offshore Foundations Systems at an enhanced acceleration 

equivalent to 100 times Earth gravity – 100g. To investigate the unidirectional 

behaviour and holding capacity of suction anchors under different cyclic loading 

configurations a parametric testing programme was developed based on three main 

parameters, which are the mooring line configuration (both taut and catenary), the 

model anchor aspect ratio (from 0.5 to 1), and the key cyclic loading parameters (peak 

cyclic loading - Pmax, cyclic amplitude - Pampl, average or mean cyclic load – Pave and 

number of cycles - Ncyc). Even though it was not possible to investigate all the 

parameters involved in the problem due to a busy centrifuge schedule, the study was 

devised to focus on the cyclic loading parameters, trying to cover a broad spectrum of 

possible field loads as described below. The testing programme was divided into two 

testing series: a taut-line and a catenary-line configuration. 

3.3.1 First series: Taut-line configuration testing 

The first series of the testing programme was related to the taut-line mooring system 

with model suction anchors in very dense sand (Dr = 80-85%) and two different line-

loading inclinations from the horizontal. The taut-line monotonic testing programme is 

summarised in Table 1, which is the benchmark for the cyclic testing results. 
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Table 1: Monotonic taut-line mooring testing programme. 

Test reference 
Suction anchor aspect 

ratio (L/D) 

Load inclination 

angle from the 

horizontal () 

Loading rate 

(mm/s) 

T1-1M 1 30 0.2 

T1-2M 1 30 0.2 

T1-5M 1 30 0.2 

T1-3M 1 60 0.2 

T1-4M 1 60 0.2 

T1-17M 0.75 30 0.2 

T1-15M 0.75 60 0.2 

T1-19M 0.75 60 0.2 

T1-23M 0.5 30 0.2 

T1-9M 0.5 60 0.2 

 

The monotonic tests were configured with a high loading inclination angle 

corresponding to 60 with the seabed, and a low loading inclination angle corresponding 

to 30. The high inclination angle case was selected to simulate a taut-line loading for a 

farm of wave energy devices, which is estimated to require small horizontal distances 

between devices in the range of 40 to 50 metres. Conversely, a floating wind turbines 

farm requires higher distances between platforms, which could be between 500 to 1200 

metres according to current offshore wind turbines spacing (Breton & Moe, 2009). This 

means that lower line-loading inclination angles are expected to arrive at the anchor in 

the seabed contact with the same water depth, justifying the low inclination angle case. 

Regarding the model anchor geometry, all cases of the model suction anchors described 

in the foundation model section were tested; this corresponds to anchors of aspect ratios 

equal to 1, 0.75 and 0.5. 

The cyclic loading parameters were based on the monotonic peak pull-out capacity 

(Ppeak) for each geometry of the model suction anchor at the selected line loading 

inclination angles (30 and 60). All monotonic pull-out tests were performed under 

displacement control at a constant loading rate of 0.2 mm/s, to simulate a relatively fast 

loading rate comparable with that from a storm-induced cyclic loading. Also, it was 

required to check for testing repeatability to ensure almost identical results for similar 

tests. This was achieved by performing several tests of two monotonic testing 

configurations under the same theoretical conditions, and obtaining a discrepancy of 

less than 5% difference in the results for the peak pull-out capacities. This discrepancy 

of results was regarded as acceptable for consistent testing results and within 

experimental uncertainty. 
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After establishing the monotonic behaviour of each anchor geometry/loading inclination 

case, the cyclic loading sequences were proposed as follows. Table 2 summarises the 

cyclic testing programme proposed for the first series of testing. 

 

Table 2. Cyclic testing programme for taut-mooring conditions. 

Test 

reference 

Suction 

anchor 

aspect ratio 

(L/D) 

Load 

inclination 

α () 

Cyclic loads 
Load 

frequency 

(Hz) 

Number 

of cycles Peak 

cyclic load 

Minimum 

load 

T1-6C 1 30 50% Ppeak 20% Ppeak 0.5 500 

T1-7C 1 30 90% Ppeak 60% Ppeak 0.5 500 

T1-8C 1 30 Incremental 50%-70%-90% Ppeak 0.5 500 

T1-10C 0.5 60 70% Ppeak 40% Ppeak 0.5 500 

T1-11C 0.5 60 90% Ppeak 60% Ppeak 0.5 500 

T1-12C 1 30 90% Ppeak 60% Ppeak 0.5 36600 

T1-13C 1 60 50% Ppeak 20% Ppeak 0.5 500 

T1-14C 1 60 90% Ppeak 60% Ppeak 0.5 500 

T1-16C 0.75 60 50% Ppeak 20% Ppeak 0.5 28290 

T1-20C 0.75 30 95% Ppeak 50% Ppeak 0.5 1000 

T1-21C 0.75 60 95% Ppeak 50% Ppeak 0.5 1000 

T1-22C 1 60 95% Ppeak 50% Ppeak 0.5 1000 

T1-24C 0.5 30 95% Ppeak 50% Ppeak 0.5 1000 

 

The cyclic loading configurations for the taut-line testing were selected to compare 

different peak cyclic loads with the same or similar amplitude load. The peak cyclic and 

amplitude loads were defined as a percentage of the peak pull-out capacity for each 

anchor loading case. Three main loading configurations were chosen for the first test 

series: high, intermediate and low range cyclic loading configurations. These 

configurations may effectively evaluate the cyclic response of a suction anchor, as they 

represent different ranges of its maximum monotonic capacity and may be expected in 

the field under normal and extreme environmental loading conditions. 

These targeted cyclic loads are aimed to evaluate either a stable, meta-stable or unstable 

cyclic behaviour for each anchor loading case. If the line displacement after each 

proposed cyclic sequence is not more than half suction anchor diameter (i.e. anchor has 

not failed), the suction anchor will be failed with a monotonic loading at 0.2 mm/s to 

find the post-cyclic peak capacity Pcyc. 

Low-peak cyclic loading 

For a low cyclic loading configuration, a one-way loading sequence was targeted with a 

peak cyclic loading (Pmax) of 50% of the peak pull-out capacity (Ppeak) and a minimum 

loading of 20% Ppeak. These parameters defined a load amplitude (Pampl) of 15% Ppeak 
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and an average cyclic load (Pave) of 35% Ppeak. Figure 21 provides a graphical 

representation of the targeted low cyclic loading sequence in terms of percentage of the 

peak pull-out capacity of the anchor case. 

Intermediate-peak cyclic loading  

For an intermediate cyclic loading configuration, a one-way loading sequence was 

targeted with a peak cyclic loading (Pmax) of 70% of the peak pull-out capacity (Ppeak) 

and a minimum loading of 40% Ppeak. These parameters defined a load amplitude (Pampl) 

of 15% Ppeak and an average cyclic load (Pave) of 55% Ppeak. Figure 21 provides a 

graphical representation of the intermediate cyclic loading sequence in terms of 

percentage of the peak pull-out capacity of the anchor.  

High-peak cyclic loading  

For a high cyclic loading configuration, two one-way loading sequences were aimed. 

The first sequence type (A) was targeted with a peak cyclic loading (Pmax) of 90% of the 

peak pull-out capacity (Ppeak) and a minimum loading of 60% Ppeak. These parameters 

defined a load amplitude (Pampl) of 15% Ppeak and an average cyclic load (Pave) of 75% 

Ppeak. The second sequence type (B) was targeted with a peak cyclic loading (Pmax) of 

95% of the peak pull-out capacity (Ppeak) and a minimum loading of 50% Ppeak. These 

parameters defined a new load amplitude (Pampl) of 22.5% Ppeak and an average cyclic 

load (Pave) of 72.5% Ppeak. The type B sequence was selected after realising that former 

cyclic sequences mainly corresponded to stable cyclic tests. Figure 21 provides a 

graphical representation of the targeted high cyclic loading sequences in terms of 

percentage of the peak pull-out capacity of the anchor.  

 
Figure 21: Cyclic loading sequences according to peak loading. 
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Staged cyclic loading  

Only one test was subjected to this type of cyclic loading sequence. This loading 

sequence combines all-range of cyclic loading: starting with a low loading, then an 

intermediate and finally a high range in one single sequence. The loading ranges keep 

the same cyclic parameters and apply the same number of cycles (167 load cycles per 

stage). Figure 22 provides a graphical representation of the targeted incremental cyclic 

loading sequence in terms of percentage of the peak pull-out capacity of the anchor.  

 

Figure 22: Staged cyclic loading sequence. 

 

Cyclic loading frequency 

One of the key testing features was to properly model the drainage conditions of the 

prototype soil on the model soil. According to typical cyclic loading frequencies (f) for 

equivalent field scale offshore devices, which are between 0.1 and 1.5 Hz (Burns et al., 

2014), and a high drainage in sandy soils, an in-situ fully drained soil response was 

expected for floating renewables devices. This behaviour was approximated by 

selecting an effective stress scaling approach, which allowed to model suction anchors 

in saturated conditions using dry sand (Klinkvort, 2012). Besides, past cyclic testing of 

piles in dry sand showed that there are no significant strain-rate effects within a loading 

rate range similar to the typical values in offshore applications (Garnier, 2013). 

Therefore, for the current testing, a loading rate equal to 0.5 Hz was chosen due to 

represent a favourable value for instrumentation control and still provide a good relation 

between the number of load cycles and the cycling time. 
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Number of applied cycles  

Different numbers of cycles were applied on the suction anchors for each testing 

configuration. An upper limit on the number of cycles to be applied was initially set to 

500 repetitions. However, after limited testing results with 500 load cycles, it was 

decided to double the number of cycles to 1000 repetitions. Also, long-cyclic loading 

was considered for specific sequences with an application of 36600 and 28290 load 

cycles. If the suction anchor did not reach failure after proposed cyclic sequence, 

monotonic load to failure was applied at 0.2 mm/s.  

Camera Image Capture for 2D Displacement Tracking System 

As the model suction anchors displacement was tracked in-plane by an image-based 

method, a camera capture rate was designed for each test. For the monotonic loading, a 

rate of 1 frame per second was selected to track a distance per frame of 0.2 mm. For the 

cycling loading, an initial rate of 4 frames per second is established to carefully track 

the anchor displacement during the first 10% of load cycles (50 or 100 cycles). During 

the rest 90% of load cycles (450 – 900 cycles), a rate equal to 1 fps was considered to 

reduce the quantity of images and collected data. Some cyclic tests increased camera 

capture rate at the end of the sequence to 4 fps to provide a more detailed final 

movement of the anchor.  

3.3.2 Second series: Catenary-line configuration tests 

As stated before, the experimental programme also included model suction anchors 

tested under a catenary-mooring line configuration, as it is potentially a more beneficial 

mooring system for wave renewables devices due to its line flexibility, which could 

decrease the system stiffness and optimise the modes of motion specific to an energy 

extraction methodology. For the catenary mooring tests, the relative density of the sand 

samples was reduced to Dr = 60 - 63%, as it was expected to obtain higher increases in 

the post-cyclic monotonic capacity of the anchor with a medium dense sand sample, 

compared with the very dense samples tested in the first series. The idea was to test the 

suction anchors in a sand sample with a lower relative density to allow for higher 

densification effects during cyclic loading. 

Table 3 presents the general parameters for the monotonic and cyclic catenary mooring 

testing programme. 
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Table 3: Cyclic and monotonic testing programme for catenary-mooring conditions. 

Test 

reference 

Suction 

anchor 

aspect ratio 

(L/D) 

Cyclic loads 
Load 

frequency (Hz) 
Number of cycles  Peak 

cyclic load 
Minimum load 

T2-1M 1.0  Monotonic test Ppeak -2.1 

T2-2C 1.0 60% Ppeak 30% Ppeak 0.5 1500 

T2-3C 1.0 80% Ppeak 10% Ppeak 0.5 1500 

T2-4C 1.0 Staged 20%-40%-60%-80% Ppeak 0.5 2800 

T2-5C 1.0 Staged 55%-65%-75%-85% Ppeak 0.5 2800 

T2-6M 0.5 Monotonic test Ppeak -2.6 

T2-7C 0.5 80% Ppeak 10% Ppeak 0.5 1500 

T2-8C 0.5 60% Ppeak 30% Ppeak 0.5 1500 

 

For the second testing series, only two model anchor geometries were tested due to a 

limited number of centrifuge tests available to be performed at the laboratory. These 

geometries corresponded to the boundary aspect ratios of 1.0 and 0.5. The cyclic 

loading parameters were based again on the monotonic peak pull-out capacity (Ppeak) for 

each anchor geometry. For the catenary-line monotonic testing a constant loading rate 

of 0.2 mm/s was used again, and only one test was performed to obtain the monotonic 

peak pull-out capacity of each anchor loading case (Ppeak for L/D = 1 and 0.5, both 

under a catenary mooring system). 

For the catenary testing case, the experiments changed the focus for the effects of load 

amplitude on the anchors response. Thus, the cyclic loading configurations were 

selected to compare different load amplitudes with a constant average load. As the 

centrifuge testing time was strictly limited, only a few load amplitudes could be applied 

on the model anchors. The two main load configurations were defined as a high and a 

low amplitude loading case. The same definition of peak cyclic loading and amplitude 

were utilised as in the taut mooring testing. These loading configurations aimed to 

effectively evaluate the influence of the load amplitude on the cyclic capacity and 

behaviour of suction anchors under a catenary mooring line. The response of the suction 

anchors during the cyclic loading sequences and post-cyclic monotonic reloading to 

failure was also measured in the different tests performed. The post-cyclic monotonic 

reloading was applied by load control at a rate of 0.2 mm/s, in case the anchor did not 

reach a cyclic failure. A different number of load cycles applied to the model anchors 

were used in the catenary testing case, compared with the taut-line tests. 

Two specific cyclic loading sequences were performed for the model suction anchor 

with an aspect ratio of 1.0 and a catenary mooring arrangement. The first sequence case 
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corresponded to an incremental cyclic stairs, where both, the amplitude and average 

cyclic loads were increasing in 4 different phases with 700 load cycles each. The second 

case corresponded to an incremental cyclic amplitude sequence, where only the 

amplitude load increased with a constant average cyclic load in also 4 phases with 700 

load cycles each. It should be noted that the cyclic loading configurations selected for 

the second series were continuously modified during the tests, according with feedback 

from the previous testing results. Also, the proposed cyclic loads for the second series 

were not common for a catenary-line mooring system, as the anchor was loaded at all 

times (neglecting chain/cable weight, which counterweights some environmental loads). 

However, it was important to model symmetric and constant loads to analyse the effects 

of concrete parameters. 

The following sections are presenting a brief description of each cyclic sequence 

proposed for the catenary mooring testing series. 

High amplitude cyclic loading 

For a high amplitude cyclic loading configuration, a one-way cyclic sequence was 

targeted with a peak cyclic loading (Pmax) of 80% the monotonic peak pull-out capacity 

(Ppeak) and a minimum loading of 10% Ppeak. This sequence was centred on an average 

cyclic loading (Pave) equal to 45% Ppeak with an amplitude load (Pampl) of 35% Ppeak. 

Low amplitude cyclic loading  

For a low amplitude cyclic loading configuration, a one-way cyclic sequence was 

targeted with a peak cyclic loading (Pmax) equal to 60% of the monotonic peak pull-out 

capacity (Ppeak) and a minimum loading of 30% Ppeak. This sequence was also centred on 

an average cyclic loading (Pave) equal to 45% Ppeak, but within a smaller amplitude load 

(Pampl) of 15% Ppeak. Figure 23 displays a graphical representation of both, high and low 

amplitude cyclic loading sequences proposed in terms of the percentage of the peak 

anchor capacity. 
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Figure 23: High and low-amplitude cyclic loading sequences 

 

Staged stair cyclic loading  

This specific cyclic sequence increased the peak cyclic loading forming a stairs shape 

by means of raising the average and the amplitude cyclic loading in four different 

packages of 700 cycles each. As illustrated in Figure 24, the cyclic sequence parameters 

are described in Table 4: 

 

Table 4: Cyclic sequence parameters for incremental stairs loading. 

Cycle 

package 

Peak cyclic loading 

(%Ppeak) 

Average cyclic 

loading (%Ppeak) 

Amplitude 

loading (%Ppeak) 

I 20 10 10 

II 40 20 20 

III 60 30 30 

IV 80 40 40 

 

 

 

Staged amplitude cyclic loading  

Similar to the previous cyclic sequence case, this sequence increased the peak cyclic 

loading by means of raising the amplitude cyclic loading but maintaining a constant 

average loading throughout the cyclic packages. Again, four different packages with 

700 cycles each were performed. As illustrated in Figure 24, the cyclic sequence 

parameters are detailed in Table 5: 
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Table 5: Cyclic sequence parameters for incremental amplitude loading 

Cycle 

package 

Peak cyclic loading 

(%Ppeak) 

Average cyclic 

loading (%Ppeak) 

Amplitude 

loading (%Ppeak) 

I 55 45 10 

II 65 45 20 

III 75 45 30 

IV 85 45 40 

 

 
Figure 24: Incremental amplitude cyclic loading sequence. 

 

Note that the former cyclic sequences figures are designed to explain the loading 

configurations with a few numbers of cycles. The planned numbers of cycles for each 

proposed loading sequence are detailed in Table 3. 

3.4 Model suction anchors 

The main geometrical parameter for suction anchors is the aspect ratio, which is defined 

as the ratio between the shaft length and lid diameter of the anchor (L/D). Three 

different aspect ratios for the model anchor were considered. According to previous 

research performed on suction-installed anchor foundations by Houlsby & Byrne 

(2005), the installation of suction anchors in granular materials employing suction-

assisted penetration is presumably limited due to liquefaction and local piping failures 

induced inside the anchor without a further penetration. The analytical study performed 
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by Houlsby & Byrne (2005) suggested an initial estimate of the maximum achievable 

penetration with suction in sand equal to: 

 oK

D
h

tan2


  (2)

 

where h corresponds to the maximum achievable penetration, D the diameter of the 

anchor, K a factor relating vertical to horizontal stress (equal to the at-rest earth pressure 

coefficient) and δ the interface friction angle outside the anchor. Since the factor (K tan 

δ) is commonly close to 0.5, the analysis concludes that in sand the maximum anchor 

aspect ratio for suction-aided penetration is likely to be 1. Following the above 

reasoning, three different aspect ratios less or equal than 1 were selected for the model 

anchors, namely: 1, 0.75 and 0.5.  

An introductory centrifuge testing and previous suction anchor centrifuge testing in 

sand (Jones et al., 2007) assisted on the designed diameter of the model suction anchors 

for the current physical modelling. Although a large pull-out capacity of the model 

anchors was desired for a higher load-cell resolution, a small anchor geometrical 

configuration was considered more beneficial in terms of a simplified testing set-up 

with more flexibility in the steel wire lines configuration, bearing in mind the strongbox 

dimensions. Thus, a standard model suction anchor diameter of 40 mm was selected for 

all configuration cases. Provided the established aspect ratios for testing (L/D = 1, 0.75 

and 0.5), the model anchor skirts were equal to 40 mm, 30 mm and 20 mm (Figure 25).  

Also, the masses of the model anchors corresponded to 31.83 g, 29.09 g and 26.0 g, 

respectively, which scaled-up to prototype anchor masses together with the PIV 

aluminium frames (3.43 g each), gave a maximum prototype mass equal to 38.7 tonnes 

(379.5 kN), which corresponded to a similar submerged weight as the suction anchors 

installed at the Laminaria field in the Timor sea (offshore Australia), equal to 380 kN 

(Erbrich & Hefer, 2002). 

The anchor model foundations were machined in-house from single pieces of 

aluminium alloy 6061 (T6) and a skirt thickness of 1mm. All model anchor top caps 

were 5 mm thick with an additional concentric shaft of 15 mm in diameter and a female 

thread for installation as depicted in Figure 26. 
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Figure 25: Schematic representation of the model suction anchors for the centrifuge testing. All 

measurements in mm. 

 

The tests reported in this project were carried out at 100 Earth gravities (g), representing 

a foundation prototype anchor of diameter D = 4 m and lengths L = 4 m, 3 m and 2 m 

for each aspect ratio selected (1, 0.75 and 0.5 respectively). 

 

 
Figure 26: Cross-section of the model suction anchors with general dimensions in mm. 

 

The optimal padeye depth or position below the sand surface was selected to be 2/3 of 

the anchor length (L) in all cases, according to recommended practice for clay 

applications (DNV, 2005). This optimal depth is designed to give a pure translational 

mode of failure, without rotation of the anchor and thus providing a maximum 

resistance capacity. This is referred as the optimal load attachment point. 

Two model padeye connections were employed in the centrifuge tests. For the taut 

mooring cases, a simple hole perforated at the proposed height (2/3L) through the 

anchor skirt was crossed by the wire rope with a steel rounded plate welded at its end 

and stuck with epoxy to the inner anchor wall. The wire rope used for testing, with a 

rounded steel plate welded at its end is presented in Figure 27. 

40 
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Figure 27: Padeye connection for the first series of testing programme. 

 

For the second series of testing, the padeye connection was changed for a T-plate with a 

perforation where to cross the wire rope and then clamp it together. Figure 28 displays 

the real-scale new connection with all dimensions in millimetres. The T-plate 

connection allowed more flexibility for the wire rope to simulate a proper inverse 

catenary mooring line attached to the suction anchor padeye. 

 
Figure 28: T-plate padeye connection for an anchor with L/D = 1.0. All measurements in mm. 

 

As the suction anchor installation was performed at 1g by a jacking procedure at 

constant displacement-control equal to 0.2 mm/s, there was no need to develop vent 

ports on the anchors top lids. The suction anchors were totally sealed during the 

centrifuge testing and the small holes observed on the lids in Figure 29 correspond to 

the attachment points for the frames of an image recognition technique detailed in 

Chapter VI. All three-model suction anchor geometries are presented, in descending 

aspect ratio order (L/D = 1.0, 0.75 and 0.5), in real-scale in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29: Model suction anchors with different aspect ratios. 

3.5 Experimental set-up and instrumentation 

This section describes the relevant experimental configuration and instrumentation used 

in the tests for both series: taut mooring and catenary mooring systems.  

In-line load cell and stainless steel wire rope 

The instrumentation used for the current centrifuge testing included an in-line load cell 

specially designed in stainless steel for suction anchor centrifuge testing. The load cell 

was designed for a maximum tension capacity equal to 1 kN, as it was around 25% 

higher than the maximum expected resistance of model anchors at an enhanced gravity 

of 100g. The load cell geometry was designed as a barrel or cylinder with linear 

dimension equal to 24 mm and a diameter equal to 6 mm. The load cell calibration was 

performed for up to 784.8 N to yield a calibration factor (cal-factor) equal to 513.755 

N/V. The mooring line was modelled through the use of a stainless steel wire rope 

(Grade 304) with a nominal diameter equal to 1.45 mm and a maximum bearing force 

equal to roughly 1.2 kN. Special end-connectors were attached to the load cell to 

connect the wire rope or cables simulating the mooring line to the suction anchor 

padeye position from the pulley system. A pulley was attached to the actuator, which 

was resting on top of the strongbox. Figure 30 shows the load cell in real scale. 
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Figure 30: In-line load cell for centrifuge testing 

 

Two-dimensional servo actuator and pulley system 

An electrically powered servo-actuator with two degrees of freedom, a vertical and a 

horizontal, was used for the jack-in installation of the model anchor and the vertical 

pulling of the wire rope. The wire rope was simulating the loading line through an 

accurately located pulley system below the actuator, to guide the designated mooring 

system inside the strongbox. Its maximum vertical and horizontal travelling distances 

are 250 mm and 180 mm, respectively, with a maximum displacement rate of 3 mm/s. 

The loading was performed via motion control software connected to the actuator, 

which is able to operate under a load or displacement control (De Catania et al. 2010). 

The wire rope displacements, the in-line load cell measurements and other parameters 

were recorded digitally at a frequency of 10 Hz (100 milliseconds interval) using the 

DigiDaq data acquisition system utilised at COFS. Figure 31 shows the actuator, the 

USB camera and the LED lights on top of the strongbox resting on the swinging arm of 

the beam centrifuge.  
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Figure 31: Servo-actuator mounted on the strongbox 

 

PIV apparatus instrumentation 

The PIV apparatus instrumentation was used to develop a two-dimensional 

displacement recognition system based on a PIV analysis, which is described in detail in 

Chapter IV. This system was designed to establish a non-intrusive technique that 

calculates the in-plane displacement of the suction anchors in the direction of loading, 

allowing for non-interference with the model. The PIV general instrumentation includes 

a special aluminium frame designed to support a high-resolution ultra-compact Prosilica 

GC2450 CCD Camera with a high-quality image sensor (Sony ICX625) providing a 

superior image quality, an excellent sensitivity and a low noise. The camera offers a 

frame rate of 15 frames per second at full-resolution. The camera allows a stable capture 

of pixels with a resolution equal to 2448 (H) x 2050 (V), reducing the noise levels and 

enabling the capture of target displacements within a precision of one thousand of a 

pixel. The camera weighs 106 grammes and has dimensions 59 x 46 x 33 mm including 

connectors. A rugged housing optimises the camera for a high g-force centrifuge testing.  

The lighting was achieved by a LED light bar mounted on the top of the camera frame 

allowing an optimal texture of the digital frames to be processed by a PIV analysis 

algorithm. Further details about the PIV instrumentation and analysis are provided in 

Chapter IV. Two USB low-resolution cameras were used for an in-flight video 

monitoring system, which provided a live tracking of each centrifuge test, making sure 
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the testing procedure was achieved as planned. Figure 32 displays the final experimental 

configuration regarding the PIV camera set-up. 

 
Figure 32: Prosilica camera on metallic support with the LED lighting bar. 

 

The main communication with the centrifuge was via power and instrumentation slip-

rings, which are housed in the main axis of the centrifuge. A flight computer is mounted 

on the axis of rotation to be in charge of fast A/D conversions and provides controls for 

the driving actuators and multiplexing. The control room for the beam centrifuge houses 

the main control system for operating the centrifuge, including two computers for 

controlling the centrifuge rotational speed and balance, and logging/displaying data 

respectively, several video monitors, and a patch board and amplifier racks for 

instrumentation. The logging computer is also linked to the flight computer, and hence 

allows the data transmission and actuator control through the data acquisition software. 

The tests were performed in strongboxes or rectangular metallic containers for the soil 

samples and the reduced-scale geotechnical structure under analysis. The internal 

dimensions of the strongbox are 390 mm x 650 mm x 325 mm, with a total empty 

weight approximately equal to 70 kgf. There are continuous screw holes with a spacing 

of 25 mm on the four top edges of the container to host the testing equipment and 

instrumentation (e. g. actuator, camera frame set, lighting and beside structural 

elements). The plan testing area was selected to optimise the testing programme, placing 

each model anchor at least 100 mm from the strongbox walls and other anchors 

locations. The boundary effects on the soil behaviour were deemed as negligible with 
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this distance, as the disturbed soil of each single test was within a radio of less than 100 

mm from the anchor skirt. 

Experimental set-up for the first series: Taut-mooring system 

This section describes the experimental set-up proposed for the instrumentation and 

other model elements of each series of testing. For the first series, corresponding to the 

taut mooring line testing, six individual tests were performed per strongbox. Four 

strongboxes were pluviated and used for the centrifuge testing with a location of the 

suction anchors according to the scheme shown Figure 33. Only a single anchor location 

was used for each centrifuge test. As illustrated, a minimum distance from the walls was 

equal to 100 mm, and all other distances between the anchor locations are also 

specified.  

 
Figure 33: Suction anchor locations for taut-mooring testing. All measurements in mm. 

 

Figure 34 illustrates a top view drawing of the experimental configuration for a single 

taut-line test with all dimensions in mm. The cross beam and the pulley system could be 

moved across the strongbox top to obtain the desired inclination angle on the sand 

surface. The position to the millimetre is detailed for the different instrumentations, 

such as the load cell, the Prosilica camera and the actuator location. The LED lights and 

the USB cameras are not plotted on the drawing for simplification.  
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Figure 34: Top view of the experimental set-up for the taut-line testing. All measurements in mm. 

 

A lateral cross-section view of the taut-testing for a loading inclination of 30 is 

presented in Figure 35. The super-fine silica sand was pluviated until ~176 mm high, 

and the pulley system connected to the actuator through the wire rope is detailed. 

 
Figure 35: Cross-section of the experimental set-up for the taut-line testing. All measurements in mm. 

 

Experimental set-up for the second series: Catenary-mooring system 

For the catenary mooring system, corresponding to the second series of cyclic testing, a 

longer horizontal distance was required to simulate a pseudo-horizontal loading with a 

null inclination angle of the mooring line (wire rope) and the sand surface. Thus, only 
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four tests were able to be performed per strongbox, as the middle section of the sample 

could not offer enough linear space for modelling a catenary configuration. Figure 36 

represents the suction anchor locations selected for the catenary mooring simulations. 

 

 
Figure 36: Suction anchor locations for the catenary-mooring testing. All measurements in mm. 

 

Moreover, only one pulley was used for this series of testing as it was not required a 

second mobile pulley to model a line inclination angle with the sand surface. A lateral 

cross-section of the catenary mooring testing is detailed in Figure 37, including the 

modelled pseudo-horizontal loading from the pulley adapted below the actuator, which 

had to be located at the farthest place available in the strongbox from the anchor. 

 
Figure 37: Cross-section of the experimental set-up for the catenary-line testing. All measurements in 

mm. 

DDP 
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3.6 Soil model and sample preparation  

The super-fine silica sand (SS) was selected as the sandy granular soil material to model 

the shallow water seabed conditions, characteristic of the potential sites for deployment 

of marine renewable energy structures in a farms or arrays format. Thus, the super-fine 

silica sand was used to reconstitute dry samples by pluviation in all centrifuge model 

tests. According to Xu (2007), the minimum and maximum void ratios (emin and emax) 

for this granular material are 0.49 and 0.78, respectively. Furthermore, the minimum 

and the maximum dry unit weights (γmin and γmax) of this soil are estimated to be 14.6 

kN/m3 and 17.4 kN/m3, with a specific gravity (Gs) equal to 2.65. The grain size 

distribution of the material is presented in Figure 38, with a measured average effective 

particle size (D50) approximately equal to 0.18 mm, and representing a poorly graded 

distribution of the grain sizes. 

The current experimental investigation was focused on dense granular soil profiles. 

Thus, as briefly commented before, the first series of testing was performed with a very 

dense sand sample (Dr = 80-85%), while for the second series of testing a medium 

dense sample (Dr = 60-63%) was chosen, as it was expected to reach a higher soil 

densification and post-cyclic monotonic capacity of the model anchors with a lower 

relative density. 

 

 
Figure 38: Particle size distribution for super-fine Silica sand (Tran et al. 2005). 
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Model Sample Preparation 

All samples were reconstituted by dry pluviation utilising the Sand Hopper device at 

COFS Centrifuge Laboratory. The principal parameters for a selected relative density of 

a sand sample are the hopper speed of travel, the hopper opening width and the relative 

height of the hopper regarding the strongbox base or soil surface, as detailed in Table 6.  

To achieve the required uniform relative density of a sand sample in the strongbox, it is 

necessary to adjust the opening width of the hopper with slate gauges to control the sand 

flow rate. After filling the hopper with sand, the strongbox had to be located below the 

frame with the long direction in-line with the hopper travelling path, and the hopper at a 

predetermined height from the strongbox base. Reference marks should be put on the 

walls of the strongbox with constant height intervals of ~ 20 mm, to elevate the sand 

hopper manually as the sand sample surface reaches a higher level on the strongbox. 

The travelling speed should be set-up before pouring, making sure an uniform hopper 

width coverage of the sand falling into the strongbox as the pluviation progresses. 

Figure 39 displays the soil sample reconstitution by dry pluviation of super-fine silica 

sand into a strongbox. 

Before the pluviation of the silica sand, the total weight of the empty strongbox must be 

measured. After dry pluviation and levelling up the sand surface to the required height, 

the final weight of the strongbox plus the pluviated sand sample had to be measured 

again to obtain the dry density of the soil (ρd) with the estimated volume of the soil 

sample. The accuracy of the density measurements performed by global weighting was 

calculated based on the resolution of the scales used to weight the soil masses (i.e. 10 

g), and assuming that the sample height was in error of 1 mm (See section 5.1.1). The 

following soil relationships between the void ratio and the dry density allow to calculate 

the relative density of each sand sample in the strongboxes. 
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Figure 39: Dry pluviation technique for sample reconstitution in the strongbox using the sand hopper. 

 

The dry pluviation method for sample reconstitution offered several advantages with 

respect other techniques, such as no particle crushing, less effect of segregation and 

better repeatability. Based on the experimental results from Xu (2007) regarding the 

preparation of reconstituted samples by pluviation of super-fine silica sand, Table 6 

displays the suggested controlling parameters of the sand hopper to reach the target 

relative densities on the current sand samples: very dense and medium dense relative 

density conditions. 

Table 6: Sand hopper parameters for proposed sand samples relative densities (After Xu, 

2007). 

SF silica 

sand 

sample 

Relative 

density Dr (%) 

Opening width 

(mm) 

Hopper bottom line 

height (mm) 

Travelling 

velocity 

(mm/s) 

Very 

dense 
80-90 1.2 1100 120 

Medium 

dense 
50-65 3.5 900 65 

3.7 Experimental procedure 

Suction anchor installation 

After the sand sample reconstitution by dry pluviation on the strongbox, the suction 

anchor installation was performed by jacking with the servo-actuator only using the 
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vertical direction motion under displacement control at a rate of 0.2 mm/s. A drained 

installation was independent of the loading rate due to dry sand conditions; thus the rate 

was chosen to minimise soil structure alterations. The model suction anchor had the PIV 

target frames and the in-line load cell attached previously to installation. 

An extended metallic shaft was connected to a lateral arm attached to the actuator 

(Figure 40). The shaft was also connected to an installation load cell attached to the 

system for measuring the total frictional resistance load of the sand on the anchor. The 

metallic shaft was connected to the suction anchor top lid for installation, and was 

carefully removed after the installation load cell registered a sharp increase in the soil 

resistance, meaning that a soil plug inside the anchor reached the top cap of the suction 

anchor. Figure 40 details the installation procedure with different images for each stage.  

  

  
Figure 40: Procedure for model suction anchor installation. 

 

Mooring line loading system implementation 

After a successful anchor installation, the in-line load cell was attached at its second end 

to a continuous wire rope simulating the loading mooring line, which was located 

through the proposed pulley and beam cross system and finally joined to the actuator 

pulley at the end of the strongbox, as depicted in Figure 41. 
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Figure 41: Model taut mooring system 

 

PIV method set-up 

The final step regarding the general testing instrumentation set-up was related to the 2D 

displacement recognition system based on a PIV image analysis. The aluminium 

support frame, holding the Prosilica camera just above the sand surface, was attached 

through several bolts on top of the strongbox. A black cover was placed behind the 

suction anchor, covering all the camera field of view and allowing images with 

enhanced contrast. Besides, the LED lighting bar and USB cameras were located at 

specific spots as illustrated in Figure 42. 

  
 

  
Figure 42: PIV in-plane displacement method instrumentation. 
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Centrifuge testing with the proposed monotonic and cyclic loading sequences 

After all the testing instrumentation was adequately installed and secured, the centrifuge 

testing was performed at 100g for each proposed monotonic and cyclic sequence case, 

recording the main parameters (in-line load, actuator line displacements and digital 

frames) for post-processing analysis and comparison. 
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CHAPTER IV: TWO-DIMENSIONAL DISPLACEMENT 

RECOGNITION SYSTEM BASED ON PIV ANALYSIS 

4.1  Introduction 

Displacement measurement techniques are essential in centrifuge models for identifying 

soil-foundation deformation mechanism and interaction. This chapter describes a 

motion capture system that utilises Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) to calculate the in-

plane displacement of the model anchors in the direction of loading. The system 

allowed for non-interference with the model and was implemented in the centrifuge 

tests to investigate the mechanical behaviour and capacity of model suction anchors 

under the proposed sequences of one-way unidirectional cyclic loading. The digital 

image-based technical development tracks the movement of small targets on two 

metallic frames attached on top of the model anchor to estimate its displacement 

through 2D rigid-body kinematics calculations. The results suggest that the 

measurement technique can be effectively used to track the two-dimensional cyclic 

movement of the model anchor provided that the frame capture rate is consistent with 

the applied loading frequency. 

Non–intrusive motion capture systems have become an extensively employed technique 

in several areas of experimental sciences and industry such as medicine, robotics and 

engineering. The technique is based on image analysis, which is a procedure that 

captures the movement or deformation of a target object/media in a specific 

experimental configuration by a sequence of frames acquired at a defined rate with a 

stationary digital camera. Concerning geotechnical engineering, several image-based 

experimental set-ups have been developed to measure full-field soil media deformation 

and strain paths in model tests (i.e. 1g and enhanced gravity) and element tests (Stanier 

& White, 2013; White & Bolton, 2004; Bhandari et al., 2012).  

The sequence of frames obtained from experimental developments is analysed with 

digital image-processing techniques, which are a type of signal processing that generate 

a displacement field based on different analytical approaches such as particle tracking 

and image correlation techniques. Correlation approaches, such as Particle Image 

Velocimetry (PIV) or Digital Image Correlation (DIC), have been extensively employed 

in several geotechnical research laboratories worldwide due to its remarkable capability 

to produce accurate displacements fields at low strain levels with high spatial resolution. 
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(White et al., 2003; Rechenmacher & Finno, 2004; Take, 2015; Stanier et al., 2016a; 

2016b).  

However, PIV-DIC algorithms in image analysis have not only been used to calculate 

strain fields of continuum medium such as stressed soil exposed by means of a 

transparent viewing pane. The versatility of the technique has allowed it to emerge as an 

optimum tool for non-contact measuring of discrete elements displacements, or for 

detecting progressive movement of localised regions of interest given adequate image 

texture (Hoult et al., 2016). The following sections present in detail the main 

characteristics of the novel PIV technique application developed in this thesis.  

4.2 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is an optical non-intrusive technique originally 

developed on the field of experimental fluid mechanics to obtain velocity measurements 

of seeding particles on an analysed flow (Adrian, 1991). The particle imaging technique 

measures the motion of small marked regions of a fluid by observing the locations of 

the markers on frames at different times. Markers could be a broad range of particles, 

from gaseous bubbles to liquid droplets or solid particles. Locations of the markers at 

different instants are saved optically on frames by a photographic medium with a 

special lighting pattern. 

PIV analysis is based on a grid of “patches” or subsets, which are dividing the initial or 

reference image of an experiment. The displacement vectors of the subsets during an 

interval of time are found by locating the peak of the autocorrelation function of each 

subset with respect to a subsequent or target image. This peak indicates that the two 

images of each seeding particle captured within a subset are overlying each other, and 

the correlation offset corresponds to the subset displacement vector (White et al., 2003).  

In the last decades, with the rapid technology development in the areas of optical 

instruments and remote sensing, together with an improved processing capacity of 

computers, there has been a remarkable interest in PIV techniques for a broad range of 

applications besides fluid mechanics, including several branches of engineering such as 

chemical, nuclear and geotechnical. In the area of geotechnical modelling the 

implementation of PIV procedures was first reported by Guler et al. (1999) with the 

Block-Matching Method (BMAD), which developed interrogation subsets on a specific 

frame and used correlation algorithms to identify the most probable position of the 
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subsets in sequential frames, within their corresponding displacements vectors. White 

(2002) implemented PIV techniques to analyse the displacement of soil during pile 

installation. This effort was the seed for the development of GeoPIV, which is an 

implementation of PIV specifically designed to calculate soil deformation and strain 

fields in geotechnical reduced-scale physical models. The following section presents a 

brief review of the implementation and more recent developments and updates. 

4.3 GeoPIV and GeoPIV-Reliability Guided 

The original GeoPIV implementation was developed in the form of a modified PIV 

version using cross-correlation instead of the classical autocorrelation approach (White 

et al., 2003). Therefore, the image processing conducted during GeoPIV analyses two 

interrogation subsets (instead of one), one at the reference image, and another one on 

the target image. As before, the reference image is split into a mesh of test subsets, 

where each one is a portion of the global image matrix with a size of Ls X Ls pixels. The 

displacement of each test subset from reference to target image is found through the 

definition of a second subset called search subset or region in the target image. The 

search subset corresponds to a bigger matrix of pixels that extends beyond the test 

subset by a distance s. This new matrix defines the zone (szone) in which to find the test 

subset by the calculation of a spatial measurement of cross-correlation (CC) between the 

subsets, which indicates their ‘degree of match’. Traditional spatial measures include 

‘normalised cross-correlation’ (NCC) and ‘zero normalised cross-correlation’ (ZNCC). 

The location at which the highest correlation peak is found indicates the displaced 

position of the test subset to the nearest integer pixel coordinates. Figure 43 shows the 

schematic image processing during the GeoPIV analysis. A second step of the process 

corresponds to sub-pixel displacement refinement using interpolation functions such as 

bicubic splines or Gaussian functions, which are fitted to the highest integer correlation 

peak and close values to establish an improved estimate of the displacement vector to a 

sub-pixel resolution.  
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Figure 43: Schematic image processing during GeoPIV analysis. From Stanier et al. (2016b). 

 

Even though the original GeoPIV analytical procedure is able to achieve an outstanding 

performance with robust proved accuracy and precision, questionable errors have been 

noticed for normalised cross-correlation algorithm when applied in regions of interest 

undergoing significant rotation or large deformation (Dutton et al., 2014). Due to 

substantial potential for an improved precision and significant advances in image 

analysis algorithms, a new implementation of GeoPIV has been developed in a recent 

study performed by Stanier et al. (2016a). The updated version incorporates more 

sophisticated algorithms encompassing higher-order subset shape functions, an image 

intensity interpolation and a deformation parameter optimisation.  

The updated software version is named GeoPIV-Reliability Guide (RG), and the second 

term corresponds to the key advance in the new methodology. The reliability-guided 

method was proposed by Pan (2009) and corresponds to the overarching framework 

controlling the computation process of the software (Figure 44). The main modification 

of the new framework consists in the introduction of a higher-order subset shape or 

warp function, which allows the deformation of each reference subset to improve the 

correlation between reference and target subsets along with the aid of additional image 

intensity interpolation and optimisation techniques (Schreier & Sutton, 2002). The 

subset shape functions generate an improved precision and reduce random walk errors 

due to an optimised correlation according to the deformation being measured, and a less 

frequent update of the reference image in sequences undergoing low deformations, 

respectively. Furthermore, the improvement applies to all deformation modes, including 

rigid-body translation and rotations, which corresponds to the novel application 

described in this chapter.  
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Figure 44: General overview of PIV-RG methodology. (After Stanier et al., 2016a) 

4.4 GeoPIV-RG calculation technique for the in-plane movement of 

suction anchors 

4.4.1 General technical methodology 

Accurate measurements techniques are required when conducting geotechnical physical 

modelling to adequately track model foundation displacements and soil strain under 

imposed testing loads and stresses. These displacements are necessary for an 

appropriate assessment of the foundation mechanical behaviour. The traditional 

displacement tracking instrumentation in physical modelling has usually been based on 

linear transducers or laser systems, which are limited to a unidirectional or linear 

measurement along a single axis. This research introduces the specific use of the PIV 

image analysis technique to measure the two-dimensional displacement of suction 

anchors along the loading plane. 

As the PIV technique focuses on a planar section of interest, which usually is a cross-

section of the model with the targeted soil exposed by a transparent wall, for the current 

application the area of interest corresponds to the vertical plane in which the line-

mooring load P is being applied on the suction anchor. Ideally, this vertical plane 

corresponds to the cross-section at the middle of the suction anchor, crossing the padeye 

location as shown in Figure 45 for the XZ-Plane. 
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Figure 45: Vertical plane XZ at the middle cross-section of a suction anchor. 

 

Unlike typical GeoPIV analysis, in this application the camera field of view and regions 

of interest does not focus on the model soil, but on two specific triangular frames firmly 

attached to the top of the model suction anchor and aligned with the planar section of 

interest (XZ-plane). Different square targets corresponding to artificial images of ‘soil-

like’ texture were stuck to each triangular frame as can be depicted in Figure 46. The 

image texture of these discrete targets had an adequate high spatial frequency of 

contrast, which made the different reference subsets easily identifiable in subsequent 

images. Thus, rather than capturing the soil texture deformation and strain, a sequence 

of digital images tracked the four different targets on the triangular frames undergoing 

an incremental displacement during testing. The targets displacement allowed for a 

motion analysis of the model suction anchor due to the applied cyclic loading and the 

subsequent pull-out loading conditions.  
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Figure 46: Square targets on triangular frames aligned with loading plane. 

 

The triangular frames were made from aluminium alloy, and each one was attached to 

the model anchor body by a single screw crossing the anchor cap and joining the frame, 

as depicted in the middle cross-section of the model suction anchor in Figure 47. The 

final model foundation plus the attached triangular frames were idealised to behave as a 

rigid body system. 

 
Figure 47: Cross-section of the model suction anchor with the triangular frames. All measurements in 

mm. 

 

Assuming a zero-rotation around the vertical axis (Z) of the model suction anchor 

during loading (which implies only anchor displacement along the loading vertical 

plane), and a parallel configuration between the triangular frames plane and the camera 
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lens plane, the displacements of the model anchor during cyclic loading can be 

calculated from the incremental movement of the frames targets and planar rigid-body 

kinematics theory. 

Therefore, the sequence of images captured during each test and processed with 

GeoPIV-RG allows the computation of the coordinates of each ‘soil-like’ texture target 

on an image-space reference framework for each image. These coordinates are linearly 

scaled to object scale and utilised on a rigid-body transformation formulation, which 

combining translation and rotation estimates the coordinates of any point of the model 

suction anchor cross-section for each instant associated to a specific image from the 

recorded sequence. 

Following the above, the procedure is able to estimate the total translation and rotation 

for any point on the loading plane cross-section of the model suction anchor (e.g. 

padeye position) with respect to its initial geometrical configuration from the first image 

of the entire photographic sequence. Finally, the model anchor translation and rotation 

for each digital image correspond to various values of the line load, which was 

measured at a higher frequency by the in-line load cell attached to the mooring cable. 

As the in-line load cell and digital camera are synchronised using the DigiDaq data 

acquisition system, the real 2D mechanical behaviour of the model suction anchor is 

captured in terms of load-displacement/rotation with the proposed experimental 

configuration and procedure. 

Figure 48 and Figure 49 show the individual triangular frames with the ‘soil-like’ 

texture targets and the complete rigid-body system, comprised by the model suction 

anchor with the triangular frames attached to it.  

 
Figure 48: Aluminium triangular frames with the 'soil-like' texture targets. 
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Figure 49: Triangular frames on top of the anchor lid. 

4.4.2 Experimental methodology 

The first step in the experimental procedure corresponded to the careful implementation 

of the testing configuration described in Chapter III. The designed linear dimensions of 

the testing geometrical configuration are essential to capture as accurately as possible 

the in-plane displacement of the triangular frames on top of the model anchor (e.g. 

Initial distance from the triangular frames to the camera lens). Figure 50 displays the 

general testing configuration executed for the unidirectional tests. 

 
Figure 50: General testing configuration for the unidirectional loading. 

 

During the execution of each centrifuge test with the proposed monotonic or cyclic 

loading sequence, the in-flight digital camera captures and transfers a number of 

consecutive digital images at a determined frame rate (in frames per second or fps), 

which is defined by the camera controlling software. Each test followed a specific 

procedure for image acquisition in terms of a variable capture rate during the proposed 

loading. A control room computer stores the sequence of images or frames for each test, 

which could amount to several hundred to thousands of images depending on the 
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loading sequence duration and the capture frequency. Figure 51 displays three 

individual images corresponding to the initial, intermediate and final stages of a 

sequence of images for a monotonic loading case.  

 

 
Figure 51: Three individual frames of a sequence of digital images for a single test. 

 

The determination of the general planar motion of a single rigid-body object is 

subjected to the establishment of the reference (initial) and final coordinates of at least 

one pair of points on the moving rigid object in a fixed reference framework. Thus, both 

external texture targets were selected for PIV analysis due to a more accurate 

calculation of the suction anchor rotation during loading. 

Each sequence of images of a single test was processed twice through the GeoPIV-RG 

analysis, one for each texture target: right and left.  

The GeoPIV-RG software requires two texts files (i.e. Mesh and Launch files) and a 

bounding image to be executed. The mesh file includes all the information related to the 

fine mesh of test subsets on the target planar body with image-space coordinates in 

pixels. 

The input parameters to run the geoMESH_RG subroutine include the suffix of mesh 

filename, diameter of subset size and spacing of subsets (e.g. 

geoMESH_RG_SC('t2_test1_ti',30,10)). When running the subroutine, it is required to 

open the reference or the first image of the sequence and zoom into the area of interest 

(i.e. texture target). Then, the user should manually construct a polygon delimiting the 

Region of Interest (RoI), which is the boundary area where the mesh of subsets is 

created and the displacement vectors are established. Figure 52 shows the mesh of test 

subsets developed on the external texture target of the left metallic frame of the model 

anchor. The GeoMesh subroutine saves the Mesh file and RoI boundary image on the 

Matlab current folder direction. 
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Figure 52: Region of Interest for a single frame target with the mesh of test subsets. 

 

For the Launch file is required to run geoPIV_RG_launchfile subroutine, which requires 

as main input the quantity of images in the sequence under analysis, the analysis mode 

and the coefficients tolerance for principal analysis algorithms. The analysis mode used 

for this research was ‘leapfrog’, which means that every single image of the sequence is 

compared with the initial or reference image of the test. This mode improves 

measurement precision, as all tests possess a long series of images.  

After obtaining the Mesh and Launch files along with the RoI image, geoPIV_RG_SC 

can be run on Matlab™. A user prompt will appear and ask to open the launch 

information on the Launch text file. Then, only the Region of Interest image will be 

displayed and after zooming in, a ‘seed point’ should be selected within the target under 

analysis (Figure 53). A central point on the texture target was always selected as the 

seed point. 

   
Figure 53: Selection of the 'seed point' in the Region of Interest. 

 

Once the seed point is selected within the Region of Interest, the GeoPIV-RG Software 

analysis is started, being able to report the image number under processing, the analysis 

progress percentage and the points per minute in the Matlab Command Window. When 

the computations are finished, the output data is stored in a tridimensional matrix in a 
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Matlab data file (.mat) with all coordinates in terms of pixels in image space (u,v) for 

each subset on every texture target image of the sequence. Correlation values for the 

different subsets are also presented in the output data file. 

4.4.3 Analytical rigid-body in-plane displacement 

All image-based deformation measurement systems comprises two main stages: (i) 

image-space establishment of a displacement field between two images using different 

analytical approaches, and (ii) conversion of the displacement field from image-space 

coordinates (e.g. pixels in the image) to object-space coordinates in the metric system.  

The GeoPIV-RG software is in charge of developing the displacement fields in image-

space coordinates; however, the task of converting from image to object-space is a 

different process that must be performed subsequent to the PIV analysis. The main 

methods to perform this process are related to close range photogrammetry, which 

provides an accurate transformation to object-space coordinates in metric units. 

However, the current experimental investigation carried out a conversion process using 

a linear scale factor (LSF) or constant image scale, which allocates a direct ratio 

between the quantity of pixels that corresponds to a known physical length on object-

space. A linear scale factor was estimated for each single sequence of images analysed. 

The space conversion process and further analytical rigid-body procedures were 

performed on a script code in Matlab™, which is attached in Appendix A. Once the 

image-space coordinates were converted to object-space, the reference model suction 

anchor geometry configuration was defined with coordinates based on the real model 

dimensions with respect to the centroid of texture targets in the first image of each 

sequence. The origin of the object-space coordinate system was redefined at the top 

middle of the model anchor cap, and the triangular frames geometry coordinates were 

also specified with reference to the anchor geometry. Figure 54 displays the typical 

reference cross-section geometry of the model suction anchor in the initial image of a 

test sequence, along with the tracked displacements of the left and right targets during 

an entire sequence of images. 
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Figure 54. A typical cross-section of the anchor geometry with the tracked displacements of targets. 

 

Any planar displacement of a rigid body from a specific reference configuration can be 

divided into the combination of a translation and a rotation. As the PIV analysis has 

provided known coordinates of two points on the anchor-frames rigid-body for each 

image, these two-dimensional sets of points can be used to calculate the translation and 

rotation associated with the total in-plane displacement of the model anchor between 

images. This is performed using rigid-body transformations where the final coordinates 

of any point  '' , ii yx  on a rigid object moving on a single plane are defined by: 

tyxx xiii
  sincos

'
        (5)  

tyxy yiii
  cossin

'

        (6) 

where  ii yx ,  are the initial coordinates of the point being rotated an angle r around 

the origin and translated by  yx tt , . Determining these three displacement variables 

 ,, yx tt  for the targets coordinates of each image with respect to the initial reference 

image of a recorded sequence allows the calculation of the displacement of any point on 

the cross-section anchor at any stage of the test captured by the in-flight camera. Figure 

55 displays the PIV results for three different displacement stages of a suction anchor 

loading test (i.e. initial, intermediate and final image) along with a continuous tracking 

of the targets movement. 

r r 

r r 
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Figure 55: PIV results for three anchor displacement stages. 

 

The analytical procedure described above allows the analysis of the drained mechanical 

behaviour of the model suction anchor in terms of the total padeye point displacement 

(not the vertical or horizontal components) according to the applied loading by the 

mooring line.  

4.4.4 Calculation of the accuracy of measurements 

An effective approach to calculate the accuracy of the PIV implementation outcomes is 

to estimate the error in the image-based displacement and rotation measurements. 

Before assessing this error, the resolution of the system was approximated as the padeye 

anchor movement provided by the PIV analysis without any line/actuator movement, 

which was equal to 0.004 mm. Then, the global error was estimated through the 

calculation of the total distance between the external frames targets (i.e. left and right 

external targets) in each digital image of a sequence. If the measurements of the targets 

displacement were exact and the anchor only moved in a plane parallel to the camera 

lens, the distance between the frame targets would remain constant for all the images of 

a test sequence. Thus, the difference between the targets distance of each image and the 

initial distance between targets of a sequence (L) is the corresponding global error of 

each anchor displacement at a single image. Figure 56 and Figure 57 show the global 
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error for each testing series (taut and catenary mooring) according to the total suction 

anchor padeye displacement for each test. 

 
Figure 56: Global error for taut-mooring testing 

 
Figure 57: Global error for catenary-mooring testing 

 

As the global error was caused by the non-parallel movement of the anchor with respect 

to the camera lens, the error can be converted to a pure rotation of the anchor or a 

horizontal translation of the anchor frames. The geometry for the rotation case is 

explained in Figure 58, where the anchor is assumed to be rotating on its axis with an 

equivalent rotation angle (a). Assuming these conditions and approximating a normal 

angle between (L-L)/2 and L/2, the maximum rotation for the taut and the catenary 

mooring testing with a maximum global error equal to L = 2.4 mm and 1.4 mm, 

respectively, was equal to 2.03º and 1.17º according to: 
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where L corresponds to the initial length between frames external targets (centre to 

centre) equal to 70 mm (see Figure 47). 

 
Figure 58: Geometry for the rotation error of the anchor 

 

Respecting the horizontal translation case of the anchor frames, Figure 59 shows the 

schematic representation of the geometry. Initially, the frames targets are assumed to be 

aligned on the middle cross-section of the anchor at a distance do from the camera lens. 

Subsequently, the targets move horizontally away from the lens a distance t, which is 

the equivalent error for translation. To calculate this error, firstly the final camera-

opening angle  was approximated with the final length between external targets, 

defining the angle with the following equation: 
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Then, the final opening angle () was used to approximate the translation error (t) using 

the real distance between targets (L). Thus, the maximum translation error was defined 

as: 

t =
L

2
tan(b)
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According to this approximation, the maximum frames translation error for taut and 

catenary testing was equal to 3.21 mm and 1.85 mm. 

a 

a 
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Figure 59: Geometry for the translation error of the anchor frames 

 

As the padeye cyclic displacement measurements were calculated before the first 3 mm 

of anchor displacement (pad), at this displacement value the maximum global error (L) 

for the taut and catenary testing represented a percentage error (noise) equal to 16.6% 

and 13.3%. Even though these percentage errors are not particularly small for scientific 

purposes, the non-intrusive method represents an advanced measurement tool with an 

acceptable outcomes error that could be diminished with further research. 
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CHAPTER V: CENTRIFUGE MODELLING RESULTS 

This chapter synthesises the results of the centrifuge tests performed on the different 

model suction anchors proposed under drained conditions in sandy soil. Firstly, the sand 

sample characterisation results are introduced. Then, the baseline monotonic loading 

cases are detailed for subsequent comparison with the cyclic loading testing results. As 

for the testing programme, the tests results are separated according to mooring line 

system configuration. 

5.1 Sample strength profiles: Cone Penetration Tests (CPT) 

A series of miniature Cone Penetration Tests (CPTs) was executed for each strongbox 

in the centrifuge at the same nominal testing acceleration level equal to 100g. The 

penetration tests were performed on the pluviated model sand to obtain a measure of the 

continuous in-flight resistance or strength profiles of the reconstituted soil samples and 

check the uniformity and repeatability of the specimen deposition. The cone diameter 

(B) used was equal to 7 and 10 mm, which according to international guidelines (Bolton 

et al., 1998) adjust to minimum acceptable ratios of container width to cone diameter 

and cone diameter to mean particle size. As illustrated in Figure 60, the CPTs were 

performed in different locations along the centre of the container, with at least 10B 

away from any hard boundary.  

 

 
Figure 60: Mini-Cone Penetrometer employed to measure strength profiles at sand samples. 
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5.1.1 CPT results 

Different plots have been reported presenting repeatability of the CPT results within 

each strongbox employed for the centrifuge testing with a taut mooring system (4 

strongboxes for the first series of testing, SB-A to SB-D) and a catenary mooring 

system (2 strongboxes for the second series of testing SB-E and SB-F). 

First series of centrifuge testing: Strongboxes A, B, C and D (SB-A, SB-B, SB-C and SB-

D) 

For all strongboxes in the first series of testing a 7 mm diameter model cone 

penetrometer was used to measure the cone resistance in each sample between 3 to 4 

times. The reconstituted soil samples had a very high relative density and a measured 

average dry unit weight varying between 16.79 and 16.90 kN/m3. 

Figure 61 reports the measured tip cone resistance (qc) with no correction for 

overburden stress at different test locations on each reconstituted sample for taut-

mooting testing. Also, the average rate of change in tip cone resistance with depth for 

each strongbox is presented. 

  

  
Figure 61: Consistency of CPT results for all strongboxes of 1st testing series. 

 

SB-A SB-B 

SB-C 
SB-D 

0.27 MPa/mm 
0.28 MPa/mm 

0.25 MPa/mm 0.24 MPa/mm 
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All the profiles of measured cone resistance with depth displayed a strength consistency 

and a good repeatability for the various strongboxes. Also, the average rate of increase 

in cone resistance with depth was found to be equal to approximately 0.26 MPa/mm, 

with a maximum tip cone resistance close to 40 MPa in all cases. 

Second series of centrifuge testing: Strongboxes E and F (SB-E and SB-F) 

The reconstituted soil samples for the second series of testing corresponding to a 

catenary mooring system were also verified for uniform strength profiles within each 

sample and a successful repeatability in the sample deposition on each strongbox. For 

the two strongboxes in the second series of testing a 10 mm diameter model cone 

penetrometer was used to measure the cone resistance in each sample between 2 to 3 

times. The reconstituted soil samples had a medium dense relative density and a 

measured average dry unit weight varying between 16.18 and 16.30 kN/m3. 

Figure 62 reports the measured tip cone resistance (qc) with no correction for 

overburden stress at different test locations on each reconstituted sample for catenary-

mooting testing. 

  
Figure 62: Consistency of CPT results for the strongboxes of 2nd testing series. 

 

The cone resistances measured in the samples of SB-E and SB-F were not as uniform as 

the former samples. This inconsistency is more noticeable for SB-E, where only two 

penetration tests were performed with differences of roughly 5 MPa at a deep cone 

penetration. The possible causes for these irregular strength profiles in the same sand 

samples could be related to pluviation systematic errors and random errors during 

strongbox fork manipulation, and experimental procedures. The sand samples of SB-E 

and SB-F were deemed as uniform and used in the centrifuge tests, as superficially (first 

50 mm of model depth) the cone resistances were similar. 

SB-E SB-F 

0.15 MPa/mm 0.19 MPa/mm 
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Given the fact that the granular soil was pluviated with a looser density condition 

compared with the previous model samples, the maximum tip cone resistances for the 

reconstituted soil samples were in between 20 to 25 MPa, which represent a reduction 

of roughly 37.5% compared with the former maximum soil penetration resistance of 

~40 MPa at a similar depth for very dense relative density conditions. Also, an average 

rate of increase in the cone resistance with depth was found to be equal to 

approximately 0.17 MPa/mm. 

The repeatability of sand sample reconstitution by pluviation on the different 

strongboxes was evaluated through the comparison of a characteristic CPT profile 

across each sample. Figure 63 presents the comparison results for each testing series.  

  
Figure 63: Repeatability of CPT results for 1st (left) and 2nd (right) testing series. 

 

Overall, these results show that there is a good agreement in the cone resistance and the 

strength profile between different samples for the same testing mooring system. 

However, higher differences in strength profiles were found for the samples of the 2nd 

testing series, which yielded average rates of increase in cone resistance of 0.15 and 

0.19 MPa/mm. 

Back-analysis for relative density of different samples 

Substantial physical modelling of CPT in centrifuge testing (e.g. Gaudin et al., 2005) 

has proven its effectiveness to estimate soil properties based on empirical correlations. 

These studies have highlighted a strong correlation between the tip cone resistance and 

the sand density. Thus, the current CPT testing results were utilised to approximate the 

relative density of each strongbox sample through a back-analysis with an empirical 

correlation proposed by Kim et al. (2016). This was performed even though the 

accuracy of the global weighting method for the relative density of the sand samples 

was equal to only 2.7%. The empirical correlation was proposed with the normalised 

0.26 MPa/mm 0.17 MPa/mm 
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resistance curve expressed in a bilinear form, and for shallower depths than a critical 

depth ratio, the following key parameters are correlated with the relative density: 
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where the cone resistance (qc) and the effective stress (’v) are expressed in MPa. pa is 

the atmospheric pressure, z is the cone penetration depth in model scale and B is the 

cone diameter. Also, αa is a coefficient proportional to the relative density as: 

10 CDC r 
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where C0 and C1 are constants. Finally, the relative density (Dr) is calculated as a 

percentage with: 
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where γ is taken as dry unit weight in kN/m3 due to dry testing conditions and z is the 

cone penetration in model scale. Atmospheric pressure (pa) was approximated as 0.1 

MPa for all calculations. 

The relative density back-calculations were performed for all the cone resistance 

profiles corresponding to the first and the second testing series samples. The estimated 

relative densities well approximated the measured global relative densities of the first 

series of testing soil samples (~80% - 83%) with a correlated average value equal to 

79% for all samples, and a maximum relative difference of 6.25% with respect to the 

measured relative density of a sample. However, the correlated density values (~69% - 

78%) for the model sand samples of the second series of testing (catenary mooring 

configuration) slightly disagreed with the measured global samples relative densities 

(~60% - 63%), with a maximum difference of 24% according to the same empirical 

correlation. Even though the CPT correlation results partly disagreed to the global 

measured values for the catenary testing samples, it is important to highlight that 

although the empirical correlations are a useful tool for in-situ testing interpretation and 

characterisation of mechanical properties of geomaterials, they are also highly 

dependent on the specific testing conditions, which may have introduced an inherent 

variability to the results evidenced on this back analysis. 

a 

a 
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5.1.2 Summary of sample strength characterisation results 

To sum up, characterisation of the strength profiles on each reconstituted sand sample 

was performed to evaluate the soil resistance consistency within each sample and the 

repeatability amongst different strongboxes for the same testing series. The 

characterisation was done through several model cone penetrometer tests (CPT) on each 

single sand sample. The results reported an optimal agreement in the strength profiles 

consistency for each taut mooring testing sample. However, a higher variability was 

found in the strength consistency for the catenary mooring testing samples with 

potentially more systematic and random errors during the pluviation and other 

experimental procedures. The soil samples for the catenary testing were deemed as 

uniform due to acceptable cone resistance variability in the region of maximum depth of 

anchor embedment. Regarding the repeatability conditions between the samples, a good 

agreement was found for both testing series, although considerable variability was 

noticed for the catenary mooring testing samples. A detailed empirical correlation 

yielded an acceptable agreement between the estimated and the measured relative 

density of the different sand samples. 

5.2 Suction anchor failure characterisation 

It is important to define and characterise the failure of the suction anchor mooring-soil 

system for the model testing results presented in this chapter. Initially, all the model 

suction anchors exhibited a very stiff response with a steep load-displacement slope. 

Afterwards, there were found two main monotonic load-displacement behaviours. The 

first of them corresponded to a dilation behaviour case, in which the soil holding the 

suction anchor rapidly decreased its stiffness until reaching a peak maximum shear 

strength at a low strain, beyond which the shear strength decreased towards a critical 

value in a strain softening response. For this soil response, the failure load was defined 

as the monotonic peak pull-out capacity (Ppeak) for the anchor mooring, equivalent to the 

maximum load measured by the in-line load cell. Generally, after the peak capacity, 

there was a second anchor resistance, possibly due to a soil berm formation of a 

significant volume. Figure 64 details an example of the dilation behaviour for very 

dense sand in the suction anchor mooring-soil system in terms of the line loading (Pline) 

and the anchor padeye displacement (δpad) in model scale. 
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Figure 64: Typical suction anchor load-displacement response for failure with dilation 

 

The second monotonic failure behaviour of the system corresponded to a constant 

volume case. In this case, the soil exhibited a gradual decrease in stiffness with a 

logarithmic increase in strength as it was sheared towards a maximum critical 

resistance, which tended to a constant value as the soil was further strained without 

variation in volume. For this second soil response, the monotonic peak pull-out capacity 

(Ppeak) was defined as the maximum load resisted by the suction anchor, which tended 

towards a constant critical capacity. This maximum load is equivalent to the peak 

capacity of the suction anchor defined by the slope tangent method at a small padeye 

displacement range, as shown in Figure 65 for the tangent intersection. 

 
Figure 65: Typical suction anchor load-displacement response for failure at constant volume 

 

The behaviour of the post-cyclic monotonic loading to failure was similar to a constant 

volume case in the majority of cyclic tests. Therefore, the post-cyclic peak capacity was 

defined as the maximum load resisted by the system in all the cyclic tests. 

High stiffness 
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5.3 Taut mooring line testing 

5.3.1 Monotonic tests 

This section presents all the monotonic tests performed on the model suction anchor 

with a taut mooring configuration as a baseline for comparison with subsequent cyclic 

loading sequences. Initially, each monotonic testing configuration was performed in 

several opportunities to ensure repeatability of measurements results under the same 

conditions of testing. All the model suction anchor displacements were calculated at its 

padeye position (δpad) through the PIV motion recognition technique as described 

previously in Chapter IV. The following cases present typical monotonic line loading - 

padeye displacement response for two suction anchors in model scale: 

Suction anchor with aspect ratio L/D = 1 and loading inclination angle  = 30 

Three single monotonic tests were performed with this geometrical configuration: T1-

1M, T1-2M and T1-5M. The monotonic peak capacity for each test was 258.2 N, 254.7 

N and 263.0 N, respectively. Figure 66 displays line load – padeye displacement curves 

for each of the model tests. 

For this configuration, there was a maximum difference of 3.3% between monotonic 

peak capacities for the same testing conditions, which was deemed sufficiently low for 

successful repeatability conditions. 

 
Figure 66: Line load – padeye displacement curves for model tests with L/D = 1.0 and α = 30 

 

The results from the model test T1-1M were used as a general case to show the 

difference between the mooring line displacement (δline) and the padeye displacement 

(δpad) in a monotonic case. Figure 67 displays the line displacement measured by the 

actuator (at the connection with the wire rope) and the padeye displacement calculated 
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through the PIV implementation. The secant stiffness for the line displacement case 

from the tangent intersection to the peak pull-out anchor capacity was equal to kline = 

50.3 N/mm. For the padeye displacement case, the secant stiffness increased more than 

three times to kpad = 161.3 N/mm. This marked difference in stiffness was due to 

mooring line tensioning (displacement) as the line slack was removed during the 

monotonic loading, in addition to the padeye displacement in the anchor mooring 

system.  

 
Figure 67: Comparison between line displacement and padeye displacement in a monotonic case 

 

Likewise, the PIV motion recognition results from test T1-1M were utilised to 

approximate the suction anchor profile displacement-rotation response in a snapshot 

sequence at different stages during monotonic loading. Figure 68 displays snapshots of 

the anchor profile position at the beginning of the test (Position A), followed by the 

position at the peak pull-out capacity stage (Position B), then at the second resistance 

assumed by the soil berm formation (Position C) and finally at the last displacement 

captured by the camera during the test (Position D). These anchor profile positions are 

referenced at their corresponding loading stages in Figure 67 for the anchor padeye 

displacement curve. In the snapshot sequence, there is a zoom-in to the padeye 

coordinates at its first three positions, showing that the suction anchor reached a peak 

pull-out capacity (Position B) with very small padeye displacement equivalent to 4% of 

the anchor diameter (D) before occurrence of the soil shear failure along a specific 

failure plane. 

A 

B 

C 

D 

kline kpad 
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Figure 68: Suction anchor profile displacement response at different loading stages for test T1-1M 

 

Figure 69 displays images with the superficial post-failure soil deformation of a suction 

anchor with an aspect ratio (L/D) equal to 1.0 and an inclination load (α) of 30 at the 

end of the monotonic test T1-1M (Position D in Figure 68). The final anchor conditions 

exhibited considerable rotation with a significant mobilisation of the soil failure wedge 

in front of the anchor, generating a soil berm and leaving behind a soil crater of 

comparable size as depicted in Figure 69.  

  
Figure 69: Superficial post-failure conditions for suction anchor L/D =1 and α = 30 - Test T1-1M 

 

Suction anchor with aspect ratio L/D = 1 and loading inclination angle  = 60 

Two single monotonic tests were performed with this geometrical configuration: T1-3M 

and T1-4M. The monotonic peak capacity for each test was 156.7 N and 152.3 N, 

Soil berm 

Soil crater 

Soil crater 
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respectively. Figure 70 displays the line load – padeye displacement curves for each of 

the model tests. 

For two more suction anchor test configurations, there was a maximum difference of 

2.9% between monotonic peak capacities for the same model testing conditions. 

Therefore, confirmation of repeatability conditions for the first three test configurations 

allowed to perform single baseline monotonic tests for the rest of configurations 

corresponding to L/D = 0.5 and 0.75. 

 
Figure 70: Line load-padeye displacement curves for suction anchors L/D = 1 and α = 60 

 

The superficial post-failure sand deformation for this higher inclination angle (α = 60) 

case included a considerably smaller soil failure wedge mobilisation (inferred from a 

smaller soil berm developed during the monotonic load to failure) along with a smaller 

soil crater generated behind the suction anchor. Besides, the post-failure anchor rotation 

at the end of the tests was substantially higher than former inclination case (α = 30), as 

can be detailed in Figure 71. 

 
Figure 71: Superficial post-failure conditions for suction anchor L/D =1 and α = 60 - Test T1-4M 
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The baseline monotonic testing results for taut mooring conditions are summarised in 

Table 7 in terms of the average monotonic peak pull-out capacity for each geometrical 

configuration case of anchor aspect ratio and loading inclination angle considered in the 

testing programme. 

Table 7: Baseline monotonic testing results for the taut mooring conditions. 

Test 

reference 

Suction 

anchor aspect 

ratio - L/D 

Loading 

inclination 

angle -  () 

Sand 

relative 

density -

Dr (%) 

Monotonic peak 

pull-out capacity 

(N) 

Average monotonic 

peak pull-out 

capacity – Ppeak (N) 

T1-1M 1 30 80.1 258.2 

258.6 T1-2M 1 30 80.1 254.7 

T1-5M 1 30 80.1 263.0 

T1-3M 1 60 80.1 156.7 
154.5 

T1-4M 1 60 80.1 152.3 

T1-15M 0.75 60 81 87.5 
86.35 

T1-19M 0.75 60 80 85.2 

T1-17M 0.75 30 81 159.5 159.5 

T1-9M 0.5 60 83 40.8 40.8 

T1-23M 0.5 30 80 82.8 82.8 

 

The in-plane displacement of the model suction anchor at its padeye point was 

calculated for each of the cases by image analysis with GeoPIV-RG. Figure 72 displays 

the line load-padeye displacement curves for all the monotonic tests performed: two 

inclination angles (α = 30 and 60) for each proposed anchor aspect ratio (L/D = 1, 

0.75 and 0.5). The peak holding capacity for all the cases occurred roughly in the first 

20% of the total padeye displacement. 

As expected, high anchor aspect ratios (L/D=1 and 0.75) and low loading inclination 

angle (30) tests obtained the highest monotonic peak pull-out capacities due to a higher 

soil strength availability. Also, as can be depicted in Figure 73, the anchor rotation 

angle (r) followed a similar response as the total padeye displacement. The different 

load-rotation curves show a small angle increment until a maximum or peak holding 

anchor capacity, beyond which the rotation angle rapidly increased with the load 

capacity tending to a constant critical value. 
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Figure 72: Line load-padeye displacement curves for all monotonic tests performed under taut mooring 

line 

 
Figure 73: Line load-anchor rotation angle curves for all monotonic tests performed under taut 

mooring line. 

5.3.2 Cyclic tests 

Testing configuration case I: Suction anchor with aspect ratio (L/D) = 1.0 and 

loading inclination angle () = 30 

Test T1-6C: Low peak-cyclic sequence 

A low peak-cyclic loading approach was adopted for the test T1-6C, which comprised a 

sequence of 500 load cycles between 20 and 50% of the average peak pull-out capacity 

for an anchor of L/D = 1 and a loading inclination angle equal to 30, which was Ppeak = 

258.6 N. The relative density of the model sand sample was estimated as 80.1% and the 

r 
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cyclic loading did not lead to failure of the anchor. Cyclic failure of the suctions anchors 

was defined as a point where the ratio pad/D reaches 15%. The post-cyclic monotonic 

loading was applied to failure with a post-cyclic peak capacity (Pcyc) equal to 261.3 N. 

This post-cyclic capacity was essentially identical to the average monotonic peak 

capacity for this case when considering experimental uncertainties. During the test 1878 

frames were saved in-flight with different image capture rates, between 1 and 4 fps due 

to data space capacity constraints.  

The results from model test T1-6M were used as a general case to show the difference 

between the mooring line displacement (δline) and the padeye displacement (δpad) in a 

cyclic loading case. Figure 74 displays both displacement responses with the same 

loading from the in-line load cell. The plot illustrates considerable higher line 

displacements compared with the padeye displacements for the same line loading level. 

It should be noted that the difference between these two displacements corresponds to 

the additional segment of chain that moves from the seabed into the water column, as 

only the line displacement includes cutting of the chain through the sand. This means 

that there is the potential for greater movement of the connected renewable device on 

the water line, which may affect its system dynamics and performance. A zoom-in on 

the padeye displacements during cyclic loading illustrates in some instances an apparent 

change to a different peak cyclic limit, which is due to a variation of the image capture 

rate by the in-flight camera that was insufficient to fully define the history of applied 

cyclic loads. However, the cyclic loading parameters were constant during all the 

sequence as can be verified by the line displacement in the same plot. This apparent 

change in the cyclic loading parameters for padeye displacements also happened during 

other cyclic tests for both mooring conditions.  
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Figure 74: Comparison between line displacement and padeye displacement in a cyclic loading case 

 

As a general case, Figure 75 illustrates the line load-line displacement response for 

cyclic test T1-6C and its corresponding monotonic case T1-1M. During the initial 

loading phase, the mooring line slack is gradually reduced in both tests until full line 

tensioning. As detailed on the plot, the line secant stiffness (calculated from tangent 

intersections) of the monotonic and pre-cyclic loading are fairly similar, kmono=50.3 

N/mm and kpre-cyclic = 53.8 N/mm. However, the post-cyclic monotonic loading to 

failure presented a slightly higher secant stiffness equal to kpost-cyclic = 60.3 N/mm, 

which represents an increase of ~20% respect monotonic conditions. 

 
Figure 75: Comparison of line load-line displacement behaviour for cyclic test T1-6C. 

 

kmono 

kpre-cyclic 

kpost-cyclic 
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Nevertheless, the principal focus of this investigation concerns the suction anchor 

behaviour, which was evaluated with the padeye displacements and the line loading. 

Thus, Figure 76 compares the line load (Pline) - padeye displacement (δpad) response of 

the low peak cyclic case against the monotonic test result for the same test configuration 

(T1-1M) in model scale. 

 
Figure 76: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-6C. 

 

As for the former monotonic case, the PIV motion recognition results were utilised to 

approximate the suction anchor profile displacement-rotation response in a snapshot 

sequence at different stages during cyclic loading test T1-6C. Figure 77 presents the 

snapshots of the anchor profile positions matching the loading stages designated in 

Figure 76. 

 
Figure 77: Suction anchor profile displacement response at different loading stages for cyclic test T1-6C 
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The zoom-in on the snapshot sequence to the padeye positions at all loading stages 

illustrates a low padeye displacement between the start and end of cyclic loading 

(Positions B and C), which was approximately equal to 0.13% D. A higher padeye 

displacement was noticed at the suction anchor post-cyclic peak capacity (Position D), 

which was roughly equal to 4.3% D (a similar displacement to failure as the 

corresponding monotonic case T1-1M). 

Test T1-7C: High peak-cyclic sequence (Case A) 

A high peak-cyclic loading (Case A) approach was adopted for the test T1-7C, which 

comprised a sequence of 500 load cycles between 60 and 90% of the average peak pull-

out capacity for configuration case I (L/D = 1, α = 30), which was Ppeak = 258.6 N. The 

relative density of the model sand sample was estimated as 83% and the cyclic loading 

did not lead to failure of the anchor. The post-cyclic monotonic loading was applied to 

failure with a post-cyclic peak capacity (Pcyc) equal to 258.5 N, which was again 

identical to the corresponding average monotonic peak capacity. 1846 digital frames 

were saved in-flight with different image capture rates, between 1 and 4 fps. 

Figure 78 compares the line load - padeye displacement response of the high peak-

cyclic (Case A) against the monotonic test result for the same test configuration (T1-

1M). As stated before, an image capture rate lower than 4 fps was insufficient to fully 

define the history of applied cyclic loads, which can be noticed as an apparent change in 

peak/low cyclic loading after half sequence on the graph. 

 
Figure 78: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-7C. 
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Test T1-8C: Staged cyclic loading sequence 

A staged cyclic loading approach was adopted for the test T1-8C. Three continuous 

peak cyclic loading sets were applied (50, 70 and 90% Ppeak) with 167 load cycles in 

each loading set. The relative density of the model sand sample was equal to 83% and 

the post-cyclic peak capacity corresponded to 253.6 N, slightly lower than the average 

monotonic peak capacity (Ppeak = 258.6 N) but still within experimental uncertainties. A 

total of 2236 frames were saved in-flight with different image capture rates, between 1 

and 4 fps. 

Figure 79 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the staged cyclic 

case against the monotonic test result for the same testing configuration case I (T1-1M). 

 
Figure 79: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-8C. 

 

Test T1-12C: High peak-cyclic sequence (Case A) with large number of cycles  

A high-peak cyclic loading (Case A: 60-90% Ppeak) was adopted for test T1-12C, but 

comprising approximately 36623 load cycles. The relative density for the model sand 

sample was estimated as 83% and the cyclic loading did not lead to failure of the 

suction anchor. The post-cyclic peak capacity was equal to 263.4 N, slightly higher than 

the average monotonic peak capacity with an increase of 1.9%. As a large number of 

cycles was applied, the in-flight image recording was stopped in-between the initial and 

last sections of the cyclic sequence due to storage space limitations. 

Figure 80 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the high peak-cyclic 

Case A with a large number of cycles against the monotonic test results for the same test 

configuration (T1-1M). An unexpected unloading of the model caisson was executed at 
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the end of the cyclic loading sequence, after which a post-cyclic monotonic loading to 

failure was performed.  

 

Figure 80: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-12C. 

 

Table 8 summarises the cyclic loading testing performed for the testing geometry 

configuration case I (L/D = 1; α = 30) along with the different cyclic parameters and 

the post-cyclic peak capacities. 

 

Table 8: Cyclic testing results for the geometry configuration case I. 

Test 

reference 

Peak cyclic load 

(%Ppeak - N) 

Minimum cyclic 

load (%Ppeak - N) 

Load 

amplitude 

(%Ppeak) 

Post-cyclic peak 

capacity - Pcyc (N) 

Number of 

cycles - Ncyc 

T1-6C 50% - 129 20% - 54 15% 261.3 500 

T1-7C 90% - 233 60% - 155 15% 258.5 500 

T1-8C Staged (20-50%) (40-70%) (60-90%) 15% (each) 253.6 501 

T1-12C 90% - 234 60% - 155 15% 263.4 36623 

 

 

Testing configuration case II: Suction anchor with aspect ratio (L/D) = 1.0 and 

loading inclination angle () = 60 

Test T1-13C: Low peak-cyclic sequence 

A low peak-cyclic loading approach was adopted for the test T1-13C, which comprised 

500 load cycles between 24 and 50% of the average peak pull-out capacity for an 

anchor of L/D = 1 and a loading inclination angle of 60, corresponding to Ppeak = 154.5 

N. The amplitude of the cyclic sequence was 13% Ppeak and the relative density of the 

model sand sample was estimated as 81%. As the cyclic loading did not lead to failure 
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of the anchor, a post-cyclic monotonic loading was applied to failure with a post-cyclic 

peak capacity (Pcyc) equal to 158.6 N. This post-cyclic capacity represented an increase 

of 2.7% relative to the corresponding average monotonic capacity. During the test 1789 

frames were saved in-flight with different image capture rates, between 1 and 4 fps. 

Figure 81 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the low peak-cyclic 

case in the second testing configuration against its monotonic test result (T1-4M) in 

model scale. 

 
Figure 81: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-13C. 

 

Test T1-14C: High peak-cyclic sequence (Case A) 

A high peak-cyclic loading (Case A) approach was adopted for the test T1-14C, which 

comprised 500 load cycles between 63 and 90% of the average peak pull-out capacity 

for an anchor of L/D = 1 and a loading inclination angle equal to 60, corresponding to 

Ppeak = 154.5 N. The amplitude of the cyclic sequence was 13.5% Ppeak and the relative 

density of the model sand sample was estimated as 81%. As the cyclic loading did not 

lead to failure of the anchor, a post-cyclic monotonic loading was applied to failure with 

a post-cyclic peak capacity (Pcyc) equal to 161.1 N. This post-cyclic capacity represents 

an increase of 4.3% relative to the corresponding average monotonic peak capacity. 

During the test 1733 frames were saved in-flight with different image capture rates, 

between 1 and 4 fps. 

Figure 82 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the high peak-cyclic 

loading (Case A) in the second testing configuration against its monotonic test result 

(T1-4M) in model scale. 
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Figure 82: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-14C. 

 

Test T1-22C: High peak-cyclic sequence (Case B) 

A high peak-cyclic loading (Case B) approach was adopted for the test T1-22C, which 

comprised a sequence of 1000 load cycles between 52% and 95% of the average peak 

pull-out capacity corresponding to Ppeak = 154.5 N. The amplitude of the cyclic 

sequence was 21.5% Ppeak and the relative density of the model sand sample was 

estimated as 80%. As the cyclic loading did not lead to failure of the anchor, a post-

cyclic monotonic loading was applied to failure with a post-cyclic peak capacity (Pcyc) 

equal to 160.9 N. This post-cyclic capacity represents an increase of 4.1% relative to the 

average monotonic capacity. During the test, 2163 frames were saved in-flight with 

different image capture rates, between 1 and 4 fps. 

Figure 83 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the high peak-cyclic 

loading (Case B) along with the monotonic test case result (T1-4M) in model scale. 
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Figure 83: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-22C. 

 

Table 9 summarises the cyclic loading testing performed for the testing geometry 

configuration case II (L/D = 1; α = 60) along with the different cyclic parameters and 

the post-cyclic peak capacities. 

 

Table 9: Cyclic testing results for the geometry configuration case II. 

Test 

reference 

Peak cyclic load 

(%Ppeak - N) 

Minimum cyclic 

load (%Ppeak - N) 

Load 

amplitude 

(%Ppeak) 

Post-cyclic peak 

capacity - Pcyc (N) 

Number of 

cycles - Ncyc 

T1-13C 50% - 78 24% - 37 13% 158.6 500 

T1-14C 90% - 139 63% - 97 13.5% 161.1 500 

T1-22C 95% - 147 52% - 80 21.5% 160.9 1000 

 

 

Testing configuration case III: Suction anchor with aspect ratio (L/D) = 0.75 

and loading inclination angle () = 30 

Test T1-20C: High peak-cyclic sequence (Case B) 

A high peak-cyclic loading (Case B) was adopted for the test T1-20C, which comprised 

a sequence of 1129 load cycles between 53% and 95% of the peak pull-out capacity for 

an anchor of L/D = 0.75 and a loading inclination angle equal to 30, corresponding to 

Ppeak = 159.5 N. The amplitude of the cyclic sequence was 21% Ppeak and the relative 

density of the model sand sample was estimated as 80%. As the cyclic loading did not 

lead to failure of the anchor, a post-cyclic monotonic loading was applied to failure with 

a post-cyclic peak capacity (Pcyc) equal to 165.3 N. This post-cyclic capacity represents 

an increase of 3.6% relative to the average monotonic capacity. During the test 1154 

frames were saved in-flight with different image capture rates, between 1 and 4 fps. 
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Figure 84 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the high peak-cyclic 

loading (Case B) in the third testing configuration against its monotonic test result (T1-

17M) in model scale. 

 
Figure 84: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-20C. 

 

Table 10 summarises the cyclic loading testing performed for the testing geometry 

configuration case III (L/D = 0.75; α = 30) along with the different cyclic parameters 

and the post-cyclic peak capacity. 

 

Table 10: Cyclic testing results for the geometry configuration case III. 

Test 

reference 

Peak cyclic load 

(%Ppeak - N) 

Minimum cyclic 

load (%Ppeak - N) 

Load 

Amplitude 

(%Ppeak) 

Post-cyclic peak 

capacity - Pcyc (N) 

Number of 

cycles - Ncyc 

T1-20C 95% - 152 53% - 85 21.0% 165.3 1129 

 

 

Testing configuration case IV: Suction anchor with aspect ratio (L/D) = 0.75 

and loading inclination angle () = 60 

Test T1-16C: Low peak-cyclic case with large number of cycles 

A low-peak cyclic loading approach was adopted for the test T1-16C (20-50% Ppeak), 

but technical issues did not allow for a constant cyclic sequence during the test. Thus, 

approximately 28290 load cycles were applied by a sequence that had a decreasing 

behaviour of the peak cyclic load with time, starting from 56% Ppeak. The relative 

density for the model sand sample was estimated as 81% and the cyclic loading did not 

lead to failure of the anchor. The post-cyclic peak capacity was equal to 83.96 N, which 

represents a decrease of -2.8% relative to the average monotonic capacity. 1068 frames 

were saved in-flight with different image capture rates, between 1 and 4 fps. As a large 
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number of cycles was applied, the in-flight image recording was stopped in-between the 

initial and the last sections of the cyclic sequence due to storage space limitations. 

Figure 85 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the low peak-cyclic 

case with a large number of cycles against the monotonic test results for the same test 

configuration (T1-19M).  

 
Figure 85: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-16C. 

 

Figure 86 displays a zoom-in to the cyclic loading sequence of test T1-16C. It is 

depicted how cyclic loading started with a peak load close to 48 N and ended up with a 

lower peak load equal to approximately 23 N. The cyclic loading was continuous from a 

padeye displacement of 0.03 to 0.15 mm, and apparent loading jump for 0.13 to 0.15 

mm is because digital frames were not recorded during this lapse of repeated loading.  
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Figure 86: Zoom-in comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-16C. 

 

Test T1-21C: High peak-cyclic sequence (Case B) 

A high peak-cyclic loading (Case B) approach was adopted for the test T1-21C, which 

applied 1000 load cycles between 54 and 92% of the average peak pull-out monotonic 

capacity for the testing configuration (L/D = 0.75; α = 60), corresponding to Ppeak = 

86.35 N. The amplitude of the cyclic sequence was 19% Ppeak and the relative density of 

the model sand sample was estimated as 80%. As the cyclic loading did not lead to 

failure of the anchor, post-cyclic monotonic loading was applied to failure with a post-

cyclic peak capacity (Pcyc) equal to 91.3 N. This post-cyclic capacity represents an 

increase of 5.7% relative to the corresponding average monotonic capacity. During the 

test 1991 frames were saved in-flight with different image capture rates, between 1 and 

4 fps. 

Figure 87 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the high peak-cyclic 

sequence (Case B) in the fourth testing configuration against its monotonic test result 

(T1-19M) in model scale. 
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Figure 87: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-21C. 

 

Table 11 summarises the cyclic loading testing performed for the testing geometry 

configuration case IV (L/D = 0.75; α = 60) along with different cyclic parameters and 

post-cyclic peak capacities. 

 

Table 11: Cyclic testing results for the geometry configuration case IV. 

Test 

reference 

Peak cyclic load 

(%Ppeak - N) 

Minimum cyclic 

load (%Ppeak - N) 

Load 

amplitude 

(%Ppeak) 

Post-cyclic peak 

capacity - Pcyc (N) 

Number of 

cycles - Ncyc 

T1-16C 56% - 48 30% - 26 13% 83.96 28290 

T1-21C 92% - 79 54% - 47 19% 91.3 1000 

 

 

Testing configuration case V: Suction anchor with aspect ratio (L/D) = 0.5 and 

loading inclination angle () = 30 

Test T1-24C: High peak-cyclic sequence (Case B)  

A high peak-cyclic loading (Case B) approach was adopted for the test T1-24C, which 

comprised 1000 load cycles between 56 and 95% of the monotonic peak pull-out 

capacity for an anchor of L/D = 0.5 and a loading inclination angle equal to 30, 

corresponding to Ppeak = 82.8 N. The amplitude of the cyclic sequence was 19.5% Ppeak 

and the relative density (Dr) of the model sand sample was estimated as 80%. As the 

cyclic loading did not lead to failure of the anchor, post-cyclic monotonic loading was 

applied to failure with a post-cyclic peak capacity (Pcyc) equal to 88.3 N. This post-

cyclic capacity represented an increase of 6.6% relative to the corresponding average 

monotonic capacity. The digital images could not be captured in-flight in this test due to 
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technical difficulties. Thus, the line displacements were only available for this test. 

Figure 88 compares the line load-line displacement response of the high-peak cyclic test 

along with the monotonic loading response with equivalent geometrical configuration 

(T1-23M). 

 
Figure 88: Comparison of line load-line displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-24C. 

 

 

Table 12 summarises the cyclic loading testing performed for the testing geometry 

configuration case V (L/D = 0.5; α = 30) along with different cyclic parameters and 

post-cyclic peak capacity. 

 

Table 12: Cyclic testing results for the geometry configuration case V. 

Test 

reference 

Peak cyclic load 

(%Ppeak - N) 

Minimum cyclic 

load (%Ppeak - N) 

Load 

amplitude 

(%Ppeak) 

Post-cyclic peak 

capacity - Pcyc (N) 

Number of 

cycles - Ncyc 

T1_24C 95% - 79 56% - 46 19.5% 88.3 1000 

 

 

Testing configuration case VI: Suction anchor with aspect ratio (L/D) = 0.5 

and loading inclination angle () = 60 

Test T1-10C: Intermediate peak-cyclic sequence 

An intermediate peak-cyclic loading approach was adopted for the test T1-10C, which 

applied 500 load cycles between 32 and 66% of the monotonic peak pull-out capacity 

for the testing configuration case IV (L/D = 0.5; α = 60), corresponding to Ppeak = 40.8 

N. The amplitude of the cyclic sequence was 17% Ppeak and the relative density of the 

model sand sample was estimated as 83%. As the cyclic loading did not lead to failure 
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of the anchor, post-cyclic monotonic loading was applied to failure with a post-cyclic 

peak capacity (Pcyc) equal to 44.8 N. 

This post-cyclic capacity represented an increase of 9.8% relative to the corresponding 

average monotonic capacity. During the test 1816 frames were saved in-flight with 

different image capture rates, between 1 and 4 fps. 

Figure 89 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the intermediate 

peak-cyclic sequence case against the monotonic test result (T1-9M) for the same 

testing configuration in model scale. A zoom-in to the cyclic loading allows to detail in 

a larger scale the cyclic and post-cyclic displacements. 

 
Figure 89: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-10C. 

 

Test T1-11C: High peak-cyclic sequence (Case A) 

A high peak-cyclic loading (Case A) approach was adopted for the test T1-11C, which 

applied 500 load cycles between 68 and 89% of the monotonic peak pull-out capacity 

for the testing configuration case VI (L/D = 0.5; α = 60), corresponding to Ppeak =  40.8 

N. The amplitude of the cyclic sequence was 10.5% Ppeak and the relative density of the 

model sand sample was estimated as 83%. As the cyclic loading did not lead to failure 

of the anchor, post-cyclic monotonic loading was applied to failure with a post-cyclic 

peak capacity (Pcyc) equal to 45 N. During the test 1824 frames were saved in-flight 

with different image capture rates, between 1 and 4 fps. This post-cyclic capacity 

represented an increase of 10.3% relative to the corresponding average monotonic 

capacity. 
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Figure 90 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the high peak-cyclic 

sequence (Case A) against the monotonic test result (T1-9M) for the same testing 

configuration in model scale. Once again, missing cyclic sections of the load-

displacement curve are due to a low image capture rate that was insufficient to track the 

complete displacement of the model anchor. 

 
Figure 90: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour cyclic test T1-11C. 

 

Table 13 summarises the cyclic loading testing performed for the testing geometry 

configuration case IV (L/D = 0.5; α = 60) along with different cyclic parameters and 

post-cyclic peak capacities. 

 

Table 13: Cyclic testing results for the geometry configuration case VI. 

Test 

reference 

Peak cyclic load 

(%Ppeak - N) 

Minimum 

cyclic load 

(%Ppeak - N) 

Load amplitude 

(%Ppeak) 

Post-cyclic peak 

capacity - Pcyc (N) 

Number of 

cycles - Ncyc 

T1-10C 66% - 27 32% - 13 17% 44.8 500 

T1-11C 89% - 36 68% - 28 10.5% 45 500 

 

Table 14 summarises the entire cyclic testing programme results for the first testing 

stage corresponding to the taut mooring configuration modelling. 
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Table 14: General testing results for the first series of testing – taut mooring system. 

Test 

reference 

Suction 

anchor 

aspect 

ratio 

(L/D) 

Inclination 

angle () 

Monotonic 

peak pull-out 

capacity – 

Ppeak (N) 

Cyclic Loads 

Cyclic load ratio 

Pcyc/Ppeak 

Total cyclic 

displacement 

cyc total  

(%D) Peak cyclic load 

(%Ppeak - N) 

Number of cycles 

(Ncyc) 

Load 

amplitude 

(%Ppeak) 

Post-cyclic 

peak capacity - 

Pcyc (N) 

T1-1M 1 30 258.2 - - - - - 

T1-2M 1 30 254.7 - - - - - 

T1-3M 1 60 156.7 - - - - - 

T1-4M 1 60 152.3 - - - - - 

T1-5M 1 30 263.0 - - - - - 

T1-6C 1 30 - 50% - 129 500 15% 261.3 1.01 0.3 

T1-7C 1 30 - 90% - 233 500 15% 258.5 0.99 1.95 

T1-8C 1 30 - Staged (50%-70%-90%) 501 (167*3) 15% (each) 253.6 0.98 3.1 

T1-9M 0.5 60 40.8 - - - - - 

T1-10C 0.5 60 - 66% - 27 500 17% 44.8 1.098 0.1 

T1-11C 0.5 60 - 89% - 36 500 10.5% 45 1.103 0.55 

T1-12C 1 30 - 90% - 234 36623 15% 263.4 1.019 2.9 

T1-13C 1 60 - 50% - 78 500 13% 158.6 1.027 0.3 

T1-14C 1 60 - 90% - 139 500 13.5% 161.1 1.043 3.0 

T1-15M 0.75 60 87.5 - - - - - 

T1-16C 0.75 60 - 56% - 48 28290 13% 83.96 0.972 0.4 

T1-17M 0.75 30 159.5 - - - - - 

T1-19M 0.75 60 85.2 - - - - - 

T1-20C 0.75 30 - 95% - 152 1129 21.0% 165.3 1.036 3.25 

T1-21C 0.75 60 - 92% - 79 1000 19.0% 91.3 1.057 4.3 

T1-22C 1 60 - 95% - 147 1000 21.5% 160.9 1.041 7.1 

T1-23M 0.5 30 82.8 - - - - - 

T1-24C 0.5 30 - 95% - 79 1000 19.5% 88.3 1.066 NA 
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5.4 Catenary mooring line testing 

5.4.1 Monotonic tests 

This section presents the monotonic tests performed with a catenary mooring 

configuration as a baseline for comparison with the subsequent cyclic loading sequences 

performed. For this second stage, only two model suction anchor geometries were 

analysed: L/D = 1 and L/D = 0.5. Conforming to the type of mooring system being 

modelled, the inclination angle (α) with respect to the soil surface was zero for all 

monotonic and cyclic tests. A single monotonic test was performed for each testing 

geometry configuration as previous taut-mooring tests (see Section 5.3) showed that the 

sample preparation methods and the employed test procedures led to repeatable results. 

The monotonic test T2-1M was performed using a model suction anchor with aspect 

ratio L/D = 1 and resulted in a monotonic peak pull-out capacity equal to 370.9 N at an 

approximate padeye displacement of 7.9 mm in model scale. Likewise, the monotonic 

test T2-6M was performed using an aspect ratio L/D = 0.5 and resulted in a monotonic 

peak pull-out capacity equal to 132.2 N at an approximate padeye displacement of 6.4 

mm in model scale. Figure 91 presents line load-padeye displacement response for each 

of the monotonic catenary tests in model scale.  

 
Figure 91: Line load-padeye displacement curves for the monotonic tests performed under catenary-

mooring 

 

A 

B 
C 
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Also, as it is depicted in Figure 92, both model suction anchors reached a peak pull-out 

capacity at a rotation angle of approximately 7. The anchor rotation had a similar 

response as the total padeye displacement for both monotonic tests. 

 
Figure 92: Line load-anchor rotation angle curves for monotonic catenary-mooring testing 

 

As the taut mooring case, the PIV motion recognition results from catenary test T2-1M 

were utilised to approximate the suction anchor profile displacement-rotation response 

in a snapshot sequence at different stages during monotonic loading. Figure 93 displays 

snapshots of the anchor profile position at the beginning of the test (Position A), 

followed by the position at maximum pull-out capacity stage (Position B) and finally at 

the last displacement captured by the camera during the test (Position C). These anchor 

profile positions are referenced at their corresponding loading stages in Figure 91. In the 

snapshot sequence, there is a zoom-in to all padeye coordinates positions, showing that 

the suction anchor reached a maximum pull-out capacity (Position B) with considerable 

large padeye displacement, equivalent to ~19.8% of the anchor diameter (D). 

r 
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Figure 93: Suction anchor profile displacement response at different loading stages for test T2-1M 

 

Post-failure conditions for catenary-mooring testing with L/D = 1.0 

Figure 94 displays images of the superficial post-failure conditions of a catenary 

mooring line attached to a suction anchor with L/D = 1.0. Figure 94 also shows a larger 

volume of soil berm involved in the mechanism for an anchor with L/D = 1.0 than for 

an anchor with L/D = 0.5 (Figure 95). This is to be expected as a higher anchor skirt 

length mobilises a larger soil failure wedge after the maximum anchor capacity. 

 
Figure 94: Superficial post-failure conditions for suction anchor (L/D = 1) with catenary mooring line – 

Test T2-1M 

 

Post-failure conditions for catenary-mooring testing with L/D = 0.5 

The general superficial post-failure conditions for catenary mooring were similar to the 

taut mooring systems with low inclination angle (α = 30) for equal aspect ratio. Figure 

95 shows the mobilised soil failure wedge for a suction anchor of aspect ratio equal to 

0.5, which was characterised by a limited rotation and mainly a translational failure. It 

was noted a relationship between the soil crater size and a translational failure 

mechanism, which characterised low inclination (α = 30) taut mooring and catenary 

Soil berm 

Soil crater 

Soil crater 

Soil berm 
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mooring loading. The taut mooring line with a high loading inclination angle (α = 60) 

was characterised by a rotational failure mechanism that did not mobilise large soil 

failure wedges (soil berms) or develop large soil craters (Figure 71).  

 
Figure 95: Superficial post- failure conditions for suction anchor (L/D = 0.5) with catenary-mooring 

line – Test T2-6M. 

 

Table 15 summarises the main parameters and resultant capacities of the baseline 

monotonic testing for catenary mooring system. 

 

Table 15: Baseline monotonic testing for the second series. 

Test reference 
Suction anchor 

aspect ratio (L/D) 

Sand relative 

density (%) 

Monotonic peak pull-out 

capacity Ppeak (N) 

T2_1M 1 60 370.9 

T2_6M 0.5 63.4 132.2 

 

5.4.2 Cyclic tests 

Testing configuration case I: Suction anchor with aspect ratio (L/D) = 1.0 

Test T2-2C: Low amplitude-cyclic sequence 

A low amplitude cyclic loading approach (15% Ppeak) was adopted for the test T2-2C, 

which comprised 1500 load cycles between 26 and 56% of the monotonic peak pull-out 

capacity for an anchor of L/D = 1, which was Ppeak = 370.9 N. As the cyclic loading did 

not lead to failure of the anchor, post-cyclic monotonic loading was applied to failure 

with a post-cyclic peak pull-out capacity (Pcyc) equal to 387.4 N. This post-cyclic 

capacity represented an increase of 4.5% relative to the corresponding monotonic 

capacity. The relative density of the model sand sample was estimated as 60% and 

during the test 8776 frames were saved in-flight with different image capture rates, 

between 1 and 4 fps. 

Soil berm 

Soil crater 
Soil crater 

Soil berm 
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Figure 96 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the low amplitude-

cyclic case against the monotonic test result for the same test configuration (T2-1M) in 

model scale. 

 

 

Figure 96: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour of cyclic test T2-2C. 

 

As for the former monotonic catenary case, the PIV motion recognition results were 

utilised to approximate the suction anchor profile displacement-rotation response in a 

snapshot sequence at different stages during cyclic loading test T2-2C. Figure 97 

presents the snapshots of the anchor profile positions matching the loading stages 

designated in Figure 96. The zoom-in on the snapshot sequence to the padeye positions 

at all loading stages illustrates a very low padeye displacement between the start and the 

end of the cyclic loading (Positions B and C), which was approximately equal to 1.4% 

D. A higher padeye displacement was noticed at the suction anchor post-cyclic peak 

capacity (Position D), which was roughly equal to 15% D (a similar displacement to 

failure as monotonic case T2-1M). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A 
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Figure 97: Suction anchor profile displacement response at different loading stages for cyclic test T2-2C 

 

Mooring line shortening in catenary testing 

A characteristic mooring line-soil interaction was identified for the cyclic tests with a 

catenary configuration. This interaction was related to the normal and frictional soil 

resistances, and the cyclic movements of the mooring line, parallel and perpendicular to 

its axis. As introduced before, the chain-soil interaction is important as the chain cyclic 

displacement may disturb the dynamics of a renewable energy system at the water 

surface, along with a potential decrease of its performance. Thus, the incremental cyclic 

displacement was calculated in the current testing for the line and the padeye attachment 

point, as the total displacement from the starting position of the cyclic sequence to the 

maximum displacement of each cycle at the peak load. Figure 98 presents the mooring 

line and the padeye incremental cyclic displacement results in function of the number of 

applied load cycles for test T2-2C. The padeye cyclic displacement observed was 

substantially smaller than the mooring line cyclic displacement during all the sequence, 

with a final padeye cyclic displacement equal to 15.4% of the final line cyclic 

displacement. Also, 90% of the total line cyclic displacement (~ 3.18 mm) was 

accumulated during the first 417 load cycles, while the same percentage of total padeye 

cyclic displacement (~ 0.49 mm) was accumulated during initial 6 load cycles. The 

zoom-in at the beginning and the final sections of the padeye cyclic displacement curve 

showed a rapid accumulation of the displacement in the first 250 cycles and a very 

slight increase in the last 1000 cycles. 
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Figure 98: Padeye and mooring line cyclic displacement for catenary test T2-2C. 

 

The difference between the mooring line and the padeye cyclic displacements was 

related to a shortening of the mooring line length embedded within the sand sample. At 

the beginning of the test, as the anchor was monotonically loaded to the average cyclic 

load, the mooring line was tensioned and moved through the soil forming a curved 

profile (inverse catenary) as required to maintain equilibrium. As soon as the cyclic 

loading started, the mooring line within the inverse catenary started a cutting process 

(cutting and sliding) of the soil, which constantly reduced the curved line length from 

the anchor padeye to the Dip-Down-Point (DDP) on the sand surface (See Figure 37), 

shortening the mooring line length. Figure 99 shows the mooring line shortening for 

cyclic test T2-2C. 

 
Figure 99: Mooring line shortening for cyclic test T2-2C 
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As observed in Figure 99, the mooring line shortening logarithmically increased to a 

maximum value of approximately 3 mm at the end of the cyclic sequence. This mooring 

line-soil response suggested that the line movements and the soil resistances tend to a 

steady state of the system with a large number of load cycles with the same parameters. 

 

Test T2-3C: High amplitude-cyclic sequence 

A high amplitude cyclic loading (35% Ppeak) approach was adopted for the test T2-3C, 

which also comprised 1500 load cycles between 10 and 81% of the monotonic peak 

pull-out capacity for an anchor of L/D = 1, equal to Ppeak = 370.9 N. As the cyclic 

loading did not lead to failure of the anchor, post-cyclic monotonic loading was applied 

to failure with a post-cyclic peak pull-out capacity (Pcyc) equal to 426.7 N. This post-

cyclic capacity represented an increase of 15% relative to the corresponding average 

monotonic capacity. The relative density of the model sand sample was estimated again 

as 60% and during the test 8552 frames were saved in-flight with different image 

capture rates, between 1 and 4 fps. 

Figure 100 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the high amplitude-

cyclic case against the monotonic test result for the same test configuration (T2-1M) in 

model scale. 

 
Figure 100: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour of cyclic test T2-3C. 

 

Test T2-4C: Staged stair cyclic sequence 

A staged stair cyclic loading approach was adopted for the test T2-4C, which comprised 

a total of 2800 load cycles increasing the peak cyclic load from 20% to 80% Ppeak 

(corresponding to L/D = 1) in four successive loading packages of 700 cycles each. As 

the cyclic loading did not lead to failure of the anchor, post-cyclic monotonic loading 
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was applied to failure with a post-cyclic peak pull-out capacity (Pcyc) equal to 438.8 N. 

This post-cyclic capacity represented an increase of 18.3% relative to the corresponding 

monotonic capacity. The relative density of the model sand sample was estimated again 

as 60% and during the test 8459 frames were saved in-flight with different image 

capture rates, between 0 to 4 fps. At the beginning and final stages of each loading 

package a frame capture rate equal to 4 fps was used to carefully track the anchor 

displacement. However, intermediate stages of loading packages on suction anchor were 

not tracked with digital frame capture (0 fps) assuming low displacement during these 

exacts lapses.  

Figure 101 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the staged stair case 

against the monotonic test result for the same test configuration (T2-1M) in model scale. 

 
Figure 101 Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour of cyclic test T2-4C. 

 

Test T2-5C: Staged cyclic amplitude sequence 

A staged cyclic loading amplitude approach was adopted for the test T2-5C, which 

comprised a total of 2800 load cycles increasing the cyclic amplitude from 10% to 40% 

Ppeak (corresponding to L/D = 1) in four successive loading packages of 700 cycles each 

with a constant average cyclic load equal to 45% Ppeak. As the cyclic loading did not 

lead to failure of the anchor, post-cyclic monotonic loading was applied to failure with a 

post-cyclic peak pull-out capacity (Pcyc) equal to 427.6 N. This post-cyclic capacity 

represented an increase of 15.3% relative to the corresponding monotonic capacity. The 

relative density of the model sand sample was estimated as 63.4% and technical 

difficulties experienced during the test only allowed to record in-flight 3625 frames 

covering two loading packages of the sequence.  
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Figure 102 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the two recorded 

sections of the cyclic sequence and the monotonic test result for the same test 

configuration (T2-1M) in model scale. 

 
Figure 102: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour of cyclic test T2-5C. 

 

Table 16 summarises the catenary mooring cyclic loading testing performed for the 

testing geometry configuration case I (L/D = 1) along with the different main cyclic 

parameters and the post-cyclic peak capacities. 

 

Table 16: Cyclic testing results for the catenary configuration case I. 

Test 

reference 

Peak cyclic load 

(%Ppeak - N) 

Minimum 

cyclic load 

(%Ppeak - N) 

Load amplitude 

(%Ppeak) 

Post cyclic peak 

capacity - Pcyc 

(N) 

Number of 

cycles - 

Ncyc 

T2-2C 56% - 208 26% - 96 15% 387.4 1500 

T2-3C 81% - 298 10% - 38 35% 426.7 1500 

T2-4C 20-40-60-80% ~3% - 10 8.5-18.5-28.5-38.5% 438.8 2800 

T2-5C 55-65-75-85% 35-25-15-6% 10-20-30-40% 427.6 2800 

 

 

Testing configuration case II: Suction anchor with aspect ratio (L/D) = 0.5 

Test T2-7C: High amplitude-cyclic sequence 

A high amplitude cyclic loading (35% Ppeak) approach was adopted for the test T2-7C, 

which comprised a total of 1500 load cycles from 10% to 80% Ppeak (corresponding to 

L/D = 0.5), with a constant average cyclic load equal to 45% Ppeak. As the cyclic loading 

did not lead to failure of the anchor, post-cyclic monotonic loading was applied to 

failure with a post-cyclic peak pull-out capacity (Pcyc) equal to 145.9 N. This post-cyclic 

capacity represented an increase of 10.4% relative to the corresponding monotonic 

capacity. The relative density of the model sand sample was estimated as 63.4% and 
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during the test 6625 frames were saved in-flight with different image capture rates, 

between 1 and 4 fps. 

Figure 103 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the high amplitude-

cyclic case against the monotonic test result for the same test configuration (T2-6M) in 

model scale. 

 
Figure 103: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour of cyclic test T2-7C. 

 

Test T2-8C: Low amplitude-cyclic sequence 

A low amplitude-cyclic loading (15% Ppeak) approach was adopted for the test T2-8C, 

which comprised 1500 load cycles between 30 and 60% of the monotonic peak pull-out 

capacity for an anchor of L/D = 0.5, equivalent to Ppeak = 132.2 N. As the cyclic loading 

did not lead to failure of the anchor, post-cyclic monotonic loading was applied to 

failure with a post-cyclic peak pull-out capacity (Pcyc) equal to 144.7 N. This post-cyclic 

capacity represented an increase of 9.5% relative to the corresponding monotonic 

capacity. The relative density of the model sand sample was estimated as 63.4% and 

during the test 6172 frames were saved in-flight with different image capture rates, 

between 1 and 4 fps. 

Figure 104 compares the line load-padeye displacement response of the low amplitude-

cyclic case against the monotonic test result for the same test configuration (T2-6M) in 

model scale. 
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Figure 104: Comparison of line load-padeye displacement behaviour of cyclic test T2-8C. 

 

Table 17 summarises the catenary mooring cyclic loading testing performed for the 

testing geometry configuration case II (L/D = 0.5) along with the different main cyclic 

parameters and the post-cyclic peak capacities. 

 

Table 17: Cyclic testing results for the catenary configuration case II. 

Test 

reference 

Peak cyclic load 

(%Ppeak - N) 

Minimum cyclic 

load (%Ppeak - 

N) 

Load amplitude 

(%Ppeak) 

Post cyclic peak 

capacity - Pcyc (N) 

Number of 

cycles - Ncyc 

T2-7C 80%- 106 10% - 13 35% 145.9 1500 

T2-8C 60% - 79 30% - 40 15% 144.7 1500 

 

Table 18 summarises the entire cyclic testing results for the second testing stage 

corresponding to catenary mooring configuration modelling. 
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Table 18: General testing results for the second stage of testing – catenary mooring system. 

Test 

reference 

Suction 

anchor 

aspect ratio 

(L/D) 

Monotonic 

peak pull-

out 

capacity – 

Ppeak (N) 

Cyclic Loads 

Load ratio 

Pcyc/Ppeak 

Total cyclic 

displacement 

cyc total  

(%D) 
Peak cyclic load 

(%Ppeak - N) 

Number of 

cycles - Ncyc  

Load amplitude 

(%Ppeak) 

Post-cyclic 

peak capacity - 

Pcyc (N) 

T2-1M 1 370.9 - - - - - - 

T2-2C 1 - 56% - 208 1500 15% 387.4 1.045 1.35 

T2-3C 1 - 81% - 298 1500 35% 426.7 1.15 4.8 

T2-4C 1 - 20-40-60-81% 2800 (700*4) 8.5-18.5-28.5-38.5% 438.8 1.183 3.4 

T2-5C 1 - 55-65-75-85% 2800 (700*4) 10-20-30-40% 427.6 1.153 N/A 

T2-6M 0.5 132.2 - - - - - - 

T2-7C 0.5 - 80%- 106 1500 35% 145.9 1.104 2.2 

T2-8C 0.5 - 60% - 79 1500 15% 144.7 1.095 0.73 
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CHAPTER VI: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter presents data analysis and discussion on the main key parameters 

governing the capacity and stiffness of suction anchor under unidirectional cyclic 

loading. Furthermore, it also uses a conceptual interpretation framework that assists in 

the fundamental understanding of the soil-anchor mooring behaviour and interaction 

during cyclic loading. The analysis is presented in model dimensions and normalised 

values where convenient. 

6.1 Key parameters governing capacity and stiffness 

The major geotechnical aspects typically considered in the design of foundations for 

offshore structures are related to bearing capacity and stiffness. These issues are 

strongly interrelated, and insights into the effects of the key parameters governing 

suction anchor capacity and stiffness form the basis for the current analysis. The 

following sections synthesise the main effects of cyclic loading and geometry 

configuration parameters on the anchor response. 

6.1.1 Effects of cyclic loading characteristics 

This section compares and analyses the effects of the main cyclic loading characteristics 

on the mechanical response of suction anchors. The cyclic characteristics are based on 

the following parameters: peak cyclic loading, cyclic amplitude, cyclic loading history 

and number of cycles. 

6.1.1.1  Peak cyclic loading 

This section considers how the peak cyclic loading affects the anchor response during 

cyclic loading. The comparisons here are limited to taut mooring anchors in very-dense 

sand conditions (Dr  80%) and with an aspect ratio equal to 0.5 and 1. Figure 105 

presents a comparison of the cyclic response of test T1-6C, with a low peak cyclic 

loading (Pmax/Ppeak = 50%), and the response measured in test T1-7C with a high peak 

cyclic loading (Pmax/Ppeak = 90%). Both cyclic tests had the same geometrical 

configuration (L/D = 1;  = 30º), load amplitude (15%Ppeak) and number of cycles (Ncyc 

= 500 cycles). Regarding the post-cyclic peak capacities, both tests indicated 

insignificant differences equivalent to 1.04% and -0.04%, respectively, with reference to 

the monotonic capacity established in test T1-1M. These differences are within the 
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experimental variability, which is defined as 3.3% from the maximum variation in the 

repeated monotonic tests results, and therefore, these cyclic tests did not improve the 

anchor capacity under the mentioned conditions. The post-cyclic capacities were 

mobilised at a normalised displacement of approximately δpad/D = 0.045. 

 
Figure 105: Comparison of peak cyclic loading for anchors with L/D = 1 and α = 30 

 

Figure 106 presents a comparison of the cyclic response of test T1-10C, with an 

intermediate peak cyclic loading (Pmax/Ppeak = 70%), and the response measured in test 

T1-11C with a high peak cyclic loading (Pmax/Ppeak = 90%). Both cyclic tests had the 

same geometrical configuration (L/D = 0.5;  = 60º), number of cycles (Ncyc = 500 

cycles) and similar load amplitude (15%Ppeak). The first case indicated an increase in 

the post-cyclic peak capacity of 9.8%, while test T1-11C indicated an increase of 

10.5%, both compared to the corresponding monotonic peak capacity established in test 

T1-11M and mobilised at a normalised displacement of δpad/D = 0.1. 

 
Figure 106: Comparison of peak cyclic loading for anchors with L/D = 0.5 and α = 60 

 

Figure 107 presents a comparison of the cyclic response of test T1-13C, with a low peak 

cyclic loading (Pmax/Ppeak = 50%), and the response measured in test T1-14C with a high 

kt-pre 
kt-post 
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peak cyclic loading (Pmax/Ppeak = 90%). Both cyclic tests had the same geometrical 

configuration (L/D = 1;  = 60º), load amplitude (13%Ppeak) and number of cycles 

(Ncyc = 500 cycles). The first case indicated an increase in the post-cyclic peak capacity 

of 2.7%, while test T1-14C indicated an increase of 4.3%, both compared to the 

corresponding monotonic peak capacity established in test T1-4M and mobilised at a 

normalised displacement of δpad/D = 0.12. 

 
Figure 107: Comparison of peak cyclic loading for anchors with L/D = 1 and α = 60 

 

Although certain results are not entirely conclusive due to post-cyclic capacity results 

within the adopted experimental variability equivalent to 3.3%, in general terms, the 

cyclic loading regimes with different peak cyclic loads slightly increased the post-cyclic 

capacity (4.3% to 10.5% compared to the corresponding monotonic capacity cases). The 

increases were generated in suction anchors with low aspect ratio (i.e. 0.75 and 0.5) and 

high loading inclination angle (i.e. 60º). These post-cyclic effects are similar to those 

found in the experimental studies conducted by Chow et al. (2015), Wichtmann et al. 

(2010) and Wichtmann (2005), in which sandy materials under cyclic loading 

experienced densification and soil fabric modifications, with consequent increases in 

soil stiffness and overshooting effects in static capacity after cyclic sequences of 

roughly 13% compared to the monotonic capacity. However, in the current testing 

results, there were no clear differences related to increased cyclic capacity between 

high, intermediate and low peak cyclic loading on each particular case of anchor 

geometry configuration (L/D and ) assessed in the testing programme. Employing the 

macro-modelling framework, introduced briefly in Chapter II, it is possible to 

conceptually capture and interpret, to some extent, the global cyclic testing results. 

According to the macro-element model, there is the hypothesis that all the different 

cyclic loading regimes applied on the model suction anchors will lead to a progressive 
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expansion or hardening on both the soil memory and the bounding surfaces. 

Theoretically, this would result in a constant increment of the soil stiffness (soil fabric 

changes during cyclic loading) and an overshooting effect in the post-cyclic capacity 

due to a rise in soil strength after repeated loading (soil hardening as a densification 

effect). 

Regarding the soil shear strength increases and overshooting effects after the cyclic 

sequences applied in this research, the majority of cyclic tests led to soil hardening and 

slight rises in post-cyclic monotonic reloading to failure, compared with virgin 

monotonic peak pull-out capacities. However, unchanged soil strength after cyclic 

loading occurred in tests with high and low peak-cyclic loading applied on a high 

anchor aspect ratio, L/D = 1.0, and a low loading inclination angle,  = 30º. The effects 

of the anchor aspect ratio and loading inclination will be discussed later. It is important 

to recall that all cyclic tests performed for the taut mooring system conditions were 

conducted in very-dense sand with a relative density in-between 80% to 83%. This 

initial high-density condition of the soil influenced the cyclic test results with fairly 

limited increases in post-cyclic anchor pull-out capacities, as major soil densification 

and fabric effects were limited or unfeasible to be achieved.  

Considering the changes in the soil-anchor interaction stiffness (denoted simply as the 

anchor stiffness), the load-displacement responses in Figure 105, 106 and 107 showed 

noticeable increases in the anchor post-cyclic stiffness compared to the corresponding 

pre-cyclic and monotonic cases for the different magnitudes of peak cyclic loads applied 

on the anchors. As an example, the pre-cyclic and post-cyclic loading secant stiffness 

values (ks-pre, ks-post) were calculated for test T1-6C. Both secant stiffness values were 

calculated with a padeye displacement equivalent to the pre-cyclic displacement until 

the average cyclic loading (i.e. 0.035 mm), as defined in Figure 108. The pre-cyclic 

stiffness was equal to ks-pre = 2517 N/mm, while the post-cyclic stiffness was equal to ks-

post = 2136 N/mm. The post-cyclic case represented a decrease of nearly 15% compared 

to the pre-cyclic secant stiffness. Although this value only represents a minor drop in 

the anchor secant stiffness, the anchor tangent stiffness showed a different response for 

all the loading regimes carried out during the testing. For instance, in the same cyclic 

test T1-6C, the tangent stiffness at the beginning of the post-cyclic monotonic re-

loading to failure (kt-post =12342 N/mm) yielded a marked increase of 86% and 969% 

compared to the tangent stiffness at the start of the test (kto = 6630 N/mm) and before 

the beginning of the cyclic loading (kt-pre = 1154 N/mm), respectively. These tangent 

stiffnesses are also graphically represented in Figure 108. 
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Figure 108: Definition of secant and tangent stiffnesses before and after cyclic loading. 

 

Another indication of incremental stiffening or hardening effect on the soil was 

suggested by the fact that the majority of the cumulative plastic cyclic displacement 

took place during the first cycles of each loading sequence applied on the anchors. 

Figure 109 presents the cumulative cyclic padeye displacement (δcyc) in function of the 

number of load cycles (Ncyc) applied by each cyclic sequence regime analysed for peak 

cyclic loading effects. The cyclic padeye displacements were normalised by the anchor 

diameter (D) for comparison purposes. As depicted, for each cyclic sequence there was 

a rapid increase in padeye displacement during the first 10% of load cycles, with a 

subsequent reduction in a significantly lower constant rate of displacement, which is 

increasing slightly with a higher peak cyclic load. The plot shows how for each test the 

rate of cumulative anchor cyclic displacement decreases with a greater number of load 

cycles, which demonstrates an increase in the cyclic anchor stiffness during each 

constant loading sequence due to an incremental hardening behaviour of the soil. 

In addition, a higher peak cyclic load in the tests, with the same configuration, also 

correlated with a higher cyclic degradation (defined as the accumulated anchor 

displacement due to the cyclic loading), as proved by tests T1-13C/T1-14C and T1-

6C/T1-7C. In these tests the increase of the peak cyclic load from 50% to 90% of Ppeak 

generated an accumulated padeye cyclic displacement 10 and 6.5 times higher after 500 

load cycles, as depicted in Figure 109. A greater increment of the cyclic displacement in 

the first pair of tests (T1-13C/T1-14C) was due to a higher loading inclination angle, 

ks-pre 

ks-post 

End of 
cyclic 
loading 

kt-pre 

kt-post 

kto 
Start of 
cyclic 
loading 
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which generated a lower lateral resistance on the side of the anchor with a 

corresponding simultaneous higher rotation and translation.  

 
Figure 109: Normalised accumulated cyclic padeye displacement for the peak load analysis 

 

In fact, the loading and unloading secant stiffness of the cyclic tests were calculated 

through the padeye anchor total displacement obtained with the geoPIV-RG analysis 

and rigid body kinematic script code. However, the quantity of frames per second used 

by the in-flight camera (a maximum of 4 fps) was not suitable to effectively track the 

continuous displacement of the suction anchor along with the cyclic loading frequency 

(0.5 Hz) used. Therefore, with just the 8 points of displacement per cycle (for the cyclic 

sequences recorded at 4 fps), the calculation of suction anchor stiffness yielded response 

curves with an extremely noisy behaviour and generally with unspecific trends. Figure 

110 illustrates the best response curve for the loading stiffness calculation cases at the 

anchor padeye, corresponding to cyclic test T1-7C, which exhibited a clear pattern of 

steep rise in the cyclic loading secant stiffness (kpad) in the first 50 load cycles. After the 

steep rise, the stiffness response was pseudo-stabilised to a constant average value of 8 

kN/mm in model scale. Even though a consistent global stiffness trend was observed, 

unsteady computations were significant in the localised response, and potentially could 

be improved massively with a higher rate of digital frames captured by the Prosilica 

camera. A similar cyclic loading anchor stiffness was identified on the centrifuge 

modelling performed by Randolph et al. (1998) to study the response of suction anchors 

in clay under monotonic and cyclic loading. Results from a cyclic loading test estimated 

a loading secant stiffness of about 5.25 kN/mm in the second stage of loading on 

overconsolidated clay. This value corresponds to the same order of magnitude compared 

to the constant padeye secant stiffness found at the end of test T1-7C.  
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Figure 110: Characteristic loading secant stiffness response at the padeye (test T1-7C) 

 

Due to lack of sufficient data points for calculating the cyclic padeye displacement on 

the tests, similar calculations were made to estimate the line secant stiffness during each 

cyclic load sequence, as more data for line displacement response was available for all 

the tests. The general line loading secant stiffness response for all the tests corresponded 

to a steep increase in stiffness during the first 20 load cycles of each loading regime, 

eventually reaching a relatively constant stiffness range exhibiting the typical 

fluctuating behaviour of cyclic loading conditions. Figure 111 displays an example of 

the characteristic line loading stiffness response, corresponding to cyclic test T1-14C. 

 
Figure 111: Characteristic loading secant stiffness response of the mooring line (test T1-14C) 
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As noticed in Figure 110 and 111, the difference between the cyclic padeye stiffness 

and the line stiffness for all tests was roughly two order of magnitude, as the anchor 

constantly had a cyclic displacement considerably lower than the line for the same 

loading conditions, consequently yielding a much higher stiffness in the anchor than in 

the line (chain) for all cases. Another difference to consider is the rate of increment in 

the anchor padeye and the mooring line stiffnesses. While the padeye stiffness shows a 

relatively gradual increase with the number of load cycles, the line stiffness shows a 

faster steep increase from a pre-cyclic stiffness induced by the virgin loading curve. 

This dissimilarity may be explained by the fact that during cyclic loading the line 

rapidly reaches a relatively constant displacement at each cycle, whereas the anchor 

padeye continuously reduces the displacement at each cycle due to soil hardening (i.e. 

densification effect). Thus, during cyclic loading the padeye stiffness progressively 

increases, whereas the mooring line stiffness quickly reaches a maximum pseudo-

constant stiffness. 

6.1.1.2  Cyclic amplitude 

This section considers how the cyclic load amplitude affects the anchor response during 

cyclic loading. The comparisons here are limited to catenary mooring anchors in 

medium-dense sand conditions (Dr  60%) and with an aspect ratio equal to 1 and 0.5. 

Figure 112 presents a comparison of the cyclic response of catenary test T2-2C, with a 

low amplitude cyclic load (Pampl = 15%Ppeak), and the response measured in catenary test 

T2-3C with a high amplitude cyclic load (Pampl = 35%Ppeak). Both cyclic tests had the 

same geometrical configuration (L/D = 1) and number of cycles (Ncyc = 1500). The first 

case indicated an increase in the post-cyclic peak capacity of 4.5% mobilised at a 

normalised displacement of δpad/D = 0.2, while test T2-3C indicated an increase of 15% 

mobilised at a normalised displacement of δpad/D = 0.07. Both cyclic tests were 

compared with reference to the monotonic capacity established in test T2-1M. 
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Figure 112: Comparison of load amplitude for catenary anchors with L/D = 1 

 

Figure 113 presents a comparison of the cyclic response of catenary test T2-8C, with a 

low amplitude cyclic load (Pampl = 15%Ppeak), and the response measured in catenary test 

T2-7C with a high amplitude cyclic load (Pampl = 35%Ppeak). Both cyclic tests had the 

same geometrical configuration (L/D = 0.5) and number of cycles (Ncyc = 1500). The 

first case indicated an increase in the post-cyclic peak capacity of 9.5% mobilised at a 

normalised displacement of δpad/D = 0.2, while test T2-7C indicated an increase in the 

capacity of 10.4% mobilised at a normalised displacement of δpad/D = 0.08. Both cyclic 

tests were compared with reference to the monotonic capacity established in test T2-

6M. 

 
Figure 113: Comparison of load amplitude for catenary anchors with L/D = 0.5 

 

It is important to highlight that the catenary mooring testing was conducted with initial 

looser sand density conditions (Dr = 60% - 63%) compared to the taut mooring cases, 

which allowed for greater soil densification and fabric effects due to the repetitive 

loading. Thus, the soil densification effects had a larger impact on the post-cyclic 

strength for the catenary mooring testing. 
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According to the previous testing results, in general terms, all cyclic loading regimes 

with different cyclic amplitudes considerably increased the post-cyclic capacity (by 

4.5% to 15% compared to the monotonic capacity cases) in suction anchors with a 

catenary mooring configuration and medium-dense relative density conditions. 

Moreover, there was a clear correlation between the rise in the cyclic amplitude and the 

increment in post-cyclic anchor peak capacity. An increase of 20% Ppeak in the cyclic 

load amplitude yielded a post-cyclic enhancement in capacity from 4.5% to 15% for 

tests with an anchor aspect ratio of 1.0, and from 9.5% to 10.4% for tests with an anchor 

aspect ratio of 0.5. 

Although a direct comparison between the taut and the catenary mooring testing results 

is not possible due to the different sand relative densities, it may be possible to assume 

that the higher cyclic capacity increases in the catenary mooring testing were also 

related to the soil-anchor-chain interaction. This introduces the need for an anchor-chain 

analysis in the catenary mooring testing as the cyclic behaviour of the chain is 

contributing to the overall increase in capacity of the anchor. The anchor-chain analysis 

focuses on three potential mechanisms that generated post-cyclic capacity increases in 

catenary mooring chain-anchor systems, which are the chain catenary shape, padeye 

inclination angle variation and soil densification. The first two mechanisms are related 

to the loading transfer between the chain (Tc) and the anchor padeye (Tp) into the 

capacity of the system (See Figure 114). Thus, during cyclic loading the chain cuts and 

slides through the soil (as demonstrated for chain shortening in Section 5.4.2), 

mobilising the catenary profile with an increase of the resistance mobilised on the chain 

(Normal force Q and friction F). Also, the chain shortening continually increased the 

percentage of the chain load transferred to the anchor, in a similar fashion as suggested 

by the experimental results of chain-soil testing conducted by Frankenmolen et al. 

(2016). These mechanisms generated the anchor capacity to be more mobilised in the 

lateral bearing (translation) with less interface shearing than it was previously mobilised 

in the monotonic cases, as illustrated in Figure 114. Besides, the cumulative cyclic 

displacement (shortening) of the chain generated a flattening of the catenary chain 

profile, which mobilised a lower loading inclination angle at the padeye (pf < po) with 

a further mobilisation of the anchor capacity in translation. Therefore, a lower loading 

inclination also contributed to the increase of the final post-cyclic capacity of the 

anchoring system. However, the extent to which each of these potential mechanisms 

contributes to the post-cyclic capacity increase is uncertain. Therefore, further work is 

required in this regard to ascertain which one is the main contributor. 
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Figure 114: Diagrams of potential mechanism modifying cyclic capacity in catenary testing. A-

Monotonic case; B-Post cyclic case. 

 

Regarding the anchor stiffness, Figure 112 and 113 display the load-displacement cyclic 

responses with very marked stiffness improvements when comparing the anchor tangent 

stiffness at the start of the cyclic sequences and the start of the post-cyclic monotonic 

re-loading to failure. Figure 115 also shows a continual increase of the anchor padeye 

loading stiffness during all the cyclic loading regimes for the catenary tests. In this 

mooring case, there was a higher rate of cumulative cyclic displacement at the 

beginning of the tests than the taut mooring cases, possibly due to the initial looser soil 

relative density conditions that allowed for a quicker and higher cyclic degradation. 

Also, an increase in the cyclic amplitude correlated again with a higher cyclic 

degradation as proved by tests T2-2C/T2-3C and T2-8C/T2-7C, in which a rise of cyclic 

amplitude from 15% to 35% of Ppeak generated a cumulative padeye cyclic displacement 

3.6 and 2.9 times higher after 1500 load cycles. A higher final cumulative cyclic 

displacement in the first pair of tests (T2-2C/T2-3C) was due to a higher anchor aspect 

ratio (L/D = 1), which introduced a greater peak cyclic loading applied on the suction 

anchor according to the proposed sequence based on the monotonic anchor capacity. 
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Figure 115: Normalised accumulated cyclic displacement for amplitude analysis 

 

6.1.1.3  Cyclic loading history 

This section considers how the cyclic loading history affects the anchor response during 

cyclic loading. The comparisons here are limited to an anchor aspect ratio of 1.0 with a 

taut and catenary mooring configuration in very-dense and medium-dense sand 

conditions, respectively. Figure 116 presents a comparison of the cyclic response of taut 

mooring test T1-8C with a staged loading (Pmax/Ppeak = 50%-70%-90%) and the 

respective monotonic response from test T1-1M, both in soil with very-dense relative 

density conditions (Dr  80%). The cyclic test incremented the peak cyclic loading in 

three stages with constant amplitude (Pampl = 15%Ppeak) on an anchor with L/D = 1 and α 

= 30, and indicated a post-cyclic peak capacity virtually equal to the monotonic 

capacity established in test T1-1M with a difference of -1.9%, which is within the 

testing variability (3.3%). 

 
Figure 116: Comparison of staged loading for anchors with L/D = 1 and α = 30 
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Figure 117 presents a comparison of the cyclic response of catenary mooring test T2-4C 

with a staged stair loading and the respective monotonic response in test T2-1M, both in 

soil with medium-dense relative density conditions (Dr  60%). The cyclic test 

incremented the peak cyclic loading (Pmax/Ppeak = 20%-40%-60%-81%) and amplitude 

(Pampl/Ppeak = 8.5%-18.5%-28.5%-38.5%) in four stages on an anchor with L/D = 1.0. 

The results indicated an increase in the post-cyclic peak capacity of 18.3%, mobilised at 

a normalised displacement of δpad/D = 0.07, with reference to the monotonic capacity 

established in test T2-1M. Figure 117 also displays a partial response of test T2-5C with 

a staged amplitude cyclic sequence (Pampl/Ppeak = 10% - 20% - 30% - 40%), which had 

an increase in the post-cyclic capacity of roughly 15.3%. 

 
Figure 117: Comparison of staged stair and amplitude cyclic loading for catenary anchors with L/D = 1 

 

According to the testing results, in general terms, the loading regimes with a cyclic 

loading history considerably increased the post-cyclic peak capacity (15.3% to 18.3% 

compared to monotonic capacity cases) only in the anchors with a catenary mooring 

configuration and medium dense relative density conditions. For these catenary-

mooring tests, the same three potential mechanisms described in Section 6.1.1.2 apply 

for the increases in the cyclic anchor capacity. Also, these tests highlight the significant 

influence of the incremental average cyclic and amplitude loading for the post-cyclic 

capacity modifications. This influence may be due to the different loading stages 

generating densification effects along several potential loading surfaces on the soil in 

front of the anchor. However, for the taut mooring test T1-8C, there was not found a 

clear difference in the post-cyclic capacity compared to the monotonic case, possibly 

due to very high relative density conditions of the sand sample, which prevented further 

soil densification and increase in capacity as suggested in Section 6.1.1.1 for peak cyclic 

loading. 
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Regarding the anchor stiffness, Figure 117 proves again the increase in the post-cyclic 

anchor tangent stiffness compared to the pre-cyclic and monotonic loading conditions. 

For example, in cyclic test T2-4C, the post-cyclic secant stiffness was equal to 637.5 

N/mm (for a padeye displacement of 0.4 mm), which represented an increase of 42% 

compared to the corresponding monotonic secant stiffness equal to 448 N/mm for the 

same displacement. Also, the mooring-anchor loading stiffness at each cycle continually 

increased with the number of applied load cycles, as demonstrated by Figure 118 with 

the progressive (pseudo-logarithmic) increase of the cumulative cyclic displacement at 

each stage of both loading history sequences. If the cumulative cyclic displacement at 

the padeye had been a linear or exponential increase, the mooring-anchor loading 

stiffness per cycle would have been constant or decreasing. 

The cyclic responses illustrated in Figure 118 cannot be directly compared due to 

different soil density conditions; however, both cyclic loading history tests developed a 

cyclic degradation that reset the cyclic displacement behaviour in function of each new 

cyclic loading package (i.e. cyclic loading sequence with new parameters). This trend 

could be explained as the effect of repeated loading on multiple soils surfaces 

corresponding to different soil failure wedges that accumulate strain independently 

during maximum stresses (peak loads) applied to the soil. Besides, in terms of 

foundation stability both tests suggested potential anchor instability due to excessive 

displacement if further cyclic loading would have been applied in the last cyclic 

packages (Peak load = 90% and 81% Ppeak), as the rates of cumulative cyclic 

displacement were considerably high at the end of the tests. 

 
Figure 118: Normalised accumulated cyclic displacement for loading history analysis 

 

Dr = 80% Dr = 60% 
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6.1.1.4  Number of cycles 

This section considers how the number of load cycles affects the anchor response during 

cyclic loading. The comparisons here are limited to taut mooring anchors in very dense 

sand conditions (Dr  80%) and with an aspect ratio equal to 0.75 and 1. Figure 119 

presents a comparison of the cyclic response from test T1-7C, which included 500 load 

cycles, and the response measured in test T1-12C with 36623 load cycles applied on the 

anchor. Both tests featured a high peak cyclic loading - Case A (Pmax/Ppeak = 90%) with 

a constant cyclic amplitude (Pampl/Ppeak = 15%), and had the same geometrical 

configuration (L/D = 1,  = 30º). Again considering the testing variability, the tests 

results for these cases indicated virtually no change in the post-cyclic peak capacity 

with differences equal to -0.04% and 1.9%, respectively, with reference to the 

monotonic capacity established in test T1-1M. Figure 119 shows a partial response of 

both cyclic tests, particularly of T1-12C (36623 cycles) as the in-flight camera had to be 

suspended during the cyclic sequence due to data storage limitations. At the end of the 

cyclic sequence, the anchor displacement continued to be tracked during unloading to 

zero load and reloading to failure at a normalised displacement of around δpad/D = 0.04. 

 
Figure 119: Comparison of number of load cycles for anchors with L/D = 1 and  = 30 

 

Figure 120 presents a comparison of the long-term cyclic response from test T1-16C, 

which included 28290 load cycles, and the response measured in test T1-21C with 1000 

load cycles applied on the anchor. Both tests had the same geometrical configuration 

(L/D = 0.75,  = 60º), but featured a different peak cyclic loading: low (Pmax/Ppeak = 

56%) and high peak loading (Pmax/Ppeak = 92%), and a different cyclic amplitude of 13% 

Ppeak and 19% Ppeak, respectively. Even though the cyclic stress histories imposed on the 

soil were different in the tests, cyclic test T1-21C represented the best alternative for 

comparison with the long-term cyclic test T1-16C due to the same L/D and . The long-
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term case (28290 load cycles) indicated a post-cyclic peak capacity nearly unchanged (-

2.8%) and mobilised at a normalised displacement of δpad/D = 0.13, while test T1-21C 

(1000 load cycles) indicated an increase in the capacity of 5.7% mobilised at a 

normalised displacement of δpad/D = 0.07. Both cyclic tests were compared with 

reference to the peak monotonic capacity established in test T1-19M. 

 
Figure 120: Comparison of number of load cycles for anchors with L/D = 0.75 and  = 60 

 

Figure 121 presents a comparison of the cyclic response from test T1-14C, which 

included 500 load cycles, and the response measured in test T1-22C with 1000 load 

cycles applied on the anchor. Both tests had the same geometrical configuration 

(L/D=1, =60º) and featured a high peak cyclic loading (Pmax/Ppeak = 90% and 95%, 

respectively) with different cyclic amplitudes equal to Pampl/Ppeak = 13.5% and 21.5%, 

correspondingly. The first case (500 load cycles) indicated an increase in the post-cyclic 

peak capacity of 4.3% mobilised at a normalised displacement of δpad/D = 0.12, while 

test T1-22C (1000 load cycles) indicated a similar increase in the capacity of 4.1% 

mobilised at a normalised displacement of δpad/D = 0.10. Both cyclic tests were 

compared with reference to the peak monotonic capacity established in test T1-1M. 
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Figure 121: Comparison of number of load cycles for anchors with L/D = 1 and  = 60 

 

According to these cyclic testing results, although a few tests suggested an increase of 

post-cyclic peak capacity with a larger number of cycles, in general terms the different 

numbers of load cycles applied on the model anchors did not generate a consistent trend 

regarding post-cyclic capacity. This result was in part due to a limited number of cyclic 

tests available for analysis to produce certain outcomes regarding this parameter. 

Similar to precedent parameters, it should be emphasised that high soil density 

conditions in the taut-mooring testing affected the cyclic capacity results in relation to 

the number of load cycles applied.  

Considering the anchor post-cyclic stiffness, Figure 119, 120 and 121 show increases in 

the post-cyclic tangent stiffness compared to the monotonic cases, in agreement with the 

cyclic response of tests from the previous parameters investigated. As expected, the 

cyclic degradation was higher for tests with a larger number of load cycles and the same 

or similar peak cyclic loading applied on the anchor. This is the case due to further 

cumulative plastic straining or distortion of the soil with a higher quantity of stress 

repetitions outside the elastic region. For example, for the high peak loading tests T1-7C 

and T1-12C there was an increment in the final cumulative cyclic displacement from 

2%D to 3.1%D when increasing from 500 to 36623 cycles. 

After developing an assessment of the effects of each parameter involved in the cyclic 

loading regimes applied on each suction anchor configuration, it is important to 

establish which of them govern the cyclic displacement or degradation. According to 

the analyses, cyclic tests with a high peak cyclic and a high amplitude loading generated 

the largest cyclic degradation. Table 14 and Table 18 for taut and catenary mooring 

testing show the total cyclic displacement accumulated from the first to the last cycle of 

each test sequence. The results indicated the highest final cumulative cyclic 

displacements for taut mooring tests T1-20C, T1-21C and T1-22C, which had a peak 
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load between 92% to 95% Ppeak and an amplitude load between 19% to 21.5% Ppeak. 

Other tests related to high cyclic degradation corresponded to the staged cyclic loading 

tests with incremental peak cyclic loadings such as T1-8C, T2-4C and T2-5C. These 

tests generated high cyclic degradation by straining different soil resistant surfaces as 

the peak load was increased on the anchor. These key results suggested that the most 

critical parameters governing cyclic anchor degradation corresponded to the load 

amplitude and average cyclic load, which control the peak cyclic load on the anchor at 

the same time. These findings agree with the experimental studies of cyclic loading 

performed by Andersen (2009), which concluded that cyclic soil behaviour depends on 

both amplitude (cyclic) and average shear stresses, along with the type of effective 

stress path. 

6.1.2 Effects of aspect ratio 

This section considers how the aspect ratio affects the anchor response during cyclic 

loading. The comparisons here are performed separately for taut mooring anchors in 

very-dense sand (Dr  80%), and for catenary mooring anchor in medium-dense sand 

(Dr  60%). Figure 122 presents a comparison of the cyclic response of test T1-7C, with 

L/D equal to 1.0, and the response measured in test T1-20C, with L/D equal to 0.75. 

Both cyclic tests had the same loading inclination angle  = 30º and similar cyclic 

loading configurations with a high peak cyclic loading equal to Pmax/Ppeak = 90% and 

95%, respectively. The cyclic amplitudes were equal to Pampl/Ppeak = 15% for T1-7C and 

Pampl/Ppeak = 21% for T1-20C. Also, test T1-20C included 1129 load cycles, more than 

twice the repetitions as for test T1-7C (500 cycles). The first case (L/D = 1) indicated no 

difference in the post-cyclic peak capacity (-1.0%), while test T1-20C (L/D = 0.75) 

indicated a slight increase of 3.7%, both with reference to their corresponding 

monotonic capacity established in tests T1-1M and T1-17M, respectively. The post-

cyclic capacities of both tests were mobilised at a normalised displacement of 

approximately δpad/D = 0.05.  
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Figure 122: Comparison of aspect ratios for anchors with  = 30. 

 

Figure 123 presents a comparison of the cyclic responses of test T1-11C, with L/D 

equal to 0.5; test T1-21C, with L/D equal to 0.75, and test T1-22C with L/D equal to 

1.0. All cyclic tests had the same inclination angle  = 60º and similar cyclic loading 

configurations with high peak cyclic loads equal to Pmax/Ppeak = 89%, 92% and 95%, 

respectively. The cyclic amplitudes were equal to Pampl/Ppeak =10.5%, 19% and 21.5%, 

respectively as well. Test T1-21C and T1-22C included 1000 load cycles, twice the 

repetitions as for test T1-11C. The first case (L/D = 0.5) indicated an increase in the 

post-cyclic peak capacity of 10.3%, while test T1-21C (L/D = 0.75) indicated an 

increase of 5.7% and test T1-22C (L/D = 1) an increase of 4.1%. All tests were 

compared in relation to their corresponding monotonic peak capacity established in tests 

T1-9M, T1-19M and T1-4M, respectively. The post-cyclic capacities were mobilised at 

a normalised displacement of approximately δpad/D = 0.1 for all tests.  

 
Figure 123: Comparison of aspect ratios for anchors with  = 60. 

 

Figure 124 presents a comparison of the cyclic response of catenary mooring test T2-

2C, with L/D equal to 1.0, and the response measured in test T2-8C, with L/D equal to 
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0.5. These cyclic tests had similar cyclic loading configurations with intermediate peak 

cyclic loads equal to Pmax/Ppeak = 56% and 60%, respectively, and both with a cyclic 

amplitude of Pampl/Ppeak = 15% and 1500 load cycles. The first case (L/D = 1) indicated 

an increase in the post-cyclic peak capacity equal to 4.5%, while test T1-8C (L/D = 0.5) 

indicated an increase of 9.5%, both with reference to their corresponding monotonic 

peak capacity established in tests T2-1M and T2-6M, respectively. The post-cyclic 

capacities of the tests were mobilised at a normalised displacement of approximately 

δpad/D = 0.2. 

 
Figure 124: Comparison of aspect ratios for catenary anchors with intermediate peak cyclic loading 

 

Finally, Figure 125 presents a comparison of the cyclic response of catenary mooring 

test T2-3C, with L/D equal to 1.0, and the response measured in test T2-7C, with L/D 

equal to 0.5. Both cyclic tests had the same cyclic loading configuration with a high 

peak cyclic load equal to roughly Pmax/Ppeak = 80%, a cyclic amplitude of Pampl/Ppeak = 

35% and 1500 load cycles. The first case (L/D = 1) indicated an increase in the post-

cyclic peak capacity equal to 15%, while test T1-7C (L/D = 0.5) indicated an increase of 

10.4%, both with reference to their corresponding monotonic peak capacity established 

in tests T2-1M and T2-6M, respectively. The post-cyclic capacities of the tests were 

mobilised at a normalised displacement of approximately δpad/D = 0.08. 
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Figure 125: Comparison of aspect ratios for catenary anchors with high peak cyclic loading 

 

According to the majority of cyclic tests presented in this section (except for tests T2-

3C and T2-7C), a reduction in the anchor aspect ratio (L/D) under similar cyclic loading 

conditions and the same loading inclination resulted in slight increases in the post-cyclic 

peak capacity. The increases ranged from 3.7% to 10.3% with reference to each 

corresponding static capacity. A potential explanation for this response is presented 

together with the capacity effects of loading inclination angle in Section 6.1.3. 

Regarding the anchor post-cyclic stiffness, the cyclic responses in Figure 122 to 125 

display evident increases in post-cyclic tangent stiffness, when static reloading to failure 

was applied on each anchor. This soil stiffening response coincided with the soil 

behaviour indicated by the cyclic tests analysed for peak cyclic loading, as discussed in 

previous Section 6.1.1.1. 

In relation to the cyclic degradation, a larger cumulative cyclic displacement was found 

for suction anchors with a higher aspect ratio under similar cyclic loading regimes. For 

example as illustrated in Figure 115, tests T2-8C and T2-2C with the same cyclic 

loading parameters, and aspect ratios equal to 0.5 and 1.0, respectively, yielded an 

increase in total cumulative cyclic displacement from 0.73% D to 1.35% D, which 

represents an increase of 85%. As discussed in Section 6.1.1.2, larger cumulative cyclic 

displacements with a higher anchor aspect ratio were related to a larger cyclic loading 

applied on the anchor, which introduced higher plastic stresses on the soil with further 

distortion of the system. 

6.1.3 Effects of loading inclination angle 

This section considers how the loading inclination angle affects the anchor response 

during cyclic loading. The comparisons here are performed for taut mooring anchors in 

very dense sand conditions (Dr  80%). Figure 126 presents a comparison of the cyclic 
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response of taut mooring test T1-6C, with a loading inclination angle equal to 30º, and 

the response measured in test T1-13C, with a loading inclination angle equal to 60º. 

Both cyclic tests had the same anchor aspect ratio (L/D = 1.0), a similar cyclic loading 

configuration (Pmax/Ppeak = 50%; Pampl/Ppeak = 15% and 13%, respectively) and the same 

number of cycles (500 load cycles). Both cases indicated a negligible difference equal to 

1.04% (for  = 30º) and 2.7% (for  = 60º) in the post-cyclic peak capacity with 

reference to their corresponding monotonic peak capacity established in tests T1-1M 

and T1-4M. As these differences are within the testing variability (3.3%), the anchor 

capacities were regarded practically as unchanged. The post-cyclic capacities of the 

tests were mobilised at a normalised displacement of approximately δpad/D = 0.045 and 

0.11, respectively. 

 
Figure 126: Comparison of loading inclination angle for anchors (L/D=1) under low peak cyclic 

loading 

 

Figure 127 presents a comparison of the cyclic response of taut mooring test T1-7C, 

with a loading inclination angle equal to 30º, and the response measured in test T1-14C, 

with a loading inclination angle equal to 60º. Both cyclic tests had the same anchor 

aspect ratio (L/D = 1.0), a similar cyclic loading configuration (Pmax/Ppeak = 90%; 

Pampl/Ppeak = 15% and 13.5%, respectively) and the same number of cycles (500 load 

cycles). The first case ( = 30º) indicated no difference in the post-cyclic peak capacity, 

while test T1-14C ( = 60º) indicated an increase of 4.3%, both with reference to their 

corresponding monotonic peak capacity established in tests T1-1M and T1-4M, 

respectively. The post-cyclic capacities of the tests were mobilised at a normalised 

displacement of approximately δpad/D = 0.05 and 0.12, respectively. 
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Figure 127: Comparison of loading inclination angle for anchors (L/D=1) under high peak cyclic 

loading 

 

Figure 128 presents a comparison of the cyclic response of taut mooring test T1-20C, 

with a loading inclination angle equal to 30º, and the response measured in test T1-21C, 

with a loading inclination angle equal to 60º. Both cyclic tests had the same aspect ratio 

(L/D = 0.75), a similar cyclic loading configuration (Pmax/Ppeak = 95% and 92%; 

Pampl/Ppeak = 21% and 19%, respectively) and a similar number of cycles (1129 and 

1000, respectively). The first case ( = 30º) indicated an increase in the post-cyclic peak 

capacity of 3.6%, while test T1-21C ( = 60º) indicated an increase of 5.7%, both with 

reference to their corresponding monotonic peak capacity established in tests T1-17M 

and T1-19M. The post-cyclic capacities of the tests were mobilised at a normalised 

padeye displacement of approximately δpad/D = 0.05 and 0.075, respectively. 

 
Figure 128: Comparison of loading inclination angle for anchors (L/D=0.75) under high peak cyclic 

loading 

 

According to the cyclic responses presented in Figure 127 and 128, there is a plausible 

tendency of slightly greater increase in the post-cyclic peak capacity, compared to each 

corresponding monotonic capacity, with a higher loading inclination angle on the 
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suction anchor (i.e. 60º). The greatest increments corresponded to the cyclic tests with a 

high peak cyclic loading and a low anchor aspect ratio, which are within 3.6% to 5.7%. 

Even though these increments are considerably small, they are still above the testing 

variability equivalent to 3.3%. The anchor post-cyclic tangent stiffness also showed 

significant increases compared to the reference monotonic tests. 

Regarding the cyclic degradation, a larger total cumulative cyclic displacement was 

found for the suction anchors with a higher loading inclination angle under the same 

cyclic loading regimes. For example, tests T1-7C and T1-14C, with the same anchor 

aspect ratio and cyclic parameters but different inclination angle (30º and 60º), yielded 

an increase in the total cumulative cyclic displacement from 1.95% D to 3.0% D, which 

represents an increase of 54%. A reasonable explanation for this outcome could be 

related with a smaller soil failure wedge that exerted a lesser passive thrust on the 

anchor with a higher loading inclination angle, which contributed to less soil resistance 

and consequently further anchor displacement. 

There is a consistent tendency on the increase of post-cyclic soil strength related to the 

variation of the anchor aspect ratio (L/D) and the loading inclination angle (α). As 

depicted in Figure 129, the normalised cyclic ratio (Pcyc/Ppeak), representing the increase 

in the soil strength with respect to the virgin monotonic failure, presented a slight rise as 

the anchor aspect ratio was reduced from L/D = 1.0 to 0.5. The ratio further rose as the 

loading inclination angle was increased from α = 30 to 60. 

 
Figure 129: Normalised comparison of post-cyclic and static anchor capacity according to testing 

configuration cases. 

 

Analytically for all cyclic cases, as the anchor aspect ratio L/D was reduced for the 

different tests, the assumed soil failure wedge applying passive thrust was also 

diminished in volume and soil rupture area. Likewise, as the load inclination angle was 
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increased from 30 to 60, more critical loading was applied on the anchor as the soil 

failure wedge was further decreased with a smaller soil rupture frictional area and less 

soil volume to be mobilised by the anchor. 

Given minor differences regarding increased post-cyclic anchor capacities for the 

different cycling regimes amongst each testing configuration case, it can be assumed 

similar cyclic loading conditions for all configuration cases for comparison purposes.  

Thus, the different increases in the post-cyclic anchor capacity (directly linked to fabric 

effects and cyclic soil densification) in function of the testing geometrical configuration 

(L/D and α) could be potentially explained due to a variation of the failure wedge 

volume (column of soil involved) and its corresponding soil rupture frictional area. The 

hypothesis focuses on the idea that similar cyclic loading conditions could develop 

greater fabric effects and soil densification in suction anchors with smaller soil failure 

wedges. This is the case due to higher cyclic shear stresses generating further alterations 

in the soil matrix structure. 

As for the catenary mooring case, it was only feasible to perform 8 cyclic tests with two 

anchor aspect ratios (L/D = 1.0 and 0.5), which did not provide enough data to establish 

a trend similar to that in the taut line system regarding higher fabric effects and 

densification in smaller soil failure wedges. However, the cyclic sequences 

corresponding to a low-amplitude loading suggested a similar behaviour with a post-

cyclic capacity increment from 4.45% to 9.46%, compared to the respective monotonic 

cases, when decreasing the anchor aspect ratio from 1.0 to 0.5. Different results were 

obtained for the cyclic tests involving a high-amplitude sequence, which diminished the 

increment in capacity from 15% to 10.4% when again decreasing the aspect ratio from 

1.0 to 0.5. Figure 130 displays these results for both cyclic configurations with the 

different amplitude loading. The plot also details the increments in the post-cyclic 

anchor capacity due to the rise of cyclic amplitude (Pampl) from 15% Ppeak to 35% Ppeak 

in both anchor aspect ratios, as discussed in Section 6.1.1.2. The dashed lines with a 

question mark in Figure 130 suggest an apparent tendency that would require further 

research to be confirmed. 
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Figure 130: Normalised comparison of post-cyclic and static anchor capacity according to anchor 

geometry and loading conditions. 

6.2 Summary of the anchor testing outcomes 

In summary, the cyclic capacity, stiffness and displacement responses of the suction 

anchor tests have been analysed according to the principal cyclic loading and 

geometrical testing parameters. Overall, the results suggested that the cyclic anchor 

behaviour in drained conditions principally depended on both, the cyclic amplitude as 

well as the average loading, and that the cyclic effects were highly influenced by the 

relative density conditions. Additionally, it was clearly seen that there was no reduction 

in the lateral cyclic capacity of the suction anchors due to cyclic loading within a load 

amplitude range of 10.5% – 35% Ppeak. Regarding the taut mooring systems, the cyclic 

capacity was mainly influenced by the geometrical parameters, the peak cyclic and the 

amplitude loads. In relation to the catenary mooring systems, three potential 

mechanisms were described as being involved in generating cyclic capacity changes, 

which are related to chain-anchor interactions and densification. The majority of tests, 

taut and catenary, showed that cyclic loading increased the post-cyclic anchor capacity, 

which contrast with the current design guidance for cyclic loading on piles of degrading 

the static capacity to account for cyclic loads (LeBlanc et al., 2010a). In addition, for all 

the cyclic tests, the loading stiffness during cyclic loading incremented with the number 

of cycles due to a soil hardening effect, and similarly, all the post-cyclic tangent 

stiffnesses were explicitly higher than the monotonic and pre-cyclic tangent stiffnesses 

for the different cyclic loading regimes applied on the model anchors. According to 

these results, foundation designs based on stiffness from monotonic tests in sandy soils 

? 

? 
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would be overconservative for cost-effective foundations as the post-cyclic stiffness is 

potentially higher than the monotonic case. Finally, the cyclic displacements in all tests 

were mainly governed by the average cyclic and amplitude loading, with a stronger 

influence of the former parameter. 
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CHAPTER VII: CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

This chapter presents the general conclusions and recommendations for further research 

regarding suction anchors for marine renewable energy applications. The first section 

focuses on a summary and the results of the experimental programme, to then proceed 

with a section of suggestions for future developments. 

7.1 Summary of the research programme and the main findings 

This investigation has focused on a geotechnical beam centrifuge experimental study to 

gain an understanding of the cyclic drained mechanical behaviour of suction anchors as 

an anchor mooring system in granular soils conditions. The foundation response 

according to different model geometrical configurations and under monotonic pull-out 

loading conditions was evaluated and used as a benchmark to study the effects of cyclic 

loading sequences proposed with different characteristics and applied using two types of 

mooring systems. 

Experimental techniques 

The first part of the relevant findings is related to the advances in the centrifuge 

experimental techniques. A reliable experimental set-up was designed and developed 

for the proposed experimental technical programme detailed in this document. The 

physical response of the model foundation was successfully measured with non-contact 

technology through a displacement recognition system based on the Particle Image 

Velocimetry (PIV) or Digital Image Correlation (DIC) analysis. The experimental 

equipment, technique, and procedure developed for the implementation of the centrifuge 

tests and the subsequent analyses performed during this research demonstrated to be 

appropriate for the final mechanical response measurements. 

Drained monotonic response under different mooring system 

Three suction anchor models were used in this research programme with aspect ratios of 

L/D = 1.0, 0.75 and 0.5. Under drained monotonic loading conditions, the anchor peak 

pull-out capacity increased with a larger aspect ratio, a lower inclination angle between 

the mooring line and the soil surface, and a higher soil relative density. The observed 

behaviour and the associated failure mechanisms of the model taut mooring tests with a 

low loading inclination angle (30) were similar to the model catenary mooring tests, 

both with a fundamental translational failure mechanism. However, the taut mooring 
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testing with high loading inclination (60) conditions yielded dissimilarities compared 

to the former failure mechanisms, with differences mainly related to a rotational 

mechanism and a reduction of the soil resistance wedge mobilisation. 

Drained cyclic response of model suction anchors 

According to the test results, the cyclic loading characteristics used in the model tests 

did not significantly affect the anchor lateral capacity, mainly due to a low range of 

applied load amplitudes (10.5% – 35% Ppeak). Furthermore, the comparison of the tests 

results under drained cyclic loading conditions showed that the majority of the model 

foundations presented substantial increments in the monotonic peak pull-out capacity 

after the application of the proposed cyclic sequences by a maximum of ~10% in the 

taut line configuration and ~18% in the catenary line configuration. This enhancement 

in the post-cyclic pull-out capacity increased with the use of a lower anchor aspect ratio 

(L/D) and a higher loading inclination angle (α) for the taut mooring systems. 

Regarding the catenary mooring testing, a similar incremental behaviour of the 

enhancement in the post-cyclic capacity was found as the anchor aspect ratio was 

decreased, noticing that the higher increments in the post-cyclic capacity were found 

due to a soil-anchor-chain interaction and a looser initial relative density of the model 

soil samples compared to the taut mooring samples. The increment in the enhancement 

of the soil strength according to the testing anchor-mooring configuration is potentially 

related to the size of the soil failure wedge exerting a lateral passive thrust on the 

anchor. As the soil failure wedge volume is reduced, so does the failure surface area and 

thus higher cyclic shear stresses may generate greater alterations on the soil structure 

and fabric. Further studies are required to confirm this relationship. 

Considering the characteristics of the applied cyclic loading sequences and their impact 

on the anchor post-cyclic response for the taut mooring conditions, the peak cyclic load 

and the load amplitude were the most critical parameters governing cyclic anchor 

response. Thus, the cyclic sequences with a high peak cyclic loading and high cyclic 

amplitude generated the highest increments in the post-cyclic capacity for the same 

testing configuration cases, even though the differences in the capacity increments 

under the same testing configuration were not substantial. Likewise, for the catenary 

mooring testing, the variations in the characteristics of the cyclic loading sequences 

yielded clear differences in the post-cyclic resistances. For example, the high amplitude 

and the cyclic loading history sequences provided the highest capacity increments, 

between 10% and 18% compared to static cases. 
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The suction anchor cyclic loading and unloading stiffnesses were found to increase 

asymptotically to a constant maximum value with the increase of the number of load 

cycles in all tests performed. A cyclic hardening behaviour of the soil was also 

qualitatively proved with a continual reduction of the cumulative padeye cyclic 

displacement with an incremental number of load cycles. The increases in the post-

cyclic stiffness suggest that offshore design codes based on the monotonic stiffness may 

be overconservative, and possibly more economic designs can be achieved using the 

cyclic stiffness. 

Interpretation of results 

The experimental monotonic and cyclic results have been conceptually interpreted by a 

bounding-surface macro-element framework based on a cyclic constitutive model for 

granular materials, which includes a proposed memory surface that tracks the stress 

history of the soil through changes in its size and position according to the physical 

principles of soil particle fabric and interaction. The model effectively captures the 

empirical suction anchor-soil system cyclic interaction with the increases in soil 

stiffness and strength due to changes in the particulate soil nature (soil fabric changes 

effects) and sand densification (modifying contact dynamics). 

7.2 Further research and recommendations 

The successful centrifuge testing results of a complex boundary value problem have 

provided a promising momentum for a further experimental endeavour. A substantial 

complementary physical investigation of suction anchors in sand is required to gain a 

clear understanding of its mechanical response under the typical offshore cyclic loading 

conditions. Technical improvements or recommendations for prospective testing and 

research should comprise: 

 A higher efficiency of the two-dimensional displacement recognition system 

might be obtained with an optimised method to store only the relevant pixel data 

of the regions of interests in the captured digital frames. This would ease data 

processing without compromising measurement accuracy and precision during 

PIV analysis. 

 The frame capture rate of the in-flight Prosilica camera should be higher than 4 

frames per second. This would allow for a more detailed cyclic displacement of 
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the anchor and a proper calculation of the secant loading and unloading 

stiffnesses for any given cyclic load sequence. 

 A careful selection of the parameters for analysis should be attempted for each 

single centrifuge test in order to optimise the expenditure of in-flight time.  

 Additional physical investigations on the higher gain of suction anchor post-

cyclic pull-out capacity with a small soil failure surface are needed. 

 The rise in capacity and stiffness due to cyclic loading should be evaluated and 

possibly incorporated in the design principles of suction anchors in sand for 

offshore applications, as opposed to current design methodologies.  

 The macro-element plasticity model should be developed to numerically explain 

and simulate the drained cyclic response of suction anchors in sand. The model 

should also include effects from undrained responses through pore pressure 

tracking, and eventually from multi-directional loading. 
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Appendix A 

Matlab script for the planar cyclic displacement of the 

suction anchor model 

%SCRIP FOR CYCLIC DISPLACEMENT ANALYSIS OF SUCTION ANCHOR  
clear all 
close all 
clc 

  
%Loading right data 

  
A=load('M2_data_d','-mat'); 
der=A.data; 
[Nder,Nfoto,aux]=size(der); 
Nfoto=Nfoto-1; 

  
%Raw coordinates from PIV x,y for right target in each frame 

  
xder1=der(:,2:end,1);  
yder1=der(:,2:end,2); 

  
%All the subsets x,y are averaged in each frame step for right target 

and transformed in mm with scale 
%final coordinates x,y for each frame, verify scale ------------------ 
xder=mean(xder1)*5/101.93;   %mm checked for t2-t20------------------- 
yder=-mean(yder1)*5/101.93;    %mm------------------------------------ 
dia=40; %mm caisson diameter 
ar=0.75; %aspect ratio------------------------------------------------ 
long=dia*ar; %mm length----------------------------------------------- 
clear A 

  
%Loading left data 

  
A=load('M2_data_i','-mat'); 
izq=A.data; 
[Nizq,Nfotoiz,aux]=size(izq); 
Nfotoiz=Nfotoiz-1; 

  
%Raw coordinates from PIV x,y for left target in each frame 

  
xizq1=izq(:,2:end,1); 
yizq1=izq(:,2:end,2); 

  
%mm All the subsets x,y are averaged in each frame step for left 

target and transformed in mm with scale 
%final coordinates x,y for each frame, verify scale ------------------ 
xizq=mean(xizq1)*5/101.93;  %mm 
yizq=-mean(yizq1)*5/101.93; %mm 
  

 
%Test time, Actuator loads and displacements data, frame number  
t1data=xlsread('tdata2_20.xlsx');%------------------------------------ 

Ati=t1data(:,1);%Time Seconds 
AF=t1data(:,2);%Load Newtons 
AD=t1data(:,3);%Actuator Displ. mm 
Afoto=t1data(:,5);%Frame Number 
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ncy=1129; %number of cycles------------------------------------------- 
nCi=ncy-1;%number of cycles 
saux=diff(Afoto);%difference in frame number(xi+1)-xi 
ind = find(saux > 1);  % vector with positions where saux = 2 
limit = length(ind);   % define number iterations 
ind_new = ind;         % initializing running var 

  
for nn = 1:1:limit %correcting data input tdata 
    ii = ind_new(1); 
    Ati = [Ati(1:ii);   (Ati(ii+1)+Ati(ii))/2;   

Ati(ii+1:length(Ati))]; 
    AF = [AF(1:ii);   (AF(ii+1)+AF(ii))/2;   AF(ii+1:length(AF))]; 
    AD = [AD(1:ii);   (AD(ii+1)+AD(ii))/2;   AD(ii+1:length(AD))]; 
    Afoto = [Afoto(1:ii);   (Afoto(ii+1)+Afoto(ii))/2;   

Afoto(ii+1:length(Afoto))]; 
    saux_new = diff(Afoto); 
    ind_new = find(saux_new > 1);     % adjusting var 
end 

  
aff=size(AF,1); 
saux_n=diff(Afoto);% frame(xi+1)-xi 
saux2=find(saux_n==1);%finds positions where there is a change in 

frame 
saux2=[1;saux2(:);aff];%modifies vector for first and last frame 

  
%finds average, min and max loads for each frame 
for i=1:Nfoto 
    AFm(i)=mean(AF(saux2(i)+1:saux2(i+1))); 
    AFmin(i)=min(AF(saux2(i)+1:saux2(i+1))); 
    AFmax20(i)=max(AF(saux2(i)+1:saux2(i+1)));  
    Atime(i)=mean(Ati(saux2(i)+1:saux2(i+1))); 
    AFini(i)=AF(saux2(i)+1);%initial load for each frame 
end 

  
lf=0.5; %load frequency Hz 
pr=1/lf; %load period 
tt=ncy*pr; %total cyclic time 
tcy=279.329; %(s) time when cyclic loading starts  
i=1; 
cic=zeros(ncy,12); 
 for j=0:pr:tt-pr % For each cycle from 2 sec to 1000 sec - defined by 

number of cycles  
    cic(i,1)=tcy+j;%time when starts cyclic load 
    cic(i,2)=tcy+j+pr;%time when finish cyclic load 
    tmp=abs(Ati-(tcy+j)); 
    cic(i,3)=find(tmp==min(tmp),1);%initial position of cycle 
    tmp=abs(Ati-(tcy+j+pr)); 
    cic(i,4)=find(tmp==min(tmp),1);%final position of cycle 
    cic(i,5)=AF(cic(i,3)); %actual load in starting load of cycle 
    cic(i,6)=max(AD(cic(i,3):cic(i,4)))-AD(cic(1,3));%max displ each 

cycle minus initial displ 1st cycle actuator 
    cic(i,7)=min(AF(cic(i,3):cic(i,4)));%minimum load in cycle 
    cic(i,8)=max(AF(cic(i,3):cic(i,4)));%maximum load in cycle 
    cic(i,9)=Afoto(cic(i,3))+1;%frame at the start of each cycle, 

starting from initial frame of cycle 1 
    psmnl=find(AF(cic(i,3):cic(i,4))==cic(i,7),1); %finds position of 

minimum load in the cycle 
    cic(i,10)=Afoto(cic(i,3)+psmnl-1)+1;%frame number for minimun load 

in cycle 
    psmxl=find(AF(cic(i,3):cic(i,4))==cic(i,8),1); %finds position of 

maximum load in the cycle 
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    cic(i,11)=Afoto(cic(i,3)+psmxl-1)+1; %frame number for maximum 

load in the cycle 
    cic(i,12)=Afoto(cic(i,4))+1; %frame at the end of each cycle, 

starting from final frame of cycle 1 
    i=i+1; 
end 

  
%Relocating origin -------------------------------------------------- 
DX=(xder(1)+xizq(1))/2; 
xder=xder-DX;   % 
xizq=xizq-DX; 
YH=31; %mm 
aux=(yder(1)+yizq(1))/2; 

  
%Y coordenates are taken to targets height  
yder=yder-aux+YH;  
yizq=yizq-aux+YH; 

  
plot(xder,yder,xizq,yizq,xder(1),yder(1),'o',xizq(1),yizq(1),'o') 
axis equal 
xlim([-60,60]) 
ylim([0,80]) 
grid on 
xlabel('X position [mm]') 
ylabel('Y position [mm]') 

  
% Slope method 
pend=(yder-yizq)./(xder-xizq);  
teta=-atan(pend)*180/pi;  

  
figure 
plot(1:Nfoto,teta) 
grid on 
xlabel('Number of photoghaph') 
ylabel('Rotation angle -frames- [deg]')%coming from slope btw targets 

  
% RST transformation (body ridid displacement and rotation) 
% transformation matrix calculation: Frame 1 
MA=[-yder(1), xder(1) ,1 ,0; xder(1) , yder(1) , 0, 1;... 
    -yizq(1), xizq(1) ,1 ,0; xizq(1) , yizq(1) , 0, 1]; 

  
MA2=inv(MA'*MA)*MA'; 

  
for i=1:Nfoto %From frame 1 until total number of frames 
    BB=[xder(i);yder(i);xizq(i);yizq(i)]; %Final position of targets - 

coordinates x,y of each target at each frame 
    res(:,i)=MA2*BB; %Rotation and displacement calculation 
end 

  
%Rotation angle for each frame compare with initial frame 
teta20=-atan(res(1,:)./res(2,:))*180/pi; 

  
%Rotation plot 
figure 
plot(1:Nfoto,teta20)   
grid on 
xlabel('Number of photoghaph') 
ylabel('Rotation angle around origin [deg]') 

  
%X Displacement with respect initial frame - in origin. 
figure 
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plot(1:Nfoto,res(3,:)) 
grid on 
xlabel('Number of photoghaph') 
ylabel('X rigid body translation from origin [mm]') 

  
%Y Displacement with respect initial frame - in origin. 
figure 
plot(1:Nfoto,res(4,:)) 
grid on 
xlabel('Number of photoghaph') 
ylabel('Y rigid body translation from origin [mm]') 

  
% Obtaining positions for rigid body 
teta20=-teta20; 
%Ideal geometry of caisson with target frames and padeye position 
%--------------------------------------------------------------- 
CS1=[0,0;...     
    (dia/2),0;... 
    (dia/2),-(long+5);... 
    -(dia/2),-(long+5);... 
    -(dia/2),0;... 
    0,0;... 
    14,0;... 
    14,33.5;... 
    36.5,33.5;... 
    36.5,28;... 
    19,0;... 
    -14,0;... 
    -14,33.5;... 
    -36.5,33.5;... 
    -36.5,28;... 
    -19,0; 
    20,-(((2/3)*long)+5)]; % s17 Padeye location right positive t2t20- 

  
% we assume rotation respect initial conditions 
% i.e., matrix with real initial coordinates 

  
%Angle of rotation for frame 1 
rot=-teta(1)*pi/180; 

  
%Real initial geometry based on angle of rotation from initial frame 
for i=1:size(CS1,1)  
    hh=[cos(rot),-sin(rot);sin(rot),cos(rot)]*CS1(i,:)';%Inital 

geometry rotates according angle rot 
    CS(i,:)=hh(:)';  %Caisson Real Geometry 
end 

  
CS=[CS;... 
    xder(1),yder(1);... %s18 y s19 
    xizq(1),yizq(1)];   %Caisson Real Geometry plus initial targets 

location 

  
for i=1:size(CS,1) %For each point on real geometry of caisson  
    for j=1:Nfoto   
            GT(:,j,i)=[res(2,j),-res(1,j);...% 
            res(1,j),res(2,j)]...    
            *CS(i,:)'+[res(3,j);res(4,j)]; 
    end 
 end 

  
for i=9:12 %for columns 9 10 11 and 12 of cic-frames for 9=initial fr 

10=fr for min load,11=fr for max load 12=final fr 
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    for j=1:ncy %for each of the cycles performed on the test 
    CC(:,j,i-8)=[res(2,cic(j,i)),-res(1,cic(j,i));...  %calculates the 

final coordinates x,y of the padeye at each frame for cyclic loading  
            res(1,cic(j,i)),res(2,cic(j,i))]...    
            

*CS(17,:)'+[res(3,cic(j,i));res(4,cic(j,i))];%CS(17,:)padeye position- 
    end 
end 

  
%-------Plot of Initial frame---------------------------------------- 
        fig=figure; 
        s1=1; %For two initial points 
        s2=2; 
        frx=cic(1,9); 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); %Final x,y for all frames  
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; %Coordenates  
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 
        hold on 

         
        scatter(XX(1),YY(1),'k') 

                 
        s1=2;    
        s2=3; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)];   
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 

         
        s1=3; 
        s2=4; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 

         
        s1=4; 
        s2=5; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 

         
        s1=5; 
        s2=6; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 

         
        s1=7; 
        s2=8; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 
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        s1=8; 
        s2=9; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 

         
        s1=9; 
        s2=10; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 

         
        s1=10; 
        s2=11; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 

         
        s1=12; 
        s2=13; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 

         
        s1=13; 
        s2=14; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 

         
        s1=14; 
        s2=15; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 

         
        s1=15; 
        s2=16; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'b') 

         
        plot([-80,80],[-5,-5],'--k') 

         
        s1=17;  %padeye location  
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        X=qw1(1,frx); 
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        Y=qw1(2,frx); 
        scatter(X,Y,'k'); 

         
        s1=18;  
        s2=19; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frx);qw2(1,frx)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frx);qw2(2,frx)]; 
        scatter(XX,YY,'k')     

               
        

plot(xder,yder,xizq,yizq,xder(1),yder(1),'o',xizq(1),yizq(1),'o') 

             
        axis equal 
        xlim([-80,80]) 
        ylim([-80,100]) 
        grid on 
        xlabel('X position [mm]','Fontsize',15) 
        ylabel('Y position [mm]','Fontsize',15) 

        
        %Final frame-------------------------------------------------- 

         
        s1=1;  
        s2=2; 
        frz=cic(ncy,12); 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1);  
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 
        hold on 

         
        scatter(XX(1),YY(1),'k') 

                 
        s1=2;     
        s2=3; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 

         
        s1=3; 
        s2=4; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 

         
        s1=4; 
        s2=5; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 

         
        s1=5; 
        s2=6; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
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        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 

         
        s1=7; 
        s2=8; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 

                 
        s1=8; 
        s2=9; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 

         
        s1=9; 
        s2=10; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
         XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 

         
        s1=10; 
        s2=11; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 

         
        s1=12; 
        s2=13; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 

         
        s1=13; 
        s2=14; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 

         
        s1=14; 
        s2=15; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 

         
        s1=15; 
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        s2=16; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'k') 

         
        plot([-80,80],[-5,-5],'--k') 

         
        s1=17;  %padeye location  
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        X=qw1(1,frz); 
        Y=qw1(2,frz); 
        scatter(X,Y,'k'); 

         
        s1=18;  
        s2=19; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,frz);qw2(1,frz)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,frz);qw2(2,frz)]; 
        scatter(XX,YY,'k')     

         
  %-----Frame at maximum anchor capacity - failure-------------------- 
        fmax_mono=max(AFmax20);%finds maximum load in the array of 

maximum load per frame 
        ffrmax=find(AFmax20==fmax_mono)+1;%finds position of fr for 

maximum load PLUS 1 

  
        s1=1; 
        s2=2; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1);  
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'r') 
        hold on 

         
        scatter(XX(1),YY(1),'k') 

                 
        s1=2;    
        s2=3; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'r') 

         
        s1=3; 
        s2=4; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'r') 

         
        s1=4; 
        s2=5; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)]; 
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        plot(XX,YY,'r') 

         
        s1=5; 
        s2=6; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'r') 

         
        s1=7; 
        s2=8; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'r') 

                 
        s1=8; 
        s2=9; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)]; % 
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)]; % 
        plot(XX,YY,'r') 

         
        s1=9; 
        s2=10; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'r') 

         
        s1=10; 
        s2=11; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'r') 

         
        s1=12; 
        s2=13; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'r') 

         
        s1=13; 
        s2=14; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'r') 

         
        s1=14; 
        s2=15; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
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        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)];  
        plot(XX,YY,'r') 

         
        s1=15; 
        s2=16; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)]; 
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)]; 
        plot(XX,YY,'r') 

         
        plot([-80,80],[-5,-5],'--k') 

         
        s1=17;  %padeye location  
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        X=qw1(1,ffrmax); 
        Y=qw1(2,ffrmax); 
        scatter(X,Y,'k'); 

         
        s1=18;   
        s2=19; 
        qw1=GT(:,:,s1); 
        qw2=GT(:,:,s2); 
        XX=[qw1(1,ffrmax);qw2(1,ffrmax)];  
        YY=[qw1(2,ffrmax);qw2(2,ffrmax)]; 
        scatter(XX,YY,'k')     

         

   
  %-------------end---------------- 

  
% Padeye displacement 
s1=17 
qw1=GT(:,:,s1); %2(x,y) x num total frames x PADEYE point 
% Padeye cyclic displacement 
pc1=CC(:,:,1); %padeye final coordinates for frame at the start of 

cycle 
pc2=CC(:,:,2); %padeye final coordinates for frame at min load of 

cycle 
pc3=CC(:,:,3); %padeye final coordinates for frame at max load of 

cycle 
pc4=CC(:,:,4); %padeye final coordinates for frame at the end of cycle 

  
for i=1:ncy %for each cycle performed---------------------------------

---------------- 
    dre(:,i)=pc3(:,i)-pc1(:,1); %max displ for each cycle minus 

initial fr first cycle 
    dc2(:,i)=pc2(:,i)-qw1(:,1); %displ in x,y for min cyclic load - 

substracting frame 1 
    dc3(:,i)=pc3(:,i)-qw1(:,1); %displ in x,y for max cyclic load 
    qDmin(i)=sqrt((dc2(1,i)^2)+(dc2(2,i)^2)); %total displacement of 

padeye for min cyclic loading  
    qDmax(i)=sqrt((dc3(1,i)^2)+(dc3(2,i)^2)); %total displacement of 

padeye for max cyclic loading 
    qDre220(i)=sqrt((dre(1,i)^2)+(dre(2,i)^2)); %real total 

displacement of padeye 
    %unloading stiffness 
    lcy(i)=(cic(i,8)-cic(i,7));   
    dcy(i)=(qDmax(i)-qDmin(i)); 
    Ec220(i)=lcy(i)/dcy(i); 
    %loading stiffness 
    if i==1 
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         lcy2(i)=(cic(i,8)-cic(i,5)); 
         dc4=pc1(:,i)-qw1(:,1); %coordinates x,y when cyclic loading 

starts - displacement x,y 
         qDtem(i)=sqrt((dc4(1,i)^2)+(dc4(2,i)^2)); %displacement when 

cyclic loading starts 
         dcy2(i)=(qDmax(i)-qDtem(i)); 
    else     
        lcy2(i)=(cic(i,8)-cic(i-1,7)); 
        dcy2(i)=(qDmax(i)-qDmin(i-1)); 
    end 
    Ecl220(i)=lcy2(i)/dcy2(i); 
    rtc220(i)=teta20(cic(i,12)); %rotation at the end of each cycle 
end 

  
% %Displacement for each frame compare with initial frame 
for i=1:Nfoto-1 
   qwf(:,i)=qw1(:,i+1)-qw1(:,1); 
   qWt20(i)=sqrt((qwf(1,i)^2)+(qwf(2,i)^2));    
end 

  
qwf(:,Nfoto)=qwf(:,Nfoto-1); 
qWt20(Nfoto)=qWt20(Nfoto-1); 

  
cycN220=(1:ncy); 

  
figure 
plot(qWt20,AFini,'r') 
xlim([0,4]) 
grid on 
xlabel('Total displacement [mm]') 
ylabel('F_{initial} [N]') 

  
figure 
plot(Atime,qWt20,'or') 
grid on 
xlabel('time average [s]') 
ylabel('Total Displacement Padeye [mm]') 

  
figure 
plot(Atime,AFini,'r') 
grid on 
xlabel('time average [s]') 
ylabel('Initial Load for Frame [N]') 

  
figure 
subplot(2,2,1) 
plot(-qwf(1,:),AFmax20,'r') 
xlim([0,2]) 
grid on 
xlabel('X displacement Padeye [mm]') 
ylabel('F_{max} [N]') 

  
subplot(2,2,2) 
plot(qwf(2,:),AFmax20,'r') 
xlim([0,2]) 
grid on 
xlabel('Y displacement Padeye [mm]') 
ylabel('F_{max} [N]') 

  
subplot(2,2,3) 
plot(qWt20,AFmax20,'r') 
xlim([0,2]) 
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grid on 
xlabel('Total displacement Padeye [mm]') 
ylabel('F_{max} [N]') 
subplot(2,2,4) 
plot(-teta20,AFmax20,'r') 
xlim([0,3]) 
grid on 
xlabel('Rotation angle [deg]') 
ylabel('F_{max} [N]') 

  
figure 
plot(cycN220,qDre220,'r',cycN220,cic(:,6),'b') 
grid on 
xlabel('Number of cycles','Fontsize',16) 
ylabel('Padeye Displacement [mm]','Fontsize',16) 

  
figure 
plot(cycN220,Ecl220,'b') 
grid on 
xlabel('Number of cycles') 
ylabel('Loading Stiffness [N/mm]') 

  
figure 
plot(cycN220,Ec220,'r') 
grid on 
xlabel('Number of cycles') 
ylabel('Unloading Stiffness [N/mm]') 

  
figure 
plot(cycN220,lcy,'r') 
grid on 
xlabel('Number of cycles') 
ylabel('Delta Load [N]') 

  
figure 
plot(cycN220,dcy,'r') 
grid on 
xlabel('Number of cycles') 
ylabel('Dmax - Dmin Cycle [mm]') 

  
figure 
plot(cycN220,-rtc220,'r') 
grid on 
xlabel('Number of cycles') 
ylabel('Rotation [deg]') 

  
figure 
plot(cycN220,qDmax,'r') 
grid on 
xlabel('Number of cycles') 
ylabel('Max Displacement Cy [mm]') 

  
figure 
plot(cycN220,qDmin,'r') 
grid on 
xlabel('Number of cycles') 
ylabel('Min Displacement Cy [mm]') 

  
save('t2t20.mat','cycN220','rtc220','qDre220','Ecl220','Ec220','qWt20'

,'AFmax20','teta20'); 

  




